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ABSTRACT:

The subject of this thesis is Robert Strausz-Hupe, a 
primary exponent of the "'anti-communist forward strategists," 
who strives to influence American-foreign policy decision
makers to integrate technological, military, economic,
.diplomatic, and psychological elements into a policy designed 
to unite Atlantic allies in. a regional system, to "win" the 
cold war, and to promote a federated world government.

Using Strausz-Hupe as the focus of inquiry, a positive 
.correlation was found to exist between his cultural background 
and his threat perceptions and policy recommendations. 
Strausz-Hupe1s assumptions, in turn, were found to be rooted 
in irrelevant analysis. If one admits to his assumptions, 
however, then one finds rationality in his proposals.. It was . 
established that application of specific elements of his plan 
would pose sometimes salutary effects and sometimes an unac
ceptable range of uncertainties. Thus I conclude that if 
foreign policy-makers apply Strausz-Hupe's theories and 
strategies, then it behooves them to be eclectic.

This thesis contributes to American foreign policy 
literature by suggesting a framework for analyzing other 
foreign policy theorists, by further exploration of the "for
ward strategist” school of thought, by explicating possible

viii



effects of Strausz-Hupc1s theories and strategies, and by 
projecting the relevance of.cultural effect on theorists and- 
their theories. '■



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A problem of increasing concern is the utility of. 
the'maintenance of overwhelming nuclear■arms and conven
tional military devices as an adjunct, or extension of 
American foreign policy. Two groups of foreign policy 
theorists approach this problem from divergent premises.
Far on the one side are those who consider the existence of 
the nuclear weapon as the most destabilizing device in con
temporary international relations. Consequently, this 
group recommends some form of disarmament or arms control. 
Far on the other side of a hypothetical spectrum are those 
who would not only rearm and retool American defenses, but 
would seek to prepara a preventive war against Communism in 
general.

Between these hypothetical extremes of individual 
and group behavior, lie a variety of possible alternatives. 
This thesis is a study of one of the major positions that 
is logically divisible from other positions on the spectrum 
of -American foreign relations in conjunction with the con
sideration of weapons systems and their ’’power" potential. 
In particular, this thesis is a study.of the anti-communist

. 1



• . 2
foreign policy theory and strategy of Robert Strausz-Hupe,
.Director of the Foreign Policy Research Institute at the "
University of Pennsylvania. This man has established
himself as the spokesman of the "marginal, anti“Communist 

. . . ■ 1 school of thought." In association with William Kintner,
Stefan T® Possony, James E. Dougherty, Alvin J. Cottrell
and others, Robert Strausz-Hupe has written several works
that represent anti-communist theory and strategy while
proposing solutions for American foreign policy-makers’.
Basically, he would attempt to orient these policy-makers
to long-range goals rather than to rely on a policy of

2 '"muddling through®" His influence extends to many of the
more military oriented defense intellectuals and included
the advisement of presidential candidate Barry G-oldwater in

3the 1964 campaign.

1. For a more comprehensive definition of this 
term, see, Robert A. Levine, The. Arms Debate (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2l2‘~215.

2. For a discussion of the policy of "muddling 
through,11 which seems applicable to current foreign policy 
decision-making as well as to bureaucracy in general, see,. 
Charles E. lindblom, "The Science of 'Muddling Through,'" 
Public Administration Review, 19 (Spring, 1959), 79-88.

3. Arthur Herzog, The War/Peace Establishment 
(New York; Harper and Row,*~T9^T)"7™T7~r*î"



Purpose and Scope '

’ The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the
anti-communist theories and strategies of Robert Strausz-
Hupe in terms of relevance for contemporary policy-makers« • , . - 
Questions that will enable me to focus on this purpose
include: What are the bases for Robert Strausz-Hupe*s
policy proposals? What is Robert Strausz-Hupe!s analysis
of the problem of Communism and what solutions does he
offer to resolve this problem? What are the long-range
goals he would have American foreign poliey-makers
envision? finally, what relevance do his policies have
for contemporary decision-making?

The scope of this thesis as defined by the stated 
purpose is limited to the ..anti^communist theory and 
strategy of Robert Strausz-Hupe.„ This limitation is 
essential because of other theories and strategies he 
proposed prior to 1956. Since that date, Robert Strausz— 
Hupe has been consistently concerned with the Communist ■ 
"challenge," •

• • Methods of Research

The conceptual scheme utilized in this thesis is 
an adaptation of the policy approach to the study of the 
viability of the foreign policy theories and strategies



4of Robert Str.ausz~Hupe. It consists of policy alternatives., 
environmental bases of the policy formulator, policy pro
blems, policy recommendations, probable effects of policy 
recommendations, and policy goals.

This method of conceptualization is suggestive; of 
specific chapter headings for the analysis of the views of 
Robert Strausz-Hupe, Chapter 2 provides a referent for the 
policy concepts of a "forward strategy" by a presentation of 
various schools of thought. The comparative method, then, 
is initially utilized,. Chapter 3 delves into Robert . 
Strausz-Hupe1 s. background to ascertain why he may hold 
particular views. The method employed in this chapter might 
be termed "historical psychology," while the technique is 
one of limited content-analysfs of his autobiography, In My 
Time, .Chapter 4 is an intensive presentation of Robert 
Strausz-Hupe’s analysis of the anti-communist foreign policy 
• problem confronting decision-makers, Chapter 5 consists, of- 
Robert Strausz-Hupe5s initial policy recommendation's derived 
from his analysis of the Communist threat involving more of 
a synthesis by me than explicit analysis. Chapter 6 is my 
exposition of the probable effects of Strausz-Hupe•s policy

4, Harold D, Lasswell, The Future of Political 
Science (New York: Atherton, 19^3), 1-2, .
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recommendations based on empirical analysis of recent 
historical relationships among America and its allies and. 
Communist nations» Chapter 7 portrays and analyzes 
Strausz-Hupe 1 s'-long-range policy goals. Chapter 8 con
cludes this study with specific insights into Strausz- 
Hupe 1s policy alternative, his assumptions concerning the 
Communist threat, and his long-range goals.

Definitions . . •

It is essential that Certain terms utilized by 
Robert Strausz-Hupe be.Clearly defined before discussing 
his theories and strategies. These, definitions will be 
stated in alphabetical order.

1. The Cold War is a term that came into popular 
usage after World War II to describe the relations between 
the Soviet Union and the United States. This- bipolar 
system has frequently been characterized by periods of 
rigidity and inflexibility followed by periods of ’’thaw." 
Throughout this period, the United States has essentially

5maintained a policy of "containment." Robert Strausz- 
Hupe considers the policy of containment, essentially a

5. George.P. Kennan, "The Sources of Soviet 
Conduct," foreign Affairs, 24 (July., 1947), 566-582.
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defeatist policy and sets forth his own plan for a "forward 
strategy o11

2o Communism is something of ah amorphous term 
depicting an economic system in which a classless society is 
to eventually develop; a totalitarian system of government 
in which every aspect of personal and social existence is 
carefully guided by the state; an ideology relating to the 
theories of Marx, Engels, Lenin, _et al. which seeks world 
conquest; and "a method of conflict in space over a sus^ 
tained period of time„"

The concept of Communism per se as being a; 
monolithic unit is not a useful concepts Too many fissures 
have come to light since the decade of.■ the. I960’.s :began. 
Rather, one. can. distinguish both the,foreign and internal 
differences that exist in each country classified as being 
"Communist„". 'Alvin Z. Rubenstein, for example, states with 
proper authority that:

The leaders of all communist societies profess their 
adherence to Marxism-Leninism. Yet not all communist 
societies exhibit the same degree of centralism or 
.bureaucratism, nor have they used equal measures of 
force to preserve power, to settle internal rivalries, 
or. to shape a national c o n s e n s u s . 7

6. Robert Strausz-Hupe, et al., Protracted Conflict 
(Hew York: Harper and Row, 1963), "7. .

7® Alvin Z® Rubenstein, Communist Political Systems 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall7"T9"6"6”J7™2.
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Robert Strausz-Hupe would agree with this analysis-, but : 
maintains that Communism whether united or divided is still 
an intractable foe of democratic society. -

3. Protracted Conflict as used by Mao Tse-tung is'
the strategy of eroding the will and power .of Western
forces by the use of all weapons available so as to apply
them at strategic, points and at times most advantageous to

8 'the Communist cause. As used by Robert Strausz-Hupe, pro
tracted conflict is a description of Mao’s method of .war 
whereby Western superiority and technical- competence may-be 
overwhelmed by the political and military organization of 
peasant masses. Further, fdr him, it is a conflict in 
which everything for the West is at stake, but for which 
the West has yet. to fashion an adequate strategy suited to 
the decades.̂

4. Strategy as used in this thesis consists of the 
planning of future courses of American foreign policy on 
the basis of military, economic, technological, political, 
and psychological potential. These are the elements which 
if Used properly will constitute a successful "forward

8. For Mao Tse-tung's philosophy of small scale 
wars see, Mao Tse-tung, On the. Protracted War (Peking: 
Foreign Languages Press ,'"1960)1’ ~ ~ - ——

9. Protracted Conflict, 4.



strategy,11 according to Strausz-Hupe.
5o ' A~ Systemic Revolution-is a period of change 

such, as the Peloponnesian Wars of the dreco-Roman era of 
world history or the Reformation and the Rennaissance which 
later changed the societal and governmental structure of 
the Western world. A systemic revolution does not imply 
that change Will always be successful or progressive; 
however,, such a condition places heavy stresses and strains 
upon the existing order. Either this existing order will 
adapt to the new situation or face possible annihilation.

Such a revolution, according to Robert Strausz-Hupe, 
now challenges United State's ..policy-makers for the "winds 
of change" are prevalent in every corner of today’s globe. 
Reference is made to the Communist ideology as a vehicle 
for other systemic changes: nationalism, the "revolution
of rising expectations," and the technological revolution.
A problem regarding Strausz-HupeVs thesis is to determine, 
the extent to which Communism is the purveyor of revolution 
and what can be done by American foreign, policy-makers to 
mitigate.this threat.

The. above definitions will be supplemented by 
additional terms as the writing of this paper progresses. 
With this common framework, however, Strausz-Hupe1s terms 
acquire more meaning.
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One additional word of caution must be added» This 
thesis is about one man who heads a particular school of 
thoughto Works.that are. written in conjunction with others 
are regarded as essentially the product of Robert Strausz- 
Hupealthough it must be recognized that others may have 
played a significant role in the writing of a particular 
passage,. Robert Strausz-Hupe,- however, is the major 
spokesman for this school of thought; therefore, this 
thesis combines and embodies both the man and the general 
orientation of this school of thought.



CHAPTER 2

SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

This chapter is specifically designed to provide a 
basis for the comparison of the.views of many foreign policy 
theorists and strategists with those of Robert Strausz-Hupe. 
I have chosen three classificatory schemes which are deemed 
desirable to explore regarding security policy. Each of 
them is accurate in its own way. Arthur Herzog in his work, 
The. War-Peace Establishment, provides one framework for . 
comparison. Robert Levine provides another framework in 
The Arms Debate. William Van Cleave produces a third 
scheme in an article entitled, "The Nuclear Weapons Debate 
which is found in the U.S. Naval Institute. Proceedings for. 
Hay of 1966.

Herzog's Scheme

Arthur Herzog divides the "war—peace establishment" 
into three primary groups. These groups are the deterrers, 
the experimentalists, and the peace movement. The 
deterrers are defined as " . . . those who have.acquiesced 
in the necessity for the United States to maintain a high



1level of nuclear strength . . . ." The deterrers believe 
" o - . that this is the best way that war can be pre-.. 
vented =11 • This group is further subdivided into four types
of deterrers; (.1) the forward strategists, (2) the ana
lysts , (3) the realists, and (4) the government idealists.

. The forward strategists.are' led by Robert Strausz- 
Hupe. Herzog sums up Strausz-Hupe1s policy theory as 
follows:

There is no' detente <><,<,„ The Soviet-Chinese 
rift is important, but it is premature, to suppose that 
the division is permanent or that it lessens the danger. 
Nuclear war must be avoided if possible, but it cannot 
be ruled out as an instrument of national policy.
Anti-Communism, not anti-war,.must be the substance of that policy.3

Dr. Edward Teller is.included by Herzog in the forward 
strategist category as Strausz-Hupe1s scientific counter
part . Teller emphasizes forward technology as an essential 
ingredient in foreign policy. Teller, for his part", has 
argued two points consistently: that the Soviet Union
cannot be trusted and that esoteric weapons development 
.must be continued by the United States.• Teller, like 
Strausz-Hupe, also hopes for "law and order and world

1. Herzog, op. cit., 5*
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid., 17.
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4government." For the short term, however, Teller believes:
Our only guarantee of peace is strength in the hands 

of those who want peace. The difference between me and 
the others is simple— -peace by strength or peace by con-, 
cillation. I choose strength.5

' analysts generally include those who seem
capable of more detached analysis and are adept at utilizing 
modern technology. Specifically, the group ranges from 
Henry Kissinger to Herman Kahn and includes game theorists 
and organizations such as RAND Corporation. Arthur Herzog 
identifies this group as the one Robert Devine terms the 
"middle marginalists." According to Herzog, Robert Levine 
means that " . . . their dread of thermonuclear war and 
their fear of Communist long-range ambitions exist in about 
equal amounts."^ Kissinger concentrates his interests on 
Europe as a countervailing force to the ..Soviet Union.. The 
game theorists such as Thomas C. -Schelling employ mathema
tical logic in analyzing various situations and selecting 
preferable alternatives. For Sohelling,- deterrence is- an

7active principle of life. RAND is the predecessor of 
several "think factories" such as the Hudson Institute and 
the Stanford Research Institute. These institutions,

O
relatively autonomous from governmental controlattempt

4. •'Ibid. , 27.
5: Ibid., 31.
6. Ibid., 36..
7. Ibid., 47
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to analyze the strategic positions of the United States and 
recommend specific action. Herman Kahn in his work, On 
Thermonuclear War, was the progenitor of the national 
debate on the subject of his book. In a rational (though to 
some.it is cold-blooded) way, Kahn postulates Outcomes of 
thermonuclear war in an effort to evaluate various reactions 
open to the United.States in such an emergency. His clarion 
call is for the objective analysis of alternative strategic 
policies available to the U.S. Specific recommendations 
include an enhanced Civil Defense capability, what he terms, 
a pre-mobilization base (partial organization of military, 
technical and managerial resources to assist the nation to 
participate in and survive thermonuclear exchanges), and a 
credible first strike strategic nuclear force. Taken 
together: .

The analysts differ from the forward strategists, in 
trying to work on a year-by-year basis for their twin 
goals of stability and freedom rather than trying to 
steer a. long-range course toward the elimination of 
Communism. Analysts, unlike the forward strategists,

• are willing to accept the existence of the Soviet 
. . state.°

The realists, such as Hans.Morgenthau and Reinhold 
Niebuhr, 11 though deterrers, disagree, with the forward 
strategists that there is a Communist monolith .' . ..and

8. Ibid., 86.



they differ from the analysts in putting much less faith in
"the stabilizing qualities of high levels of nuclear arms."^
for the realist, " » , . the individual is engaged in a
quest for power of which politics is the tangible ernbodi- 

10ment." They are interested in world government in the
sense that it is now technologically feasible, but not .
politically possible..

• Government idealists is a term used by Herzog to
denote the' mix of the rest of the deterrers in Washington
dressq The Department of Defense, the Department of •State,
and the American Presidency are included in this category
and express publicly and privately various points of view of
the deterrence school.

The second major breakdown of Arthur Herzog1s'
spectrum of debaters on the subject of security is that of
the experimentalists. This group consists chiefly of
physical and.social scientists who have a tendency to
exercise academic caution which in turn leads to gradual- 

11ism. The risks of deterrence are unacceptably high for 
this group. Dr. Jerome Wiesner and Dr. Hans Bethe are in 
this category and advocate reduction in strategic offensive

9. Ibid.,88.
' 10• Ibid., 90.
11. "ibid., 143.
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missile strength and eschewment of the ABM.-. The distinction
between the deterrers -and the experimentalists is that
" 0 , 0  the deterrers (have) little faith and consequently
little interest in disarmament, while the experimentalists'

■ ]_2will run some strategic risks to achieve it.." . One of the 
best conceived plans for action among the experimentalists, 
according to Herzog, is the concept of GRIT as developed by 
Charles Osgood.. GRIT stands for Graduated Reciprocation in 
Tension-reductibn. Although more about this concept will be 
mentioned further in this chapter, it is important to note 
at this point that the concept calls for a series of "safe" 
unilateral initiatives by the United States that would hope
fully help reduce tension in the world, thus "compelling" 
the opposing forces to follow suit. In reference to the 
experimentalists Herzog states,- "The dominant spirit . . . 
is for stronger world organization . .-. . Herzog.\ 
identifies Louis B. Sohn, co-author with Grenville Clark of 
World Peace Through World Law, as the major voice crying . 
for.world government. Their plan is fpr the institutionali
zation of effective devices for war-prevention in a 
revitalized United Nations to enable that body to more 
. effectively promote conflict resolution and economic

12. -Ibid., 152.
13. Ibid., 173.
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development. In general, the experimentalists " , . . want 
a minimum deterrent as a first step to more general disarm
ament, . . . . place a considerable degree of blame on the
U.S. for the cold war . . . (and) press for a supranational

14agency to enforce disarmament at once."
Peace research, according to Herzog, fits into the 

experimentalist category. One of the pioneers in this field 
is Dr. Harold Guetzkow of Northwestern.who employs simula
tion as a research tool. Peace researchers are attempting 
to discover whether war is a conditioned social activity ■■ 
and, if so, how to modify its effects. Their research seems 
to point to the fact that war is often conditioned by • 
environmental factors (This, however, in the opinion of the 
author, does nothing but state the obvious), Much of the 
peace research is conducted by psychologists who attempt to 
attribute to whole societies traits of the individual 
personality such as aggressions and complexes. '

Herzog's third and final broad category is that of 
the peace movement, The peace movement would generally like 
to move toward disarmament at a rapid pace. Goals are to.be 
achieved by emphasizing mass education and mass action. The 
peace movement is further subdivided-into the survivalists

14. .Ibid., 180-181.
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and the radicals. The survivalists are identified- as •
" o o o those who, whatever'their personal beliefs,are 
pragmatists about peace and the peace movement and. hope to 
find a program „ . „ politically acceptable." For the 
radicals, " . . .  the hope lies in the principles of non
violence and serious changes in the internal social,

' • 2.5■ organization, usually away from centralization."
The . survivalists. include such names as Norman 

Cousins, .Seymour Melman,"and Erich Fromm. Cousins believes 
that the United States should renounce first use of atomic 
weapons. Melman considers the, theory of overkill as being 
ludicrous. "How can a society be killed more than once?" 
he asks. Erich Fromm is theoretically for unilateral dis
armament, but feels it politically expedient to support

■ . 16 universal controlled: disarmament. Linus Pauling is
another active member of the peace movement. As Herzog
states, "Pauling's position is s t at ed in N o . More - War 1,. his.
emphatic declaration that war in the nuclear age is useless

_ 27as an instrument of national policy." Pauling, like 
Fromm, does not believe that unilateral disarmament is the 
answer to the world's problems. Herzog quotes Pauling as 
saying:

15. Ibid., 202-203.
16. Ibid., 216.
17. Ibid.,221.
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"Nobody would accept unilateral disarmament.
Besides, there- are- military leaders'in both countries 
-who might take advantage. I'm in favor of a negotiated 
disarmament and inspection.. I might be a tough bar
gainer, myself in a negotiating session., But I t 1s wrong 
to say that the Soviet Union doesn't want peace. What 
stands in the way isn't the Soviet Union, but the 
difficulty of finding a course for the world to follow 
that.doesn't rely on war or the threat of war."18

Pauling fits in well with the survivalists as summarized by
Herzog:

The survivalists, to sum them .up,, believe in strong, 
changes of one kind or .another in'U.iSv policy, but not . 
in its social structure. Even the minority, left 
position does not say that peace requires a Marxist 
United States. The survivalist goal is general and 
complete disarmament, which it would like to get to as. 
rapidly as possible because, if not., the peace' movement 
sees only the end itself.19

The survivalists, however, represent only one segment of the
peace movement. The radicals.represent the other.

The radicals, according to Herzog, seek revolution
ary change in human affairs, often to be accomplished by 
revolutionary changes in human organization. ' The problem 
with analyzing this segment of the peace movement is that 
ideologically, they are widely diversified. Much of the 
ideology of groups such as the Jehovah's Witnesses and the
Society of Friends is based on interpretation of certain

20 •■passages in "the Bible. These groups are pacifists or

18. Ibid., 223.
19. Ibid., 227-228.
20. Ibid., 230.
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advocates of passive resistance. It is the idea of 
nonviolence that leads the pacifists to their most contro
versial stand for the unilateral disarmament of the United

Pi . ' ' .States. Mulford Q . Sibley is one of the leaders of this"
movement and advocates training the entire .population in 

22nonviolence. , To the realist, Beinhold Niebuhr, the
pacifists have a simple answer to a complex problem that is
.unworkable. Indeed he has been one of the most persistent
critics of the "radical" wing.of the peace movement because
he feels that their, concepts are irrelevant to the real

23world in which "power" plays a large part in politics.
If there is a leading intellectual in the peace movement, 
according to Herzog, it is the. late A. J. Muste. Arthur 
Herzog quotes Muste in his interview as saying;

"The difference between me, say, and Strausz-Hupe is 
that.between those who say you must operate within the 
existing situation and those who feel, looking ahead, 
that you must operate outside of it. I am more inter
ested in the means, too, than Strausz-Hupe is.
Somewhere in here comes my answer to Niebuhr. You 
start out by saying that as a Christian theologian you 
must reject the Bomb but under certain circumstances it 
might be justifiable, and you end up by justifying the 
weapons, even though you say the moral situation is 
impossible. What we say is that this, is a .compromise^ 
a rejection of morality, a destruction of the social 
standard. We start from this point. 4

21. " Ibid., 235. ..
22. Ibid.
23. Ibid., 236
24. Ibid., 244.
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In the long run, the goal for Muste "is a classless, -
25warless world » . . Beyond this achievement, Muste

seems inclined toward Utopian ideals as represented in News.
26 'from Nowhere, by William Morris. Paul Goodman.is "Perhaps •

27the nearest thing to an anarchist in the peace movement."
Goodman.is not the practical man of action. He is for the
elimination of national boundaries, but proposes no
solution— not even world government. In the end Herzog
remembered that:

... . a hundred or so conversations ago, Dr. Robert 
Strausz-Hupe, the forward strategist, had said that he 
and Paul Goodman shared the same vision of the end, an 
anarchic society organized into- small, happy, peaceful 
communities.. And so, oddly enough, the argument has 
come the.full circle, the classic circle of politicalscience.

• Arthur Herzog's classifications are similar to the 
conceptual framework employed by Robert Levine in The Arms 
Debate. One major difference is that Herzog uses less 
rigorous terminology to analyze the spectrum of thought he 
examines. Herzog's categories are also broader than 
Levine's, but the subdivisions greatly help to put the 
debate into perspective. Herzog's treatment, however, is 
journalistic and suffers from lack of depth perception.

25. Ibid.j 245.
26. Ibid.
27. 'Ibid., 247.
28. ' Ibid., 250.
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Robert Levine's scheme, rectifies.this, problem.

Levine's Scheme

Robert Levine"Logins his study of the debate on arms 
policy by hypothesizing three separable elements of policy 
statements; "recommendations" as to procedure, "value 
judgments" as to desired effect, and "analysis" of policy 
effects«^  These divisions are subsequently utilized to 
make explicit the separation of thought on arms policy.

The following categorizations are the schools of 
thought as divided by Robert Levine; anti-war systemists, 
anti-war marginalists, middle marginalists, anti-communist 
marginalists, and anti-communist systemists. These classi
fications are utilized subsequently throughout this thesis.
I shall explain each position in this section. (Also see 
Figure l.for a. graphic presentation») Levine separates the 
systemists from the marginalists on the basis that the 
former group tends to utilize "either/or" pronouncements in 
search of absolute solutions to prescribed problems. The 
cases of Bertrand Russell, James Burnham, and Barry 
Goldwater's solutions are illustrative of this point. 
Although each man tends to differ on strict ideological

29 - The Arms Debate, 3.
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■vryissues, each tends to believe in an "either/or” situation.

Recommendations as to procedure, the first of 
Levine1s policy statement elements, are categorized by (1) 
purpose and (2) degree of change desired. The first of 
these criteria yield (a) those whose objective is to limit 
all.wars, (b) those who seek to contain or reverse Communist 
gains, and (c) those who comfortably cannot fit in either of 
the two previous categories. The latter, group is referred 
to as the middle marginalists. As to the second classifi
cation, the marginalists and the systemists are distinguished 
by the degree of change each wants. .

Besides recommendations as to procedure, each 
grouping tends to support certain value judgments which in 
practice are preferences for certain events, to occur, vis-a- 
vis others. Levine groups these values into four general 
categories that reveal much of the background for the arms 
debate. These categories are: peace, freedom, power, and
time.

As an example of the utilization of these categories 
for analytical purposes, the anti-war school places most of 
its emphasis on peace, relatively less on freedom, little 
emphasis on the purposeful use of power, and regarding the

30. Ibid., 50-51.
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time dimension they look to long-range goals of world peace. 
Simply because more emphasis is placed on peace, one cannot 
draw ipso facto the conclusion that this group would allow 
Communist advancement-. It does mean that they would be 
willing to take greater risks of Communist advancement than, 
other groups, however. The anti-war school prefers disputes 
in the international realm to be peacefully resolved at 
almost all costs since they consider nuclear weapons to be 
the greatest problem presently confronting man.

The problem of intermingling peace and freedom is. 
very intricate. Robert'Levine thus contends:

But what makes life -complicated is that the general 
goals of both peace and freedom are agreed to by both 
parties in the arms debate. Because the armament side 
worries about America's world position, America's com
mitments, America's alliances— it does not follow ■ . 
either that it is immoral or that it does not care 
about peace . . . . Because the disarmament side
worries about nuclear war . . .it does not follow 
either that it is unrealistic or that it does not care 
about freedom.31

The comparative weighing of peace and freedom is compounded
by the other value preferences of power and time.

The marginal anti-communist school sets as.its
.32primary goal, the extension of freedom. The concept of

31. Robert Levine, "Pacts and Morals in the Arms 
Debate," World Politics', 14 (January,' 1962), 256.

32. The - Arms Debate, 78.
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power, however, is closely associated with freedom in their
33 ' ' •minds.-' Power in this case is an instrumental-value that

contributes to the goal of freedom. These value prefer
ences are depicted in Figure.1 on page 213»

Robert Levine's third conceptual distinction between 
the schools of thought is developed by considering the prob
able outcomes of the particular' solutions they advocate. 
Often their-analyses are confused with value preferences, 
.according to Levine. As Levine suggests, "the .analytically . 
estimated probability that a particular outcome will stem
from a given policy should be independent of the positive or

34negative value attached to that outcome."^
Levine seeks to sharpen the distinction between the

three marginal schools of thought— the anti-war marginalists,
the anti-communist marginalists. and the middle range
marginalists— by analyzing the position each takes regarding
war, opponents, power, allies and neutrals, and our own 

35image. All systemists are relegated to a diminutive 
chapter. Perhaps this demonstrates Levine's value prefer
ences,, but he considers the systemists to be logical 
extensions•of the marginal schools with the additional

33- 'Ibid., 80.
34. Ibid., 98.
35. Ibid., 100.
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propensity for either/or solutions to strategic problems... •

On the basis of the five subjects listed in the 
previous paragraph, one may gain a comprehensive view of 
marginalist analyses of situations.

A. Analysis.of war:. The anti-war marginalists view ' 
thermonuclear war as the pervasive problem of the current 
era. Their worries generally center around waps beyond. 
human rationality such as-those caused by accident or other 
inadvertent actions which may escalate into thermonuclear war. .

The difference between the anti-war marginalists and 
the anti-communist marginalists is amplified by their res
pective views of risk-taking. Whereas the former seek to 
reduce risks of war, the latter approve of war risk-taking 
,in the interests of free world security. Not only is war 
"thinkable," but the arms race is seen as a means of 
exhausting the Soviet economy. Unconventiohal war is seen
by many anti-communist marginalists as a potentially useful

3 6 -offensive weapon.
The middle marginalist's perception of war is 

extremely complicated since their focus; is on-deterrence
. ' • ’ ' ■■■ ■ 37" . . . and deterrence is.a very intricate analysis.
It is complicated by a resemblance to " . . .  the

36. Ibid., 152.
•37o ' Ibid., .184.



anti-communist picture of war as focused through the
' , 38anti-war set of values." ' .That, is to say, like the anti

war marginalists, the middle marginalists focus on the 
problem of thermonuclear war. rather than on a particular - 
opponent and they seek to avoid such wars rather than use 
them as political instruments. They consider, however,- as 
• the-anti-communist marginalists do, that in the real world 
war is avoided by possession and deployment of a great 
variety of weapons, rather than by their abandonment.

B . Analysis.of the opponent: The anti-war
marginalists range from those close to the. anti-war system-
ists who believe the Soviets are becoming less threatening,
to those close to the middle" marginalists who believe that

39the Soviets are opportunistic.
While anti-war marginalists- begin ttieir analysis 

with the view that thermonuclear war is the all—pervasive 
and divisive issue of our time,. the anti-communist margi
nalists begin with an analysis of the opponent. The.picture 
of the opponent is detailed enough to account for varieties 
of Communism, however the anti-communist marginalists feel 
that American foreign policy should treat with Communism as 
a single intractible foe.

38. Ibid., 185.
39- Ibid., 110.
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In dealing with an opponent, the middle marginalises
generally would utilize firmness while encouraging detente.
Deterrence is^an essential element in the encouragement 

40process. •
C. Analysis of power: The anti-war marginalist

school tends to reject the power politics of military solu
lltions to world problems. Dor them, persuasion seems to be

the key to achieving peace in the world. On the other hand,
the anti-communist marginalists. seek to use power to
effectively check what they consider to be the grave threat
of Communist expansion. Power, then, is not a utilitarian
force for the anti-war group-, although it is a recognizable
element in world affairs«. . Power is extremely important as
a means to an end for the anti-communist group.. ' .

. The middle marginalists want to use the "carrot and
the stick" approach to world problems. In other words, when
persuasion fails, a strong military capability ought to be .

42 'available.
D. Analysis of allies and neutrals: Robert Levine 

believes that despite the virtual rejection of the use of 
power politics in general, the anti-war marginalist does

40. Ibid., 198.
41. Ibid., 117-121.
42. Ibid., 19.8-201.
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belieye power to be utilitarian in one area— Western Europe. 
"Most would follow Kennan in the belief that although the 
'military portion of the Communist threat to Europe has been

A •)overplayed, the threat does exist."' ■ The anti-war margi- 
nalist also fears the rise of German militarism and would 
seek to constrict the West German military establishment as . 
much as p o s s i b l e . .

■ The anti-communist marginalists pay some attention . 
to the third world and do not entirely discount the need.for. 
adequate policies designed to win the favor of these newly 
developing areas. . So far as relative geography is concerned, 
however, the primacy of Europe is quite evident in their 
consideration.

The middle marginalists are in a difficult, position 
■ in relation to geography. They generally believe that 
Western Etifopean nations should be our allies, in order to 
check the Soviet Union. In practice they often favor the 
third world over Europe regarding matters of neo-colonialism.

E. Analysis of ourselves: The anti-war marginalists
generally are concerned about the possible rise of militarism 
• and. the industrial-military complex in the United States, in

43. Ibid.; 121.
44. Ibid., 123.
45. Ibid., 143.
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addition to the rise of militarism in Germany.^ The • 
anti-communist marginalists are unconcerned with possible 
American militarism. Robert Levine goes so far as to
suggest that- the anti-communist marginalists are unconcerned

- . 4.7with the internal threat of communism. I dispute this
point because Robert Straus.%-Hupe states that a prerequi
site for Western leadership is the elimination of Communism

aO
in our own backyards.

The middle marginalists .range across the spectrum 
from concern for the possible rise of a military-industrial 
complex, to limited or no consideration of this problem.

Having dealt'with the marginalist schools, Levine 
considers the systemists. These are the more extreme 
writers who are divided into two discernible categories—  
the anti-war school and the anti.—communist school.

The reason for Robert Levine giving less attention . 
to these schools is because their recommendations for arms 
policy and consequently American foreign policy are more 
rarely, if ever, acceptable to the central decision-makers. 
Levine points out that much of the energy of the John Birch

46. Ibid., 125-127.'
47. :Ibid,, 153. . . ' • ,
48. See page 74 of this thesis.
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Society and the systemic anti-communists in general is '
A Qdissipated in fighting internal menaces of Communism-. The 

anti-war systemists seek drastic cuts in military strength. 
Stuart Hughes, who argues for unilateral nuclear disarma
ment; Fred Warner Neal, who suggests unilateral abandonment 
of American bases outside Central. Europe; and the more 
abstract notions of Bertrand Russell, who consistently
criticizes. "American Imperialism,.", are some of the represen-

■ ' ■ 50tatives of the anti-war. systemist thought.
Norman Cousins, another leader of the anti-war - 

systemists, expresses the; indefiniteness.of their recommenda
tions. He exhorts the world to accept the United Nations as 
a powerful authority without advocating precisely how the 
world is to move, from the current situation to. that which he

5advocates. Note that the quality for indefinite recommen
dations is not peculiar to any school of thought, but that 
Levine considers this quality to be especially ingrained in 
systemist thoughts. Levine thus considers that:

Real recommendations are frequently worded as ringing 
appeals, but exhortation is also used -as the main instru
ment in converting a pious hope to an intended recommen
dation, which, because it lacks answers to the questions

49o The Arms Debate, l8l.
50. Ibid., 28.4-288•.
51. Ibid., 290.
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how and who,- is necessarily indefinite = Cousin's ' 
prescription .. . . provides an example of a hortatory .indefinite recommendation.

A final example of anti-war systemist thought is found in
the writings, of Mulford Q. Sibley who, according to Levine',
"finds it immoral to kill even to prevent-death, and the
questions of the numbers killed as against the numbers whose

5 3death is prevented are irrelevant."
Examples of the anti-communist systemists include 

Barry Goldwater, who seeks to stop all trade with Communist
- 5 A "nations and who seeks cold war victory. Most of the other 

inhabitants of this camp are much bolder than Goldwaterv 
Men like Brent Bozell, Frank Johnson, and Fred Schwarz dwell 
on variations of the theme "Go to War i”^

The Levine conceptual scheme will be the one 
utilized throughout this thesis in order to place Robert 
Strausz-Hupe in perspective relative to other schools of 
thought. Robert Strausz-Hupe is thus regarded in this 
scheme as a marginal anti-communist.

52. Ibid., 289-290.
53. Ibid., 304. • '
.54° Refer to Barry Goldwater,.Why Not Victory (New 

York: McFadden Books, 1963)« . ,
55• The Arms Debate,' 306-310.
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Van 01eave.1 a Scheme -

■ Perhaps one of the. most sophisticated systems of 

Classification of schools of thought regarding the.' arms 
debate has been developed by William Van Cleave. He posits 
ten analytically separable categories into which those con
cerned with national security may. be placed, (See Figure 2 
and Table 3r pages 214 and 215 for a graphic presentation 
of his system of .classification,) Figure 2 is a conceptual
model which demonstrates Van Cleave’s method, of dividing

56the schools of thought, .
Van Cleave perceives three key issues that make the 

systematic classification in Table 5. possible. The. first 
key issue is the disagreement over the role and utility of 
nuclear weapons. The. arguments range from those who would 
unilaterally disarm to those.who approve of preventive 
nuclear war. The second issue is over the shape of future 
wars. On this‘issue, C . P. Snow postulates nuclear war 
will be catastrophic to all., while Herman Kahn postulates 
that such a war is "winnable." The third issue is the 
disagreement over the'paramount danger extant in the,world

56. .William P . Van Cleave,. "The Nuclear Weapons 
Debate," United States Naval Institute Proceedings, 92 
(May, 19 6“6 J7~2"6-3"8'. ! :
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today and how to cope with it. Nominations for paramount .
danger, according to Van Cleave, include: nuclear weapons,

57arms races, Soviet ambitions, United States intentions.
On this basis', then, Van Cleave establishes the 

following rather narrow classifications: radical pacifists,
nuclear pacifists, tension-reducers, minimum deterrers, 
conventional arms emphasizers,. graduated deterrers, tactical 
nuclearists, forward strategists, massive deterrers, and 
preventive warriors. Robert Strausz-Hupe, as seen in Table 
4, is found in the narrow classification of "forward strati- 
gist" at the point where the broad categorization 
"deterrers" merges into anti-communist armers."

It is useful to include Van Cleave's scheme because 
his more detailed categorization of individuals adds clarity 
to the. more general categories used by Levine. For example, 
Coldwater is put by Van Cleave into the narrow classifica
tion of massive deterrer, while. Levine lists him in the • 
broader category of anti-communist systemist. However, the 
classifications of Van Cleave have the disadvantage of too 
rigidly classifying the individuals. For example, Kahn may, 
under some circumstances, fit into "massive deterrers" 
rather than "graduated deterrers." Emphasis varies from

57. Ibid., 26-27.
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Levine to Van Cleave, on specific issues. It seems best, 
for the purposes Of this thesis, to accept the Levine 
scheme, but to refer to Van Cleave for more extended cater- 
gorizatiOn where necessary. Herzog's scheme is quite 
analogous to that of Levine. The primary difference is 
that, Robert Levine is more analytical in his treatment,' 
while Arthur Herzog offers more of a Journalistic account of 
the arms debaters.

Synthesizing these methods of categorization, Robert 
Strausz-Hupe is regarded as an anti-communist marginalist 
and a forward strategist. With.this perspective in mind, I 
will now consider the. psychological factors affecting the 
policy theories and strategies of Robert Strausz-Hupe.



CHAPTER 3

ENVIRONMENTAL BASES FOR POLICY FORMATION:' '
STRAUSZ-HUPE'S BACKGROUND

. The method of inquiry employed in this chapter is 
essentially a content-analysis of the works of Robert 
Strausz-Hupe designed to sort out the psychological factors 
that seem to have affected the development of his theories 
and strategies. This chapter is'not merely, an exercise in 
enumeration. It is intended to show the psychological 
characteristics that may be essential features of Robert 
Strausz-Hupe1 s. thought patterns. These thought variables 
are delineated first as symbols to which Robert Strausz- 
Hupe may still cling. Secondly, these symbolic relation
ships based on empirical data are discussed. The source for
most of this data is Robert Strausz-Hupe1s autobiography,

1 • ■In My Time.
The justification for this chapter is the apparent 

effect of Robert Strausz-Hupe's social and political milieu 
upon his theories and strategies. This became evident with 
the reading of his autobiography. •No attempt is made to

. 1," Robert Straus'z-Hupe, In. .My Time (New York: 
W. W... Norton,--'1965). " - ~

' - . .
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generalize about other members of the marginal anti-communist" 
school of thought on the basis of this data.

Born in the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Vienna,
Austria, his- mother early .taught Bobert Strausz-Hupe to 
abhor war, yet she instilled within the young boy an admira- „ 
tion for the. feats of Napoleon— in triumph or defeat.. For 
the boy,. Napoleon became the hero of his imagination.
Today, Strausz—Hupe, the man, remains committed to his 
boyhood hero;

Appalled as I. might, be at. the results, I do not 
choose now to defect from my adolescent hero worship. 
Napoleon prompted tendencies that issued from the womb 
of mass society. He reduced the obvious to order a 
generation before the ideologues scrambled 'it again.
He provided the last great spectacle before state and 
art parted company. . ... His European dream, however, 
was deflowered by.those 'liberation' movements which, 
in our time, still rally around the tribal, cooking pot; - 
nevertheless, the European Common Market and the 
Atlantic Alliance owe him a monument. , . ..

Two strands of thought seem to emerge from his statement.
First, he -exhibits in his writings a strong belief in the
efficacy of power politics and an explicit understanding

3of spatial relationships to political science. Second., he 
indicates in his writings, that a new world order must be

2. Ibid., 13.
3« He even wrote, a book expressing this relationship. 

See, Bobert Strausz-Hupe, Geopolitics; The.Struggle for 
Space and Power (New York: G-. P. Putnam' s Sons, 194-2).
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developed. In particular, this new world order must arise 
from a united Europe. While Strauss-Hupe would hot unite 
Europe in the- same way that Napoleon sought, unity is a 
medium-range goal. ■"

Another hero exists in Strauss-Hupe1s repertoire. 
Being of essentially a Germanic background, it is. probably 
not surprising to many scholars that he should express 
admiration for the works of Goethe. Goethe, whose writings 
place, him above every, other German literary figure, fully 
understood the power politics of his day. Although belong
ing to the romanticist school of writers in his later days, 
Goethe also wrote for the Sturm und Drang (stormy and 
impulsive) school of literature. As Emil Ludwig writes of 
Goethe, "Goethe, who had never striven for authority, loved 
authority and hated anarchy."^ Perhaps that is why Goethe 
and Napoleon understood each other at - their meeting at • 
Weimar after the downfall of the Prussian army. That is 
also a part of the reason for Napoleon's invitation to 
Goethe to write for him in Paris. The point is, however, - 
that there were two sides to the personality of Goethe which 
are similar to the two sides of.Robert Strausz-Hupe. Both

4. Emil Ludwig, ..-Goethe: The History of a Man,
trans. Ethel C. Mayne (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons,1928), 462.
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sides have been mentioned, but.these include the ability to 
understand and admire power politics while pursuing cultural " 
romanticism.

In the reflections of Robert StraUsz-Hupe are found 
these words on the genius of Goethe:

As far as I was concerned, if any one man stood at 
the point of origin of such Olympian intelligence, it 
was Goethe, like many others educated in the German 
language, I read his works as school assignments, reread 
Faust in later years, and, well past middle age, sampled

• again the cadenced phrases which, so I thought, I had 
once known so well. Yet, each time I . found new meaning,- - 
and . . .. each time I found the man's presence changed.

It might be mentioned that Robert Strausz-Hupe writes with
subtle and articulate skill. Perhaps much of this ability
comes with admiration for the style of Goethe. Within this
style, however, Robert Strausz-Hupe finds and defines the
ideal of Goethe's writings. These, he believes to be:

Quietude, detachment, the exhaustion of the senses 
in unselfish labors., the noble renunciation of earthly 
passion and the individual's voluntary surrender to the 
service of mankind-^these-, are the. ideals extolled in

• Goethe's plays, poems, and'novels. Yet, in fact,
• Goethe1s creative genius finds its true expression in 
the evocation of man's insoluble dilemma, the daemonic 
forces within and around, him— and the joys and suffer
ings of the creative genius, Goethe himself.0

This, then, portrays both sides' of the "character of Robert
Strausz-Hupe. On the one side is "the concept of power and

5»" In My Time, 33".
6. Ibid. '
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the uses of power, and on the other side one finds the 
quietude and serenity.of a gentleman of leisure„ It is 
befitting that he writes of Goethe, "hong before the word 
was coined, Goethe defined the nature of schizophrenia:
Zwei Seelen wohnen in me.iner Brust" (Two souls live within

7 • ' • •
my breast). This condition does not suggest that Robert;:.;
Strausz-Hupe is suffering from a dread psychological dis
ease, but points out the intricate facets of this man.•

It was during the 1920's that Robert Strausz-Hupe' 
first came to the United States in search of adventure. Few 
men seemed inclined to offer him a position at the time. He 
had never attended a college,' and the little schooling he 
had obtained along the way was the reflection of the work he 
had done in Europe as an apprentice theatre-manager. How
ever, he had. read widely and was quite, familiar with the /. 
mannerisms of society.

. New York first provided Robert Strausz-Hupe with a 
familiarity of the Soviet Communist revolution as a force in 
world politics. Exiles from Russia with whom he made his, 
acquaintance had brought their factional strife with them.
He speaks of. them in a thankful tone:

I owe my Russian friends a liberal education in the 
politics of exile and the dynamics of revolution. The

■7. Ibid.
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more I learned about the ease with which the Communists 
defeated their".opponents, superior in material resources 
and at least equal in courage, the more I became con
vinced that the most significant feature.of communism is 
the linkage between, theory and action. Marxist-leninist 
doctrine is based upon a theory of social conflict and 
disintegration; Communist strategy and tactics are 
designed to hasten disintegration— to push what is 
falling and exploit conflict.°

While in the city of New York, Robert Strausz-Hupe became ..
engrossed in the stock market. Soon he concluded that Wall
Street, was not a place where he wished to remain. He states
that, "In fact = . . the world's.largest casino occupies
most of the floor space in our financial district and caters

. Qfrom there to millions of clients."
It was in the latter part of the 19301s that 

Strausz-Hupe decided to be married.. Of this drastic change 
in his life he says: • .

Since I do not remember, having.made a decision and 
just got married because, under the then prevailing 
conditions, this.seemed the natural thing to do, 1 
cannot credit my wisdom for the good things which 
marriage brought to me. . . . .  Yet marriage changed 

. many things in my life. . . . I had become more mindful 
of the feelings of others. Be that as it may, it is 
only through marriage that I gained full admission to 
the human race.

Robert Strausz-Hupe had been a "party goer" most of his
life, but he credits marriage with finally giving him some

8.- Ibid. , 72.. •' '
.9- Ibid. , 79.
10. Ibid., 174-175.
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degree . of social status that seems to have "been lacking up 
to that point. .

The main problem.of the times, however, was the
German question and Hitler. •. Of the days in which many
actions could have been taken by the allied powers to halt
further acts of aggression,. Robert. Strauss-Hup e says:
. . . In February, 1938,' Nazi armored units entered Vienna

■ Though the. Nazis had won.a strong following in Austria, 
especially in the Alpine provinces, they.clinched the 
Anschluss with a massive military invasion. . .... Con
fronted by the accomplished fact, the Western democra
cies , as they are wont to do in such situati Ons, wrung / 
their hands, took legal advice, protested, and did 
nothing.11 •

. <This quotation indicates perhaps his fears that seem to have 
been justified with regard to Communism. That is, he fears 
that the Western democracies will fail to react in time to 
the menace that he has portrayed. -

The subjugation of Austria by the armies of Hitler 
marked also the turning point in the life of Robert Strausz- 
Hupe. His new"career began with a speech before a Boston 
civic forum on the subject of "The Rape of Austria."
Speeches similar to this one propelled him into the world 
of the academicians. He states;

From the lecture hall I stepped into the classroom. 
A.few weeks after the Munich.crisis a civic group in the 
city with which much of my life and work was to be

11. Ibid,, 175.
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associated for the. next twenty-five years, invited me to 
address it. ■ Since I had only one song to sing, I talked 
about the coming war. I sensed that my audience, 
chiefly businessmen and.lawyers, did not warm up to the 
prospect.,12''.

The meeting, adjourned, but before Robert Strausz-Hupe left 
the hall that day, he had been approached by a trustee, of 
the'University of Pennsylvania,.and had agreed to repeat his 
lecture to a group of teachers- and students. This encounter 
led to his employment a few months later as a part-time 
instructor in political science.

It was in the early 1940's that Robert Strausz-Hupe 
began establishing his reputation as a writer with his 
book, Geopolitics. Deriving his concepts from the German 
school of Geopolitik, he sought to establish a theoretical 
base for the study of international relations. Concerned- 
with the need for understanding and predicting the behavior 
of nations, he. sees, a theoretical use in the concept of geo
politics much as Hans Morgenthau sees utility in the.concept 
of power. Geopolitics, for Robert Strausz-Hupe is the 
method of acquiring space over time for purposes of national 
Survival in an age when size requirements become paramount.

12. ' Ibid.,178.
13. Hans Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The

Struggle for Power and Peace (New York: Alfred A. Knopf*7~
19677 fourth edition), 25-35»
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The definition for .geopolitics is remarkably similar: 
to his definition of the totalitarian aspect of.Communism."^" 
His definition of geopolitics also coincides with his long- 
range goals of Atlantic integration and world order« Atlan
tic integration becomes necessary because■of the need for 
expanded space in an increasingly technological age.. World 
order becomes essential once Communism is defeated so that 
there need not be. a return to power politics. Much like
Inis ClaudeRobert Strausz-Hupe sees the need for the

15effective management of power. "
Robert Strausz-Hupe predicted the logical conclusion 

for one engrossed in the analysis of geopolitics. He con
cluded in 1942 that:

In this world of fighting superstates there could be 
no end to war until one state had subjected all others, 
until world empire had been achieved by the strongest. 
This undoubtedly is the logical final stage in the 
geopolitical evolution.

His Darwinian view was later revised to include the necessity
and possibility of world government to prevent such a logical
conclusion. Much as Capitalism has had to adapt to certain

14. See the definition of Communism page 6 of this
thesis.

15. Inis Claude, Power and International Relations 
(Hew York: Random House, 1 9 6 2 5! '

16. Geopolitics, xi.
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conditions to prevent the logical conclusion of Marxian 
economics, i.e., that the. proletariat would become revolu
tionary as the old middle classes had done, so Robert 

' Strailsz-Hupe adapted. himself to the post World War II 
possibilities, in which the new order could supersede the 
struggle of the superstates.

Robert Strausz-Hupe considers the United- States 
capable of achieving survival by surrendering her sovereign
ty , to. a world state . The dilemma comes, however, by.his 
reliance on power to achieve, this desired goal. Power, 
then, becomes, not an end, only a means, to world order.
The reason for his denigratioh of power in the long-run is 
pragmatic. The United States has a practical interest and a
firm belief in a universal world order in which the rest of

17the world can.share. In the short-run, however, it 
remains the duty of the United States to fend off totali
tarian Communist conquest as a necessary prelude to world 
order. ,

Geopolitics became a minor bestseller and was. 
brought to the attention of decision-makers within govern
ment. As an Army Intelligence Officer, he came to occupy 
"a cubbyhole in one of those temporary quarters which

17- ..-Ibid., xii.
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18 ■'housed the overflow.of wartime government."
As the war ended/ Robert Strausz-Hupe began to ana-, 

lyze the material that had flowed over his desk. He became 
pessimistic in his view of the post-war world as he states:

I anticipated a new phase in the international power. 
.. struggle. This was the gist of .my findings. I did not 
consider them very startling nor did I seek to insinu
ate . to Soviet leadership motives other than those 
avowed . . . in the published statements of Soviet 
leadership. Thus I was surprised, and disquieted by the 
fact that conclusions so pedestrian and so innocuous had 
given umbrage to American officials in high places.^9 .

Later it was learned that one .of these high officials was
20none.other than Alger Hiss.

' Besides being asked to help write the new Federal 
Law for Germany■after World War II,. perhaps one of the most 
important posts from the standpoint of his analysis of 
Communism in subsequent years was Robert S.trausz.-Hupe 1 s 
participation in a factfinding commission to China. This 
excursion was arranged by the new Secretary of Defense,
James Forrestal. It was because of this trip that Robert .
Strausz-Hupe felt competent to analyze the events that were 
occurring in that region of the world.. His analysis of the 
events' there: were:

13. In My Time, l8g.
19. Ibid., 206-207
20. "I'bid. , 205. .
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For the United States, - it was more advantageous to 
fight"the Communists in northern Manchuria than along 

■ the .Yellow River and, if that line could not be held,
. along the Yangtze River; the farther away Communist 

power could be kept from the China and Japan Seas the. 
better for the security of all the neighboring peoples 
and hence for the United. States.21 . .

This quote shows more than any;factor his consistent view 
that the United States must look after its own security by 
looking after the. security of others. The question arises, 
inevitably, how much.entanglement in the. affairs of others ' 
can the United States politically, economically, or socially 
withstand? This question is merely raised at this point; it 
will be explored.in detail later. Another point, the honor
ing of commitments when those commitments may not be in the 
best interests of America, must also be presented. Robert . 
Strausz-Hupe1s analysis is somewhat predictable. That is 
that there must be commitments .and they must be honored.
At any rate, he continues his discussion of the Chinese 
situation by saying:

If the welfare of the Chinese people under peace 
and freedom was. really as dear to us as our officials 
in their public statements said it was, then we could . 
do no better than back Chiang. More likely than not, 
Chiang would not bring to China.the blessings of 
Western democracy, even though he would deal with his 
countrymen more gently than Mao. For a long time 
Chiang would have to look to us for help and counsel, 
while Mao would follow.the example of Lenin and

21. Ibid., 244-245.
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state, turn China into, one vast slave labor c a m p . 22

Thus Chiang was preferable to Mao because of the amounts of
freedom that would be available to the Chinese. The problem .
arises, of course, that one cannot readily prescribe, a course
of action for another nation.

For Robert Strausz-Hupe, the Cold War began in China. 
He concludes:

. . .  it was in China, not in Europe, that the Cold 
War.began. The revolution which ran its course uninter- ' 
ruptedly since the end of World War I had entered upon a 
new and decisive phase. . ... Pointing in alarm is not 
a gesture which can be unduly prolonged in polite 
society. I stopped pointing.23

Robert Strausz-Hupe may have•momentarily stopped pointing at 
the China, situation, but in his mind he could not reconcile 
the loss of mainland China to.the totalitarian forces he'per
ceives to be continually renewing the battle against freedom 
and human rights.

A brief insight into Robert Strausz-Hupe's guiding ■ 
philosophy at this point is in order. Many of.his ideas 
about human nature and the perpetual struggle for "freedom are 
attributed by Robert Strausz-Hupe to his Protestant back
ground. He attributes much to this point for he contends,
"I was raised in the Protestant faith. Of its theological

22. Ibid., 245. 
2]. Ibid., 267.
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teachings I kept little*, Yet its spirit of- resistance— man
alone against the legions, of arbitrary authority— is still 

24alive in me.". . Perhaps this points out a part of Robert
Strausz-Hupe 1 s'desire "to. .see all men free— -if nothing else, 
a noble goal.

On the basis of this chapter a small chart can be 
set "up to demonstrate the symbols that Robert Strausz-Hupe 
clings to and the effect that these symbols have upon his 
political goals. This is not, of course, a complete chart, 
nor can one state that these are the only symbols or goals 
that he has expressed. They are thus somewhat simplified in 
the chart, but they are useful in discussing his views in a 
general context. This chart is given in Table One. It 
shows that Robert Strausz-Hupe relies upon the symbols of- 
freedom and equality, Napoleon and Goethe, and upon Protes
tant doctrine. These symbols contribute to his desire to
extend freedom as a goal, to adhere to the school of "geo- ■

25politics," and to resist tyranny. Other factors impinge 
upon Robert Strausz-Hupe.'s belief system as well. These 
include the fact that he was born in Eastern Europe, which 
contributes to his desire to see that geographical area free

24. Ibid., 278.
25. Refer to Table I, page 49.
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Table 2 . '
Symbols and Belief System of Strausz-Hupe.

Symbols ' Belief System

1» Freedom and Equality ■ Belief that this freedom and
equality, so characteristic of 
the West, should be extended to 
all«.

. 2. Napoleon.and Goethe Adherence 'to the school of geo
politics and world governmento

3. Protestantism Imbuement with a "spirit" of
resistance and abhorrence for 

. . • any form of.tyranny.

of Soviet control; familiarity with the Russian refugees, 
which gave him a taste of the methods of Communism; and the 
fact that he "predicted" the war with Germany, which in his 
view gives him the propensity to predict battles with 
Communism as well.

This chapter has been a, consideration of the 
background which seemingly has determined the theories and 
strategies used by Robert Strausz-Hupe in his all-consuming 
desire to purge the earth of the Communist "ogre." Only 
tendencies•toward particular beliefs are revealed rather 
than absolutes in his thinking. : It is felt, however, that it 
is important to mention these concepts and to keep them in 
mind while exploring the anti-communist theories and 
strategies of Robert Strausz-Hupe.



CHAPTER 4

STRAUSZ-HUPE'S ANALYSIS OP COMMUNIST THEORY 
" AND- STRATEGY; THE POLICY PROBLEM

The purpose of this chapter is to review the problem 
of Communism as perceived by Robert Strausz-Hupe. Three 
parts are deemed essential to the organization of this 
chapter. The first concern shall be the view of history 
that is developed by Robert Strausz-Hupe. Once this has 
been established, one will more readily come to understand 
his analysis of Communist theories and strategies. The 
second division of this chapter is an analysis of Communist 
theory as presented by Robert Strausz-Hupe. Finally, the 
bulk of this chapter is Robert Strausz-Hupe1s analysis of 
the methods of Communism.

Historical Analysis of Revolutions

Although one cannot consider Robert Strausz-Hupe as 
being an historical determinist, it is his view of history 
that partially accounts for his own strategies. According 
to him:

Historic determinism is not a.reliable'counsel for 
making choices, and taking risks— -the gist of foreign 
policy. By all means, let,us 'come to terms with the 
inconclusive character of history,' but let us always

.50
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remember that, here and now, we- are the only live agents 
of history.1

It is his particular insights of history that underpin his' 
descriptions Of the challenge that the varied forms of 
Communism direct toward the West. It is also .these- insights 
that he attempts to use to motivate, the West into some form 
of action— to be the agents of molding a secure future for 
the West.

The challenge of Communism, he argues, arises as a 
challenge to Western values which often occurs,in the form 
of a protracted conflict that attends most revolutions. It 
is both a method and an end. Reliance is thereby placed on 
a future goal defined as being inevitable in this case. 
Robert Strauss-Hupe states:

Protracted conflict is a historical phenomenon. It 
attends every systemic breakdown and the ensuing quest 
for a new equilibrium. . . . The revolutionary move
ment, to assure its final victory, must perforce rely . 
more upon the breadth of its vision than the strength 
of its arms. Its strategy derives more from a„superior 
understanding of the total historic situation.

This is precisely Robert Strausz-Hupe's View of the nature
of the present protracted conflict between Communism on the
■ one hand and the Free World on the other. .To- him Communism

1. Protracted Conflict,,3.
2. Ibid., 28.
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is an historical phenomenon that has acquired a better 
understanding of goals and aspirations of the world's ■ 
masses than the opposition. With such a vision, a small 
group can maximize its power potential and achieve goals 
often regarded by other countries as. impossible. As stated 
by Robert Strausz-Hupe;

The greatness of a nation lies neither in the 
. abundance of its possessions nor in the strength of its 
arms. A people finds greatness in its response to the 
historical challenge— by how it manages to harness its 
strivings to the aspirations of the age. . . . Great
ness lies in the creative use of power and not in its 
denial.^

By implication, the United States is not maximizing its 
resources. ,

Certain revolutions may be symptoms of systemic 
change. Robert Strausz-Hupe considers revolution thusly:

In the language of politics, the term 'revolution1 
stands for a certain kind of historical change: an
old order dissolves and a new one emerges; old rulers 
are replaced by new ones; men feel that the tempo of . . 
events is quickening and that, willingly or unwillingly, 
they are breaking with the past; and the transition is 
enlivened by more or less spectacular bursts of 
violence.^ .

Revolutions of the violent form are often difficult to 
prognosticate. There are, however, concrete events that

3. Robert Strausz-Hupe, et al.,' A Forward Strategy 
for America (New York: Harper & Row, 19637",. I,

. 4. ■Protracted Conflict, 8.
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occur when the revolution comes. A systemic revolution, on 
the other hand, is not such a concrete manifestation. This 
form of revolution may take decades or centuries to complete 
and. are often called "cycles of history." Of these, Robert. 
Strausz-Hupe states:

Cycles of history, completed long ago, afford us a , 
better insight in the nature of the unfolding world 

. revolution than do the more recent happenings which we 
call revolutions and which are, in fact, mere tremors, ' 
albeit sometimes momentous ones, of a vast and lasting, 
disturbance. Such a. vast and lasting disturbance, seems 
to have shaken the ancient world. It started with the 
■Peloponnesian War and reached its climax in the Roman- 
Civil Wars' which pitted first Pompey against Ceasar and 
then Ceasar1s heirs against one another.5

The revolution extended to the "entire universe of the
ancients."  ̂ The result of this revolution was a universal
system that transcended the old city-state system.

Robert Strausz-Hupe continues his analysis of
systemic change in discussing the "fall" of Rome and the. 
Renaissance, followed by.the Reformation. These were also 
systemic revolutions which swept the known world. To such 
a .form of revolution, Robert Strausz-Hupe feels that there 
is no complete rational plan. As he portrays it:

In each of these systemic revolutions, states fought 
’ great, wars among each other. These wars between states 

were also- civil wars, for the disturbance of the system 
spread into all its parts, erasing the distinction

5. Ibid., S.-
6. .Ibid., 2.
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. between civil and external, national and international.. . 
Each of these great upheavals traced a definite pattern 
of events.that baffled the participants, although it 
became, meaningful to posterity. The process of the 
systemic revolution, like that of the business cycle, 
is woven from the actions of masses of men who neither. 
understand nor desire what they are about to fashion. 
Design there is, but it is a design that is neither 
conscious nor rational. Most certainly, it has not 
been planned by anyone.' '

To contemporaries, revolution of a systemic nature may be
• unfathomable and unforeseeable. The present nature of the
current systemic change Contains many elements. The impli^
cations of the present systemic revolution in terms of these
elements is presented by Eobert Strausz-Hupe in the follow-
•ing manner:

Reduced to the simplest formula, American policy 
should seek to forestall a catastrophe which is how in 
the making and to promote a new international system 
which will accommodate technological 'acceleration 
(including the spread of nuclear power:).,, increased 
world, population and the revolutionary aspirations of 
mankind.° '

It is the belief of Robert Strausz-Hupe that the present
challenge to the Western system comes at a decisive -moment
in the history of the nation-state system.. To him, the

9"struggle lies in the balance."
Injected into the systems changes that have been

7o Ibid. , 9,
8. Ibid., 3. 
9o ibid., ix.
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introduced into the world with the demise of the colonial . 
system, is the philosophy of Communism,■ Robert Strausz- 
Hupe is ever mindful of the direct arid indirect confronta
tion of two opposing philosophies' that seek divergent 
formulas for solving the problems of a world culture.

In the conflict between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R., 
two alien systems confront one another.- This confronta
tion takes place in space and in time; the contest is 
oyer, the domination of the earth and, now, its outer ' 
space, and over the future of human society. If is the 
climatic phase of the systemic revolution through which 
the world has been passing ever since 1914. It is thus 
a power-political'as well as a social contest, a war as. 
well as,a revolution. ^

This concept does not imply a perception of two. monolithic
nation-state systems having to directly compete. It does
imply, however, two competing philosophies of man, of social
order, and of a sense of methods for constructing future
systems of world order. . Robert Strausz-Hupe'believes that
given these conditions, the United States must do all it
can to ensure the predominance of Western values in that
system yet in the incubator stage. The conflict of two
philosophies of man and society need not be of a violent
nature,. By assuming a strong military posture, it is his
hope that the conflict can be conducted in less violent
fashion.

10. Ibid., 7.
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Analysis of Communist Theory

Robert Strausz-Hupe1s analysis of Communist theory 
stems from his understanding of the historical processes.
He believes that the Communists are capable of viewing the 
present conflict with' a broader strategic vision that the 
Western World finds difficult to understand and to meet 
effectively. He finds in the writings of Communist theore
ticians that the world is conceived as being a great 
battleground. He adds: •

. Marx and Engels bequeathed to the revolutionary 
Communists, a conceptual.framework which enabled them to 
relate the meaning of events here and now to a wider ' 
historical process governed by immutable laws and 
moving toward a predictable end.-*-1

If this view of the Communist theorists is correct, then
innumerable problems are raised for those who choose to
create a defense. Plans must be scaled to the decades
rather than to the months•in order to efficiently and
effectively meet this problem.

The Communists under the inspiration of Lenin sought 
to implement theory. They were not content to let■history 
run its course as were Marx and Engels. Rather they sought 
to personally change the world.- In the words of Robert 
Strausz-Hupe:

11. Ibid., 29.
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Although the Communists - thought of themselves as the 
vessels, so to speak,, of the 'inevitability of history,1 
they were determined to be also its. agents. Hence they

. were not content to contemplate the unfolding of events.
» . , Lenin.tailored Marxist doctrine to the realities 
of the systemic revolution and launched the Soviet 
strategy for the subversion of the colonial world.
This masterpiece of dialectical legerdemain and poli
tical improvisation is Lenin's greatest legacy to the 
Russian Communists.^  '

Thus Lenin remolded the doctrines (theories) and applied
• them to the world.of his day. ■ *

If Lenin may be regarded.as the architect of the
Russian Revolution, Joseph Stalin may be regarded as the. 
brick-mason. Stalin was the person ideally suited to con
solidate the gains made by the revolutionaries. Robert 
Strausz-Hupe considers that;

Stalin assumed the management of Russia and bent the 
energies of his reluctant countrymen to the establish
ment of socialism in one country, namely in their own.
In this first phase of ideological, ebb tide, the 
emphasis of Soviet foreign policy rested necessarily 
upon Europe. For Europe was the source of whatever 
power-political threats faced the Bolsheviks. ' The first 
mission of international Communism was to safeguard the 
Soviet base.-L-3

After the Soviet Union achieved great power status after 
World War II, Stalin developed a new phase of his foreign 
policy. According to Robert Strausz-Hupe;

Stalin's principal objective was to deter the West 
from contesting the Soviet gains in Eastern Europe and

12. -Ibid., 11-12.
13. ;Ibid.,13.
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from-thwarting, by means of a preventive war, the Soviet 
Union's gigantic effort to close the military- 
technological gap. Until Stalin's death, Soviet policy 
remained relatively inactive throughout the rimlands of 
Asia, including the Middle East, and the Arab world. 14-

Policies developed in the United States such as the doctrine
of containment, the Marshall Plan, and the Truman Doctrine
were used to counter Communism whenever it expanded beyond
the borders of the Soviet Union. Communist theories of
action in the meantime Shifted. While remaining' committed ,
to the goal of catching up with the United States on all
fronts, many of the methods for waging intermediate conflict
had changed. Robert Strausz-Hupe thus states:

The policy of deterrence forced the Communists to 
desist from such direct challenges as they had presented 
in Korea and to devise more subtle models for the pene
tration of the 'gray areas.' Neither Mr. Dulles' 
'massive retaliation' nor., for that matter, the doc- • 
trines of. 'limited war' advanced by his critics coped 
adequately with communist strategy which now had shifted 
into new political and paramilitary dimensions. More
over, the growing nuclear power of the Soviet Union put 
in doubt the United States' readiness to invoke 
'massive retaliation' unless ponfrented by a clear 
threat to national survival. ^

Although many of the programs for reviving Europe have paid 
off, many of the policy-makers have failed to come.to grips 
with the multidimensional nature of conflict with Communism. 
Policies had not been designed to meet the changing nature,
nor had they been designed to future ends.

14. Ibid., 14.
15. Ibid., 15.
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Premier Khrushchev put forward a theory of "peaceful- 
coexistence." To Robert Strausz-Hupe, this meant many 
'things«. He states that this term meant one thing to Russia, 
while evoking another.image from the United States.

.After Geneva, the West construed the term 'peaceful 
competitive coexistence' in the light of its own concept 
• of competition, just as in the past it was willing to 
accept other samples of Communist semantics such as 
. 'popular democracy, ' 'free elections, ' 'imperialism,'' 
and. ' colonialism' as though they meant the same thing 
to the Soviets as they did in Western parlance .3-6

The affinity of Communist theory to military theory 
is noted by Robert Strausz-Hupe. Engels and Lenin both drew 
extensively upon the writings of Ciausewitz., Mao Tse-tung, 
however, is the modern theoretician of war. Robert'Strausz- 
Hupe explains that:

If Ciausewitz was the unwitting prophet of the • • . 
Communist doctrine of protracted conflict, its most 
incisive modern spokesman is Mao Tse-tung. The wide 
strategic vision of the Chinese Communist leader 
derives at least in part from the Oriental traditionof warfare.3-7

Robert Strausz-Hupe believes that Mao's strategy is based 
upon the theory that the forces of the United States can be 
defeated.in a war of attrition.

16. Ibid., .18.
17. Ibid., 32.
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Analysis of Communist Strategy •.

Strausz-Hupe‘s analysis of Communist theory suggests
to him that Communist strategy is designed to obtain the '
goal of world hegemony. He sees close relationship existing •
between-policy and war for the Communists, while for the -

18West war is a temporary aberration of policy. The main 
theme s' o f 0 ommuni s t strategy include; (1) the avoidance of 
decisive encounters, (2) the use of proxies, (3) the main
tenance of distraction and deception, and (4) maintaining 
the monopoly of initiatives. ■ -

The first element of Robert Strausz-Hupe1s analysis 
of Communist strategy is that of the indirect approach to 
conflict. Communist strategists, in this view, seek to 
avoid decisive encounters unless parity or superiority has 
been attained in terms of troop strength and/or material 
resources.

Examples of the utilization of the indirect approach 
are abundant. The indirect approach was pursued by Stalin 
after World War II.

This principle was applied for the first time after - 
World War II in Iran. In 1946, the United States . 
showed signs of stiffening when the Soviets-failed to

18. Ibid., 40.
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meet, the deadline for the withdrawal of allied troops 
from Iran. Stalin ordered the Russian troops to leave 
rather than risk an open conflict with American forces. '
The Soviet.leader doubtless recognized the fact that the 
West regarded the Middle East as an area of vital stra- . 
tegic and economic interests; and that hence he could 
not risk an overt military challenge.-*-9

Thus Stalin had made sure that there was no direct confron
tation because of superior Western forces.

The same approach was used in Europe. Using the 
• indirect•method, Communist. leaders subverted Czeohoslovakia. 
The Berlin blockade furnishes another example of a test of 
nerves. Robert Strausz-Hupe feels that the Berlin blockade 
was instructive from the Western point of view. He adds:

It was probably fear of an incident in the corridor 
which finally prompted the Soviets to take the initia- 

• tive in suggesting a settlement on the Berlin crisis'.
If there is a lesson to be learned from the experience 
of the Berlin blockade, it is that the West can. counter 
Soviet psychopolitical challenges without "triggering 

■ war.20 -
The problem comes, of course, in assessing the motives.of
the Soviet Union or China in each case.

The second element of Communist strategy is the use 
of proxies. Proxies are a manifestation of the indirect 
approach. They are also a method of absolving. Russia or 
Red China of any international legal guilt, In the words . 
of Robert Strausz-Hupe: ,

19. Ibid., 45.
20. Ibid., 47.
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Long ago, the Communists discerned how the legalis
tic, preconceptions held by.the West could be turned to 
their advantage. The Western states, throughout their 
history, have adhered to the concept of direct respon
sibility of governments for their conduct. Indeed, this 
is one of the central tenets of that international lawwhich is a product of W e s t e r n ,  c u l t u r e . ^1

Although Robert Strausz-Hupe does, not mention it, the' 
possibility arises that it was not so much Communist dis
cernment as it was simply expedient to allow others to do 
much of the fighting. It might also be mentioned that 
proxy forces may be both cheaper to buy. and safer to employ 
than directly facing the power Of the United' States.

Robert Strausz-Hupe portrays two general categories 
of proxies that are used to fight these- battles. These are 
seen to include: .

. . . controlled proxies.such as countries, organi
zations, and individuals directly under the. writ of the . 
Communists, ( and) ad hoc proxies'r such as 1 independent' 
governments, parties and groups which, wittingly or not, 
further the objectives of Moscow and Peking.22

The apparatus of national Communist parties such as the one 
in India and that formerly existing in Indonesia are used 
daily, according to Robert Strausz-Hupe, by the major Commu
nist powers. These discontented groups are manipulated from 
Moscow or Peking. They could become a sizable, well- 
organized fifth column in the event of invasion or a

21. Ibid., 57.
22. Ibid.
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decision to commence, subversion.
A method of encouraging these proxy armies and. 

groups is to ship arms and equipment to these relatively 
small guerilla forces." Before making these shipments, care 
is taken to hide the identity of the sources of military 
aid. An example of the care taken with such shipments is 
told in the following way: . -

The supply of arms to the pro-Communist regime in 
Guatemala is a case in point. Between 1951 and 1954, 
the Communist party gained considerable ground in 
Guatemala under,the regime of Lieutenant Colonel Guzman 
Arbenz. . A shipment of nearly two thousand tons of
military equipment gave a Communist-dominated Guatemala 
superiority over her neighbor republics. The Soviet 
Union had to exercise, extreme caution in supplying the 
arms: an overt effort to establish a Communist terri
torial foothold in Central America could have been 
easily interpreted by the United States as a violation 
of its . . . Monroe Doctrine. The shipment originated 
at the Skoda works in the. 'sovereign' state of Czecho
slovakia. It was loaded at the Polish port of Stettin 
aboard the Alfhem, a vessel of neutral (Swedish) 
registry, which had cleared first for the French West 
African port of Dakar. ^

This illustrates not only the care taken to remain anonymous,
but the use of neutral facilities to achieve Communist
objectives.

Korea and Vietnam offer further cases in point on 
the use of proxies. In the Korean war there were two proxy 
forces. Mao, Tse-tung disguised his.forces as volunteers.

23» Ibid., 59-60.
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Pretending to leave these forces to do or die.in South 
Korea, • Mao was, able to maintain his .privileged sanctuary . '
across the Yalu River, while the United States accepted ■

Q /this fiction* The other proxy force was that of the North 
Koreans, who were supplied by the Soviet Union. In Vietnam, , 
so it seems to date, Chinese forces are content to allow the 
Southern guerillas.and North Vietnamese regulars to carry 
Out their - program without, heavy, injections of Chinese man
power. In the meantime supplies are filtered, down to the 
North Vietnamese from higher Communist sources.

The third basic strategy is conceived to be deception 
and distraction. These are exercised in much the. same manner 
that a field commander of an army would use them. It may be 
argued that the Communists have sought to lend credence to 
the Western notion regarding the "mellowing" of Communism.
As Strauss-Hupe has noted:

The Communists have exploited adroitly the legend of 
their approaching conversion to 'liberalism.' Each 
ostensible reversal of their internal and external 

• - policies provoked intense debates (in the West) over the 
•■changing nature • of the Communist system. It would be 
presumptuous to assert that each detour in Soviet dom
estic policy represents a Machiavellian attempt to 
confound the non-Communist world. Indeed,many Soviet 
policy shifts were prompted largely by the deep-seated 
ills of Soviet society. Nevertheless, the Soviets,

24. Ibid., 61.
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guided by Lenin's axiom of moving 'one step backward, 
two steps forward,1 overcame each successive internal 
crisis. In the process, they managed to turn, as a 
windfall benefit, so to speak, their own embarrassments 

■ into strategems of deception. They deftly played upon 
.the West's hopes for a better world.^5

Robert 'Strausz-Hupe offers three historical examples of
policy reversals that encouraged the hopes of Western
policy-makers. These were Lenin's New Economic Policy,
which was seen as a return to a quasi-capitalist state;
Stalin's emphasis on the national character of Communism, .
during which the facsimiles of democratic institutions were
reproduced; and finally, the de-Stalinization programs
under Khrushchev.

Robert Strausz-Hupe considers the Soviet Union to 
have inflated economic data in an effort to deceive the 
.Western world into believing that they have made more 
progress than in fact they have. In.his view:

Deliberate falsification of economic data has been 
always an important weapon in the Communist panoply of 
psychological warfare. The appeal of revolutionary 
Marxism draws its power from a vision of economic beati
tude. The Bolsheviks once installed in Russia, had to 
demonstrate the virtues of-Communism not only to their 
doubting subjects, but to a hostile and contemptuous 
world,. They could, do so only with concrete accomplish
ments. When deeds fell short of advertised goals, 
statistics: filled the gaps .26 . .

Thus Robert Strausz-Hupe argues, that .statistical, manipulation

25. I b i d ., 67-68.
26. "Ibid., 72.
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is frequently practiced. It should be noted, however,, .that 
such actions can produce strong Western responses, and thus 
may be counter-productive."

Distraction is regarded as the twin of deception. . 
It may be. potentially of greater value than the latter term. 
Of distraction, he writes:

The revolutionary side of the protracted conflict 
must distract'the enemy from its most vulnerable points 
and draw him on to a wider battleground where'the terms 

■ of battle run against him and where he will be compelled 
to disperse and, ultimately, to dissipate his manpower 
and resources.2 i

Distraction plays an important part in the Soviet conduct 
of protracted conflict. If the United States can be dis
tracted in: such divergent areas as Tibet, Guatemala, Cuba, 
Tanzania, and Vietnam, its feared objective of mounting a 
concentrated psycho-political offensive in Eastern Europe 
may become less probable. Being a native Austrian, and 
having spent much time in the Eastern European nations:,, he 
is quite prone to yearn for the loosening of their bonds 
with the Soviet'Union. He mentions several techniques 
which the Soviet Union has used to "mask" its weak defensive 
position. These techniques include:

(1) 1 hush money.:1— in the. wake of the Polish and Hungar
ian risings, increased economic aid to satellite

27. Ibid., 79.
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economies in the form of consumer goods; (2) periodic 
announcements of negligible withdrawals of Red Army 
units from Eastern Europe. . . . ; (3) a return of 
terrorist tactics of repression against students and 
intellectuals; (4) the pathetically absurd thesis that 
the Hungarian uprising was a. Fascist counterrevolution; /: 
(5) the effort to keep up the facade of Communist bloc 
solidarity through such fictional devices as the Warsaw 
Pact; and (6) the public revelation of the.stfuggle on 
the level of Communist leadership . . .  . °

Robert Strausz-Hupe concludes that Eastern Europe is still
the weakest link in the Soviet defensive.-armor. - If the
United States should choose to encourage and aid developments
such as occurred in Hungary, latent nationalism would solve ..
the remainder of the problem. Perhaps it is as Ai J. P.
Taylor, however, has pointed.out: "Democracies are slow to

2Qreact to necessity."
Element number four in the arsenal of Communist 

.strategy is maintenance of a monopoly of the initiative. As 
Robert'.Strausz-Hupe points out: "Success in the pursuit of
the protracted conflict strategy is predicated upon keeping
the enemy in a defensive and reactive frame of mind and .

' 30thus preventing him from seizing the initiative." The
"war zone, peace zone" concept is an adjunct of this

'28. Ibid., 82.
29» . A. J. P. Taylor., The Origins of the Second 

World War (Greenwich, Conn.: Eawcett.lRub 1 ications, I96T),. xi.
30. Protracted.Conflict, 85.
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political strategy. According, to Robert Strailsz-Hupe, this 
concept elucidates the psychological conditioning that the 
Conmunist countries of Russia and China have foisted on the -. 
West in order to keep the West off balance. As he sees, it':

Since 1945».the Communists have marked out the 
non-Communist territory as the 'war zone' and have 
succeeded in confining the Cold War. to this part of the 

■ world. ....
The 'war zone, peace zone' assumption is fraught 

with subtle implications for Western, strategy. So long 
as the West accepts this assumption, the -Communists can 
-make substantial gains without incurring losses. - Each 
time the West scores a 'victory,' as it did, for 
example, in Jordan in -the -spr-ing of 195.7-, it simply 
preserves temporarily the international status quo. 
Whenever the Soviets make a gain they acquire an addi
tional territorial foothold in areas which have . 
historically been controlled or protected by the 
Western states. 34-

The.se, then are the elements" discerned by StrausZr-Hupe to 
constitute the Chinese and Russian strategy in the pro
tracted conflict. .

Perhaps it would be pertinent at this point to - note 
whether, or not Robert Strausz-Hupe regards the Communist 
empire as being monolithic or diffused. According to him, 
little real difference in terms of goals is exhibited. The 
Chinese seem slightly more intransigent and are more willing 
to become involved in a direct confrontation, send out more 
propaganda, and rely on the weight of numbers. When it

31. Ibid., 85, 87.
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comes to ends, the differences, become non-existent, in his , 
view/ Thus he concludes:

The Chinese, so we are told, are even more disposed 
than the Russians to press conflict to the point of 
nuclear war and might even be' willing to instigate a 
war which would result in a Soviet—American exchange. 
Controversy■though there may be, communist ideological 
arguments are, nevertheless, over means, not ends— a

rave-diggers over which shovel to

upon his belief that Communists are motivated by certain 
theories and. strategies, one may state :certain conclusions, 
with regard to Robert Strausz-Hupe1s analysis of the 
overall.threat of Communism., First, he believes that 
Communists encourage and lead a systemic revolution that 
could endanger the maintenance of Western societies.
Second, Strausz-Hupe notes that Soviet theories' of conflict 
have a specific affinity to general military theory, 
benin's organization of the party, Stalin's use of Soviet 
troops to extend Communism, Mao Tse-tung's theories of pro
tracted war are all related to an overall design to destroy 
Western values and Western society. Third, Strausz-Hupe 
sets out his concept of Soviet strategy— avoidance of con
frontation, use of proxies, use of deception and

Based upon an analysis of historical revolutions,

32'. Forward Strategy, 23,



distraction, and- maintenance of an initiative„
The next chapter presents Strausz-Hupe1s proposals 

for an American strategy designed to counter Soviet and 
Chinese strategies.



CHAPTER 5

' POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS . '

The guidelines for a more comprehensive strategy of
means is provided by Robert Strauss-Hupe in A Forward
Strategy for America. The means to obtain short term ends.
he champions are indicative of and somewhat peculiar to his

]school of thought. The short term end for him is the 
opening of closed societies. He consistently states:

We hold that permanent coexistence between systems 
so fundamentally opposed as closed societies and open 
societies is impossible--that the tightly shrunken 
world of tomorrow can no more bear the indefinite 
separation by Iron and Bamboo Curtains than could the 
American Union of Lincoln's day endure half-slave and 
half-free. . . , The communists propose to 'bury us.'
No matter how we interpret their intent, the intent is 
redolent of finality. The ultimate objective of the 
strategy for freedom, therefore, must be the devolution 
of communist totalitarian governments and their replace
ment by governments of consent. Our quarrel is not with 
the.peoples, dominated by eopnunist power elites; it is 
with the elites themselves.̂  -

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the alternative
strategies available to policy decision-makers as Robert

1. Strausz-Hupe's final political end is world 
order based upon an all-inclusive world government. This 
aspect of his writing is discussed in Chapter 7•

2. Forward Strategy for America, 36.
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Strausz-Hupe perceives them and then to analyze the basic 
elements of his "forward strategy." .

' Strategy Alternatives

Robert Strausz-Hupe suggests that there are several
alternatives for resolving the conflict of interests with
the Soviet Union. These alternatives are based on various
perceptions by various writers and policy-makers as- to the
degree arid kind of threat posed by Communist objectives.
According to Robert Strausz-Hupe, policy-makers may make
■six generalized assumptions regarding the state of world
affairs. In each case Strausz-Hupe sets forth a policy
which he argues would be the proper response if in fact

. 3the assumption is correct.
1. Assumption: The major threat to the

industrialized nations of the Western world, including the 
U.S.S.R,, is the militant nationalism.of Asia and Africa. 
The Soviet Union recognizes that this, threat is embodied 
in the growing power of Red China and is, therefore, 
anxious to make.an early settlement; with the United States.

Policy: If one were to accept this assumption,

3., These six alternative strategies are found in 
Ibid., 27-33.
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according to Robert Strausz-Hupe, the primary step toward .
'a solution would be an.alliance between the United States . 
and .Soviet .Russia .directed against the militant national
ists = This, might help prevent proliferation of nuclear -- 
armaments, but Robert S tr aus z -Hup e asserts, that such an 
arrangement is advocated by those. Russians as well as those 
Americans who fear the threat of violent nationalism in the 
hon-Western world more than they do the present confronta
tion in Europe.' S tr aus z-Hupe terms . this assumption and its 
alternatives unrealistic for Americans due to the. primary 
emphasis he gives to the potential danger inherent in the 
Cold War.

2. Assumption: The Communist bloc poses a threat
to no one, and the Americans are the sole source of world 
tension. .

Policy: United States policy-makers, if they
made this assumption, should pull back from the periphery 
of the Soviet Union as well as from all of Europe and Asia, 
American forces would withdraw from all nations and once 
again America would become the relatively isolated nation 
of a few decades ago. Robert Strausz-Hupe rejects the 
assumption the Communists pose no threat— on the contrary, 
he argues the Communist bloc is the, primary source of 
danger and tension in the world. Therefore, he states his
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belief that implementing Policy 2 would lead to the 
encirclement of the United States, and could result in the 
death throes of Western values.

3« Assumption: Containment will eventually
destroy Communist fervor and will lead to peaceful resolu
tion of conflicting interests = . .

Policy: 'For, .Bobert Strausz-Hupe this
approximates the status quo position of the United States 
and results in the limited policy of containment.
According to Strausz-Hupe> containment has not operated as 
its proponents claimed it would. - In his view, containment 
leaves the initiative in the hands of the Communists 
thereby freeing them.to strengthen their economic, social, 
and political "stranglehold" on their own peoples; and 
allowing Communists to devote their efforts to aggression 
at places of their choosing.

4. Assumption: The United States must regain the
initiative from the Communists, open up the closed socie
ties of Central Europe, and defeat Communism outside the 
iron curtain as a first step in securing the survival of 
non-Communist societies.

Policy: The primary aim of this policy
would be " to bring the Communist world into the "war
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4zone." To undertake such a policy, the United States must 
first assure itself of an advantageous military posture and 
then move to increase the pressure upon the Soviet Union by 
launching a psychological, ideological, and political 
offensive to exploit the explicit contradictions within the 
Communist orbit.. Robert Strausz-Hupe accepts Assumption 4 
and states the policy, derivative of. Number 4. It is his 
'view that negotiations favorable to the United States can 
best be made from strength rather than weakness. In essence 
Robert Strausz-Hupe seeks to seize the initiative and by 
applying a full range of responses and challenges, he hopes 
to gradually reduce the effectiveness of Communism as an 
agent of world revolution.

The detachment of Eastern Europe from Soviet Union
control is a major objective for Robert Strausz-Hupe in the
Cold War. According .to him, if the United States can detach
this vital sector, it would destroy the myth of winning
Communist; philosophy, it would allow self-determination for
the nationalities of Eastern Europe, and it would restore 
added strength to Europe as an entity. Czechoslovakia,., for

4. Strausz-Hupe envisions the world as consisting 
of a "peace zone," i.e., that area held by the Communists 
which is not disputed by the United States, and the "war 
zone,," i.e.,. areas of the 'non-Communist world that are . 
contested violently by the Communists. .
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example, would add immensely to the economy of a United 
Europe'with its capacity for production of machines, 
textiles and other goods.

■ Robert Strauss-Hupe is aware that challenges may be 
directed at his proposal. He begins by saying that there . 
are those who argue increased pressure by the United States 
against the.Soviet .Union might prevent the latter from 
becoming ah ally of the West against an aggressive China.
To this charge he would reply that a United Europe would 
force the .Soviet Union to be more amenable toward peaceful . 
solutions to outstanding problems since it would be faced 
by both a United Europe and a somewhat hostile China. It is 
Strauss-Hupe's hope that a strong and obviously unconquer
able Europe on one side, together with a strong and hostile 
China on the other side, might cause the Soviets to exchange 
doctrine for security considerations..

Another argument Strauss-Hupe answers is that the . 
Communists might be driven to a preventive war out of fear 
of being conquered. To this charge,. Robert Strauss-Hup e 
would, answer first that some risks attend his proposed 
policy. But if the uncertainties concerning Soviet action 
can be reduced to the point where the United States knows a 
preventive war is imminent, then such action must be pre
cluded by. an American strike... However, Strauss-Hupe
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doubts all the uncertainties will ever be removed. 
Furthermore, since Communist theorists postulate that one 
should not fight at the time and place set by the enemy 
and 'that the major concern of those in the Soviet Union is 
to build a great socialist state in their own countryf then 
if the.United States can convince the Russians that their 
homeland would not .be endangered, the policy would be a 
complete success.

5» . Assumption,; Since Communism will never 
voluntarily relinquish its territories, wars of liberation 
will be the only way of opening up these, closed societies.

Policy; If one were to accept this assumption, 
then one could wait either for a propitious time to launch 
liberating movements, such as Hungary in 1956, or•one could 
commence limited war without waiting for an excuse. Such 
wars, however, would likely be destructive of potentially 
friendly societies, thus defeating the purpose of enlisting 
them in the non-Cornmunist world. As previously mentioned, 
Strausz-Hupe believes there are less dangerous means of 
"opening up" peripheral Communist lands, and On this basis 
rejects Policy 5. Furthermore,world public opinion would, 
be overwhelmingly against such a policy. •

6. Assumption: The Soviet Union will launch a
preventive war at the earliest, possible time, consequently
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the United States must strike first.
Policy; Robert Strausz-Hupe states that a 

preventive w a r  .must be unacceptable to democratic societies. 
This is because preventive war is morally degrading and.the 
United States needs to preserve its moral .superiority which 
serves to distinguish it from the totalitarian nations.
■ Strausz-Hupe hastens to point out, however, that because 
America renounces nuclear war of a preventive nature, the 
Kremlin must understand aggression will not be tolerated.

Tbe forward strategy advocated by Robert Strausz- 
Hupe, as noted in point four above, is designed, to open 
closed societies on the Soviet Union's periphery as a 
prelude to forcing fundamental changes in the Soviet system 
involving eschewment of. peace endangering expansionist poli
cies. This policy bespeaks a moral crusade and messianic 
vision. He adds substance to the vision by arguing that, 
the Free World must begin delivering more telling blows in 
the Cold War. It. is important to note that he explicitly 
states:

We should proclaim by word and confirm by deed that 
freedom within Soviet Russia and. China and the indepen
dence of the. captive nations are American political . 
objectives to be pursued by. all legitimate means.5

5. Ibid., 38.
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A,basic criticism of'Robert•Strausz-Hupe1s 
assumptions is that they do not completely explore the ' 
varieties of assumptions that might be made. An example of 
another assumption that could be made is that the Communist 
system is already deteriorating. The policy that would 
follow, this assumption is that the United States and her 
allies might aid in this deterioration process by reducing.

... tensions and pressures on Communist societies. . This . 
■reduction of tension would open up areas for Western " 
initiatives over a period of time. Robert Strauss-Hupe 
would:most likely reject this assumption, but it does. • 
afford-an example of another engaging alternative.

Having explained these policy alternatives, I now 
turn to an examination of the specific elements of Robert 
Strausz-Hupe's forward strategy. .

Elements of a Forward Strategy .

In this part of the chapter attention shall be 
focused, on the elements that Robert Strausz-Hupc considers 
essential to cope with the Communist challenge.'. These 
elements include: (1) the geometric progression of tech
nology, (2) purposeful use of military .strength, (3) 
economic aspects of protracted conflict, (4) diplomacy as 
the political, element of strategy^ and (5) psychological
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operations. These■five elements of Robert Strausz-Hupe's 
strategy are discussed in terms of solutions that will most 
effectively enable American foreign policy-makers to meet 
the perceived strategic stance,.

Element 1, is technology. Technology has been the 
prime motivational factor in the systemic revolution.^ He 
notes the geometric progression of technology as have,other, 
authors« Bruce Eussett states, for example:

What happened in the middle of the twentieth' century 
was not merely a continuation in the accretion of 
scientific and technological advance that had been 
maintained for several hundred years. Though change 
continued at the exponential rates established earlier, 
the effects were truly revolutionary.̂

One of the. challenges of the age, for Strausz-Hupe, is the
need to master technology for "the purposes of the good

8 - society." It is his conviction 11 . . . i n  some totalitar
ian countries that, technocracy is almost synonymous with the 

9state."
Strausz-Hupe believes that the problem for American 

foreign policy posed by technology is to strive for a clear

6.: Ibid..,, 63.
7« Bruce Eussett, Trends in World Politics (New York; Macmillan, 1965), 7.
8. Forward Strategy, 63.
9. Ibid., 66.
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superiority over the Communist countries in this area of 
endeavor. Technology would thus become wedded to a total 
policy or grand strategy designed to meet the challenge of 
Communism. If one were to ask of Strausz-Hupe the question: 
What.have American foreign policy decision-makers been doing 
wrong so far?, he would reply:

For one thing, the Free World, and notably the 
.United States, has harmed itself.and:given comfort to 
the communists by self-defeating policies on technolo
gical secrecy. The U.S. appears smitten with 
schizophrenia: It gives away great masses of knowledge.
in technology that might better be kept under cover, 
while it withholds, on rather shaky grounds of 
1 security, 1 important information from the public at-,--, 
large and the technological community in particular.

In other words, the United States often releases the wrong 
kind of information while Russia manages its secret techno
logy in a superior manner. This problem,: if it is a real 
problem, seems to be easily solved. One needs merely to 
manage technology in the proper way. Although this seems 
to be a simple solution, Strausz-Hupe adds, "At first, 
glance, it might seem .. . . (this requirement is) self-
evident. . ... (But the problem is) not being met with

11vigor.and comprehensiveness." . To meet the challenge,
Strausz-Hupe feels three considerations should guide the 
direction of technology. These are:' (1) scientific

10. -Ibid., 69.
11. . Ibid. , 87.'
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education and education as to the uses of technology for
the betterment of society, (2) sharpening the tools needed
for sound technological decision—making, and (3) thoroughly

. evaluating technological.resources to determine capability
12and limitation. As a basis for comparison^ he notes the 

Soviet system of scientific academies that provide for a 
complex of specialized research and management. He has no 
qualms about using approaches fashioned by the Communists. - 
He states:

While the Soviet technological system may be better 
than ours in some respects and inferior in others, the 
Soviets’ management of technology; merits.- certainly our 
open-minded examination. . The United.States should not 
cavil, at learning from an adversary, especially since 
much of his. know-how came from the Free- World. 1-3

Strausz-Hupe1s solution, then, for the proper management of
. .technological resources calls for:

A comprehensive system of academies for the sciences 
and technologies. . . . An academy system should have 
government backing and private participation. The lack 
of such a system constitutes a distinct deficiency in 
the national research effort.14

This concept seems to be more than the meting out of
research funds to various schools. It is to be fashioned
more like the Industrial College of the Armed Forces and

12. Ibid.
13. Ibid., 93°
14. Ibid.
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would:, (a) familiarize the students with technological
trends and (b) educate students in the management of tech-.
nological programs and the art of decision-making.
Strausz-Hupe'concludes that:

If we let the dynamics of science and technology 
lead us away from our basic values, then we may well 
become the slave instead of the master of technology.
If we fail to take fuller advantage of what is ours to 
command, then we shall lose, more than 'technological 
advantage.

Element 2 is military strategy. Whereas Clausewitz
stated that "War is a continuation of foreign policy by-
other means," Strausz-Hupe believes that by building a
superior military machine, one is- le-f.t free to pursue .the
other aspects of foreign policy. More specifically, he adds,
"Wars, including general nuclear war, are fought to achieve.
objectives that lie beyond war." ' Preparation for war is
not intended to bring war, but. for him "The real measure of
power advantage in the nuclear age is the. degree to which
physical power is adequate to sustain the confidence that

17one will prevail if war should - come. "
The particular area in which Strausz-Hupe feels 

defense planners have failed to adequately analyze the

15. Ibid., 94.
16.. Ibid., 99. 
17. Ibid., 114.
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situation in the real world is in the realm of development 
and employment, of a full range of military weapons. It is 
his concept-that the strategy, of deterrence is at least 
partially responsible for this frame of mind. He says,. 
"Deterrence, for all its merits, is too speculative and too ■ 
negative a concept to make up the whole of United States

13military policy." He adds: -
Strategies of deterrence of nuclear war are in 

■ reality strategies'for waging general nuclear war. It 
is only by devising operationally effective forces that 
we will have at hand at the crucial moment adequate 
deterrent forces. Thus, we must test our strategies to-, q 
insure that we have not left a gap that invites .attack.

This is the argument for "weapons mix" that General Taylor.
in his book, Uncertain Trumpet, found essential. In part,
at least, this condition has subsequently been alleviated
because of the Vietnam war although one wonders sometimes
at the ineffectiveness of its application. There are other
ways, however, in which it would probably still seem to
Strauss-Hupe that little was being accomplished in the
military sphere. For example, I am confident he would have
recommended the "thick" ABM'rather than the McNamara "thin"
systems.

Since it is his belief that military preparations

18. Ibid,, 114.
19o Ibid., 115.
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provide the proper psychological conditions for a .people to 
meet a challenge in other forms, it is essential.to note 
exactly what Straus's-Hup e believes must be done. The basic 
steps that Strausz-Hupe feels must be taken are; (1) 
building invulnerable offensive forces, (2) building an 
active, defense system with (a) invulnerable installations 
to destroy enemy aircraft and (b) an antiballistic. missile 
system, (3) defense of Western Europe, (4) providing secure 
communications in case of attack, (5) passive defense 
measures such as fallout shelter programs, and (6) pro
viding an adequate postattack mobilization base by programs

20of stockpiling vital elements of survival.
In addition to the above prerequisites, Strausz-

Hupe notes that " « » the side which proves itself more
resourceful in waging protracted conflict at levels below
that of all-out war inevitably will gain considerable and

21possibly decisive advantages." Thus a broad panoply of
strategies must be developed. This includes the capability
of waging unconventional war. He states:.

During the coming decade ... . dilemmas may face 
the United States . . . : to abstain from interven
tion and thus lose military ground to communist 
guerrillas, or to. intervene and suffer ideological

20. Ibid.,124-126.
21. ' Ibid., 140.
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embarrassment in the Cold War. Unfortunately, 
circumstances.appear to push, us along a one-way street. 
If the communists■succeed in,fomenting insurrections in 
various parts of.the Free"World, they are bound to gain 
whether we intervene or not. Heads, they win; tails, .. 
we lose. The escape route . . . is kept open by 
American power. . . . . In short, it must be our 
objective to deter the communists at all levels of 
conflict; but in order to do so we must be able tOpp 
fight them effectively at every level of violence.

In these terms., then, America should become the policeman 
for■the world, insofar as there.are Communist threats present 
in world problem areas, according to Strausz-Hupe. It is 
sufficient to note at this point; that Vietnam and. the . 
Dominican Republic stand as memorials to this interpreta
tion of the "duty" of the United States.

As far as the cost of the possible usage of military 
operations are concerned, Strausz-Hupe concludes:

It should be clear . . . that no cheap and facile 
solution of our military problems, exists. The versa
tile forces required . . . will cost substantially more 
than our present military establishment. . . . In the 
face of the Soviet effort, we have to run very fast in 
order to stand still. ^

The cost Strausz-Hupe envisions is more than a slight
increase in defense expenditures. It is his. opinion that
because the United States lacks a positive strategy, its
resources are underemployed. In his view:

If the United States chose to allocate to government 
functions as large a part of the national product as

22. Ibid., 158.
23. Ibid., 162.
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does the Soviet Union, it could more than treble its 
expenditures, adding some $95 to $100 billion annually. 
The United-States could reach this•level by 1964, 
devote almost one-third of its resources to government 
purposes and. still keep our economy growing at the . 
average.; rate- of 1945 to 1960.24

Of course, these are not the only resources that Strausz-
Hupe adds into the equation. He includes the resources of
the Atlantic Alliance and notes the overwhelming potential
of coordinated effort. He concludes: ' ,

In the light of the facts, we can repose our faith 
in the. abiding vigor of the most powerful economy the - 
world has ever known. If we place our trust in the 
.basic values of our people and our free institutions,- 
for which we have fought wars in the past and for which 
we now fight a Cold War at the ever-present risk of a 
hot. and terrible one, we will pay the economic price of 
our security as a matter- of course. The argument that 
to do so will bankrupt us is economically fallacious 
and a poor excuse for inaction.25

Increased military expenditures, particularly for strategic 
systems development and deployment, are regarded as essen
tial to maintaining the peace of the world, for providing 
a psychological strength to the Free World, and for the 
development of a-"forward strategy" based on other means.

. Element 3 concerns economic strategy. Briefly 
defined, economic strategy, like military strategy 
" o . . is. chiefly concerned with the efficient allocation 
of available resources for the accomplishment of desired

24. Ibid., 357.
25. Ibid., 358.
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26goalso" Thus economics, like other factors, relate to

Strausz-Hupe1s perception of the totality of conflict.
Strausz-r-Hupe criticizes American policy planners 

for having failed to utilize economics as a basis for 
"power" political objectives. Strausz-Hupe says that Amer
icans have in the past harnessed their prodigious economic 
strength. In his opinion, however, "never before has the 
United States confronted the necessity of applying . . .
economic power as an integral part of a comprehensive

27national strategy." American policy planners, according
to Straus.z-Hupe, fail to note the significance of Western

28 'Europe and other free industrial nations,• He feels more
concentration should be given to the integration of Eree
World assets and economic policies. Eor example, he -
states-, " . . .  Western Europe' seems to be a 'forgotten

29region1 in American economic strategy." .Of course, the 
question arises: Will the free industrial nations inte
grate their economic efforts? The answer is yet forth
coming. Another American failure, according to Strausz- 
Hupe, has been the inability to determine the difference 
between strategic goods and non-strategic goods. He notes:

' 26. Ibid., 164.
27. Ibid.
28. Ibid. , 168. '
29. Ibid., 169.
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. In a protracted economic conflict the term 
'strategic goods' encompasses more than direct contri
butions to.military-industrial■potential. The facile 
distinction between war potential and peaceful indus
trial potential as the criterion of East-West trade 
falls wide of the mark. 80 •

Having inadequate guidelines means., then, that judicious aid
to■the. Eastern Europen countries is very difficult to
administer. ■ ■ . .

The next question concerns the nature of the Soviet 
economic offensive and how they have managed to "challenge 
the West." First, Soviet planners are portrayed as having 
successfully wedded "economic policy decisions to power 
political objectives." Strauss-Hupe notes that the
Soviets seem purposive in their productive effort. Their 
purpose is seen to be the expansion of the Communist power 
base. Second, Strauss-Hupe thinks the Communists are in the 
process of building a bloc economic system "radically hos
tile" to the world market. , He notes seven goals the 
Communists seek to achieve: (1) insulation of the.socialist
system from capitalist interference, (2) attainment of bloc 
self-sufficiency, (3) employment of a state trading monopoly 
to allow for a more favorable trade, (4) retarding Western 
economic programs by political conflict methods, (5)

30. Ibid., 174.
31= Ibid., 165.



carrying,all Eastern European nations on the road to
Communism, (6) fully integrating the bloc economy, and (7)

. depressing consumption levels through the centralized .
pricing system, thereby allowing resources to be spent on

32Soviet strategic power. .
Strausz-Hupe.,. it is important to note, does not

feel that China is as closely tied to the Communist bloc as
the nations of Eastern Europe. He adds:

. . . China is not so fully integrated into the bio 
economy as the Soviet—exploited colonies of Eastern 
Europe. Peking's rugged independence precludes such • 
subservience, but most authorities agree that it is 

. still to China's economic and strategic interest to 
maintain close ties with the U.S.S.Pi. and the East 
European communist states.33

However, in Strausz-Hupe's view the Communists have inte
grated economics and politics successfully in relation to 
the underdeveloped countries. "Between 1955 and I960, the 
bloc made Significant efforts to penetrate Afghanistan,
Finland, Burma, Egypt, Syria, Iceland, India, Ceylon, Iran,

->aCuba, Indonesia, and Guinea." . He believes that the pur
pose behind this trade offensive is to encroach upon
Western markets, supply sources, and to draw various
countries into the Soviet sphere of influence. Strausz-Hup

32. Ibid., 166.
33. .Ibid., 170.
34. Ibid., 172.
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continually notes that the Soviets are vulnerable in certain 
aspects of their economy. He thus points out that all is 
not economically well with the Soviets. For example, he 
feels that Soviet planners fail to fulfill their planned 
goals for agricultural production, that Soviet chemical and 
electronics industries continue to lag behind their Western 
counterparts, and that the inattention to plant maintenance 
has produced the effect of making much of their equipment 
obsolete and inefficient. This is one of the reasons 
Strauss-Hupe believes the Soviets deal with the West. That 
is to say,.

The Soviets .are clever technological imitators.
. . . If they can procure the model from the West, 
mediocre technicians can be entrusted with the job of 
copying it. Meanwhile, their best engineers need hot 
be diverted from more important work.o5

If indeed this is the case, one could see the importance of
limiting exports to Communist countries and challenging
them to. an arms race since "the Free World can far better
afford such a competition than the.Communist bloc."

On the basis of his economic analysis, Strausz-Hupe 
suggests the following action: First, in his words, "The
United: States and its industrial allies should monitor 
whatever trade does take place (between themselves and the

35. ■Ibid., 177.
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Communist bloc) and channel it into areas that yield an
adequate economic as well as political return." . How does
he propose to proceed with such a task? He suggests
inducing free nations.to.close ranks•by agreeing to: (a)
deal.only in.convertible currencies, (b) limit sales to raw
materials, and finished consumer, goods, (c) limit sales of
capital goods, (d) rescue, economically weak countries from
dependence.upon Soviet trade, (e) prohibit Soviet dumping
while dumping in established Soviet markets, (f) exact for

17trade privileges loopholes in the Iron Curtain. Second,
the U.S. must tackle its balance of payments problem on
both a short-term and a long-term basis. He claims:.'

We should resist temptation: to save money by 
reducing overseas commitments which are justified on " 
political and military grounds• « . Such measures as 
the 'Buy American1 decision . . . we should seek , .
to avoid.™ .

Besides, closer cooperation with allies, Stramsz-Hupe -
believes that America must transform her internal economy
by consuming a lower proportion of our total CUP and

■ 'DQdevoting more resources to strategic programs. Strausz-
Hupe wants particularly to promote economic integration 
among America's European allies. His policy for the

' 360' ' Ibid, 178o
37« Ibid., 178-179.
38. Ibid., I83-I84. •

' 39. Ibid;, 184-185.
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underdeveloped countries produces some surprises. He 
believes:

We should not insist that the so-called.'uncommitted' 
countries declare themselves anti-communist.. Strategic
ally it is quite sufficient that they should stay, free' 
to work out their own destinies. . . . We cannot pro
perly object when they disagree with us on serious 

' matters so long as they generate their own policies.
As a general policy statement, however, Strausz-Hupe notes
that " o . . our ties of friendship with the Western Allies
will always be stronger than those with the non-Western,-

41nonaligned areas." ■ In discussing economic vs. military 
aid, Strausz-Hupe believes that "a healthy economy" can 
only be established in an environment of:military security. 
Thus he feels that military forces can be utilized to 
become effective instruments of social change by intro
ducing better standards of production, raising literacy 
levels, imparting basic technical skills to military person
nel, breaking down tribalism, advancing local capabilities 
in such areas as management, administration, and the like..
As.expected, he adds, "Nations willing to create an environ
ment conducive to private investment and enterprise deserve

42preference in aid allocation." Also he concludes,

4-0. Ibid., 187-188.
41. Ibid., 188.
42. "'ibid. , 197.
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"Although we might lose the protracted conflict in the
underdeveloped areas, we cannot win it there. . . . (W)e
cannot put pressure on the communist system by engaging it

4 3in this sector alone." .
What is the nature of the primary effort that 

should be made in the form of an economic offensive, and 
where, in Strausz-Hupe.'s theory, should the offensive be 
directed? In his words, "The economic offensive has to be 
directed, by definition, against the Sino-Soviet bloc 
itself." Its objectives, he believes, should be: (1)
weaken the bloc as a power structure, (2) compound the 
decision-making difficulties of the Communists, (3) reduce 
the bloc's capabilities for promoting international con
flict, (4) deprive the Communists of the initiative and put
them on the defensive, (5) convince them their goal of

44global hegemony is no longer realistic. For Strausz-
Hupe , economic warfare is well worth the effort. It is
regarded as a "normal aspect of foreign policy in the epoch

45of protracted conflict."
Element 4 is the diplomatic arm of strategy. There 

are two varieties of diplomacy, according to Robert

43° Ibid., 204.
44. Ibid.,205.
45° Ibid., 208.
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Strausz-Hupe. The first variety he calls "conflict
diplomacy,11 while the second form is called "traditional
diplomacy." Strauss-Hupe believes that American diplomats .
have been trained in the;.latter form and fail to meet the
Communist diplomatic, challenge. He thus states:

Behind our defeats and embarrassments at the 
conference table lies the fundamental failure to see 
the totality of the conflict. We have attributed to 
diplomacy a .meaning which derives from a more stable 
' historic era in which the quest for legitimacy and the 
preservation of the existing, state system and social 
order were the mainsprings of diplomatic conduct.46

In his view, " we look, upon diplomacy and the anti- '
47thesis of conflict . . . ." While he claims American 

diplomats have thus "exhibited an aura of : naivete, Soviet 
and other Communists believe " . . . diplomacy is a contin
uation of war by other means,, waged not for the purpose "of
accommodating conflicting interests, but to spearhead an

48attritional strategy . . . It is Strauss-Hupe1s belief
-that American society is "leavened" by compromise, and that 
this.spirit of compromise is projected into the sphere of 
diplomatic relations. -

To America's disadvantage, another part of the 
American endeavor in the diplomatic field has been the

46. Ibid., 210.

47* Ibid.
48. Ibid.
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attempt to preserve peace at all costs. For Strauss-Hupe,
compromise and’ the determined effort to always.arrive at a
peaceful settlement of a dispute, contribute significantly '
to the overall Communist- war effort. Of compromise, he
notes: . -

The 'negotiable issues' placed by the communists on 
the agendas of diplomatic conferences have had one 
common denominator— all of" them were confined to 
threats to Western interests and territories. The re t- 
fore, compromise on these issues rewarded Soviet 

. - diplomacy with a net g a i n . 49
Similarly the effort to sustain peace at all costs means 
that American diplomats have a different set of ground rules 
than the Soviets. In Strausz-Hupe's view, American diplo
mats abide by the rules of diplomacy of a traditional, era, 
while the field of diplomacy has been revolutionized by .the 
Communist elites. This Strausz-Hupe believes to be so., for 
he says, "The communists . . . are graduates of a school
which teaches that power is what counts when great historic

50issues are - at. stake." The crux of the matter, according 
to- Strausz-Hupe is that individual diplomats have been 
unable to adjust their roles to a comprehensive strategy, 
precisely because that strategy seems to be lacking.

Strausz-Hupe discusses other points besides the

49... Ibid., 211-212.
50. Ibid., 215.
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lack of perception.of diplomats of the "new" form of 
diplomacy. First, he believes that the West appears vulner
able- to Communist propaganda because, this area is an open 
society. Second, a grand strategy calls for alliance 
diplomacy in which communications between member nations 
are important so that nations will adhere most closely on 
important 11 external" issues. This has not been done . . 
extensively, if at all, in his view. Third, American 
diplomacy towards the underdeveloped nations is based on 
style rather than substance. He notes, "While American 
policy-makers seem to subscribe officially to the view that
we. seek to be respected rather than liked, in practice we

51often act as though we prefer the opposite." j Fourth, 
although Strauss-Hupe believes that the United Nations has. 
done much good, the " . . . survival of Western society 
depends less upon the UN than upon American determination 
to match Soviet power by organizing within regional politi
cal frameworks the economic, military, and moral power of 

. 52the Free World." '

Other than somehow inducing a change in diplomatic 
rules, what solutions does Strausz-Hupe feel represent the 
development of a grand strategy? First, he feels

51. Ibid., 235.
52. Ibid., 251.



conferences should only be attended if it is. clear that they
-will redound to American advantage and help open up the
closed Communist societies by such policies as insuring that
all issues be presented on television, etc. An important
point of attack is Eastern Europe. By applying pressure at
this point day after day, Strausz-Hupe fully believes that
over a long period of time, the Soviets will be forced to
relinquish a. modicum of control over these areas. In his
words, "We must convince the world . . . that a closed

5 3society is an anachronism." Second, is the ideal of a 
cohesive diplomatic effort on the part of the members of the 
•Atlantic community. Third, is diplomacy toward the under
developed nations. The broad guidelines Strausz-Hupe 
believes are essential include: . (a) the exhibition of 
reasonable deference to local sensitivities, (b) declaration 
of support for legitimate nationalist aspirations of peo
ples, (c) diplomatic support for the sociopolitical 
transition of unstable countries, (d) prevention of the 
American predisposition for democracy to color relations 
with useful authoritarian and military regimes, and (e)
.support of federative schemes wherever feasible and poli- 

" 54tically desirable. Fourth, is diplomacy associated with

53. Ibid., 224.
54. Ibid., 235-240.
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the United NationsStrausz-Hupe1 s perception of the United ■ 
Nations and its role in world affairs is quite important.
About the United Nations, he states:

The United Nations still stands as a monument of 
American and Western diplomacy. It has always been .
regarded, and rightly so, as a vehicle of the tradi
tional Western concepts of the rule of law, the 
nonviolent settlement of disputes, and decision by cc
majority after free debate in a representative assembly.

In addition, he believes that the United Nations is the
5 b"open'society writ large." The only problem Strausz-Hupe 

assigns the United Nations is that institutional weaknesses, 
such as the Security Council veto, have permitted the Soviet 
Union to render certain functions inoperable. Since it is 
not a world government, its decisions cannot be imposed 
adequately even if they were to be passed when they con
cerned the Soviet Union. Thus Strausz-Hupe believes it 
essential to carry the "forward strategy" into the United 
Nations« The ways in which the UN can serve American ends 
include: (a) use as a diplomatic channel of communication,
(b) helping the specialized agencies to carry out broad 
humanitarian projects,, (c) service as a multilateral funnel . 
for American economic and technical assistance to the under
developed countries, (d) provision for the reduction of

55- Ibid., 249.
56. Ibid., 250.



■ «tensions in the issues which could lead to war by-
supporting peacekeeping operations such as in the Congo in
I960,'and:(e) use as an instrument to prevent anarchy in

57strife-torn nations. ' ..These functions of the United 
Nations- are felt to be highly desirable by Strauss-Hupe. 
However, he would seek to use the UN as a forum for Ameri
can diplomatic manuevering. Diplomacy thus becomes another 
method of meeting the Communist challenge. This challenge, 
according to Strausz-Hupe is more comprehensive than the . 
desire to simply gain more territory. It is seen to be a 
desire to totally eliminate Western societies through the 
extension of war onto other-dimensions. It is the final 
dimension,' psychological operations, that are probably the 
most difficult to measure in. terms of impact. " •

- Element. 5 is the psychological dimension of conflict. 
This element shall be discussed in the following.manner:
(a) what the USSR is doing, (b) what America has done 
wrong, (c) the tasks of psychological operations, (d) the 
proffered solutions.

■ Strausz-Hupe points out that in peacetime the 
democracies discarded propaganda as so much excess baggage. 
Thus Strausz-Hupe says, "The Soviets' strongest ally has

57- Ibid.
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been our own distaste for psychological warfare in a time of 
58'peace.1". Soviet psychological operations, according to

him, are aimed at conditioning the whole world to accept
their next step. Propaganda is aimed not only at the heads
of "governments, but at the whole .people. In his words:

The communist calculation is simple: Once the ;
European peoples will fear the nuclear holocaust more 
than the threat to their political liberties, they will.

. pressure Iheir governments into unilateral reduction of 
armaments, acceptance of arms limitations agreements 
without adequate inspection.and control, and other 
suicidal concessions.59

There are two further aspects the Soviet propagandists seek
to portray. Eirst, they like to boast of their technical
competence. . Strausz^-Hupe believes that the skillful uses Of
their technological achievements " . . .  have contributed
substantially to the public image of the Soviet Union.as an.

60imaginative, energetic, technologically advanced society."
Thus they portray their society as one that can outproduce .
all rivals, and as one capable of feats no other country can
approach. Strausz-Hupe says, "Another legend which the
Soviets seek to spread is that of the 'peace-loving' nature

61 'of the Soviet Union and its l e a d e r s T h i s ,  statement 
seems in contradiction with the above quotation that notes

58o Ibid. 254. .
59o Ibid., 255 = .
60. Ibid.,257-
61. Ibid.
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how the Soviets seek to instill fear into the European 
nations. However, Strausz-Hupe feels that the. reconcilia
tion of these two strategies can be accomplished through the

62conditioning process mentioned above.
• What has America been doing wrong in regard to

blunting the psychological offensives of other nations?. The
United States, answers Straus.z-Hupe, has taken few steps to
block the psychological warfare of the Soviet Union. Such 
instruments as the United States Information Agency have 
done as well as can be expected, but their funds are limited 
as is their overall strategy. Part of the problem, accord
ing to Strausz-Hupe is that democracies associate the term 
"propaganda" as the spreading of lies or half-truths„ 
Strausz-Hupe believes that this form of propaganda is 
practiced by the Soviet Union, not by the United States. 
.Indeed, this form of propaganda undercuts itself. It 
could alienate those it seeks to convince. He concludes:

The propaganda that serves democracy best is the 
skillful and persistent dissemination of the truth.
The case for freedom stands and falls oh its own merits. 
In the long run., the most successful propaganda is the 
one that cleaves to high standards of reliability and 
integrity. . . .  We should be truthful ^n our propa
ganda; moreover, we can afford to be so.°3

Furthermore,., democracies must "practice what they preach."

62. Ibid., 257-258
63. Ibid., 259.
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Deeds are as important, in Strauss-Hupe1s view, as any ' 
collection of words. One must be in agreement with another..

Once one decides to launch a full scale psychologi
cal assault,what are the major tasks that such a strategy" 
entails? " Strausz-Hupe feels there are six of these tasks. 
They are; (1) clarification of the. main lines of policy;
(2) projection of the ideals of freedom, responsible govern
ment , etc., to the peoples' of the newly emerging nations;
(3) exposition of the Communist designs upon the world; (4) 
conditioning the Communists to accept inevitable defeat as 
they have tried to do to the United States; (5) breaking 
down the Iron Curtain and attracting the satellites away, 
from.the Soviet sphere of influence; and (6) keeping alive 
throughout the Soviet empire the spirit of resistance, thus

6 i4-giving hope of eventual freedom.
What, then, are the solutions or methods of 

conducting.the• psychological offensive? First, Strausz- 
Hupe gives the following examples of essential information 
that should be communicated to ourselves as well as others. 
These are: (a) the extension of freedom;. (b) "maintaining
the view that the prime adversary .is the Soviet. Union and 
China, rather" than racial discrimination, crowded highways.

64. Ibid.,. 261-262.
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etc.; (c) the major issue dividing the Free World and the 
Communist World is the difference between closed totalitar
ian societies, and democratic ones; (d) coexistence is. a 
diversionary device; (e) the Communist system will never 
accede to any just peace until the system itself is des
troyed ;. and (f) dissemination of the fact that nuclear 
weapons will continue to be the basic guardian of Western 
freedom and civilization. Strausz-Hupe believes that such 
clarification of the issues will help steel the peoples of
the West against despair and will prepare them psychologic-.

65ally for the continual confrontation of two systems.
Second, it should be" announced that in the under

developed areas of the world, socialism and state planning 
should be acceptable as economic means of production.
,Strausz-Hupe believes that:

The West need not shrink from this competition in 
• economic ideas. We should emphasize the obvious fact 
that the Western world is not 1 capitalist1 nor is the 
communist bloc .1 socialist.1 The West is composed no 
.longer of laissez-faire capitalist countries but is a , 
family, of socialist and free enterprise states whose 
major economic concern is to assure to everyone a decent 
standard of living; while the Soviet'Union is a fascist 
and state-monopolistic country whose primary economic 
concern is to supply the state with the resources for 
the- pursuit of its imperialist policies. °

The"- differences in these two systems have not brought on

65. Ibid., 264-265.
66. Ibid., 267-268.
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the Cold War. It has been the political weapon that was
67fashioned from Leninism and Stalinism, The great chal

lenge is not to .destroy the social or economic order in the 
underdeveloped world,'but to prove that democracy is adap
table to new environments. "Democracy speaks for itself;

- 68 ■ it is its own publicist."
Third, the United States should exploit the 

psychological vulnerabilities of the Soviet system. It is 
his belief that the Free World has paid too much attention 
to the Soviet strengths. There are many points of psycho
logical weakness that he feels could be exploited. He adds:

. The major reforms suggested should guide the 
strategy to be pursued in the abolition of the communist 
totalitarian state, while the minor or immediate'demands 
aim to ameliorate- its . tyranny. '. . . A concentrated 
offensive against these weak spots can render communism 
a most Implausible system and ideology.

These vulnerable spots, according to Strausz-Hupe'include:
(1) Marxist doctrine that assumes history is predictable.
This point can be exploited by showing that capitalism has
not collapsed because of internal contradictions, that
reforms in the capitalist system have spread the wealth and
opportunities over a broader span of people, and the

67. Ibid., 268.
68. Ibid., 269-.
69. Ibid,, 272.



increasing democratization of society. (2) The fact that : 
the Communist Manifesto predicted, the end of nationalism, 
but that this phenomenon has grown to vaster proportions. . 
This is particularly, true. in Eastern Europe, in Strdusz- 
Hupe1s view. . He asserts that desire for national independ
ence is a basic factor in East European politics and that

• 70"This . . . is a-potent psychological weapon. . . . "
(3) The failure of the Communist Party to trust the working 
classes. The Communist- system has merely created a new 
class structure in which the elites are Party leaders.
(4) The gap between Soviet promises and performances. Land
was promised the peasants, but was taken away; perpetual
peace was promised, but protracted conflict has ensued;
production to benefit the consumer was emphasized, but
instead production has been for the state; the state was to
"wither away," but it has expanded to include totalitarian 

71 •dimensions. ■ These are some of the points Strausz-Hupe 
believes should be more fully exploited, especially when 
the United States deals with the underdeveloped countries 
and with East Europe. In the underdeveloped countries 
these points along with others can be visually portrayed 
by mobile, field, units. However, Strausz-Hupe fears that

70. Ibid., 275. '
• 71. Ibid., 272-277.
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too much attention.might be paid to the underdeveloped 
nations at the expense of the nations of both Eastern and 
Western Europe. He states; .

In recent years, the Kremlin has sought deliberately - 
to divert our efforts to the uncommitted nations, for 
our preoccupation with the neutrals distracts us from
• launching a counteroffensive against the communists1 
weakest point— the communist bloc, especially Eastern . 
Europe. . . . (I)t is in Eastern Europe and the rest 
of the 1 peace zone * that, communism, suppressing the

• aspirations of millions o f .people, is most vulnerable
o o o If we succeed in dealing a series of successful 
psychological blows to the enemy on his own. ground, 
then we achieve, though indirectly, immeasurable- gains 
for the Free World. The United States should concen- • • 
trate its greatest propaganda efforts upon the communist 

- bloc itself. For it is there that it enjoys a clearpsychological advantage.'2
Strauss-Hupe concludes by saying that the Communists 

have some lead time on propaganda techniques. It remains 
for the United States to develop a long-range strategy. He 
adds, "Once the decision has been made, we will find not 
only that we can identify ourselves with the aspirations of 
mankind but also that the aspirations of mankind are our 
own.

The primary elements for a Forward Strategy have 
been presented in this chapter. Additional detail in his 
book is devoted to:- cost estimates- and specifics of his 
strategy. The main idea of the remainder of the book on

72. Ibid., 280-281,
73o Ibid. , 285-.
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Forward Strategy is.that politically the United States 
should be responsive to opportunities as they come. He 
notes that, organizationally there are fewer faults in the. 
U.S. system than in the. .execution of U.S. policy. He. cites 
the largest problem among policy-makers as being a lack of 
imagination coupled.with inadequate training.

Technological management, weapons mix, more 
effective allocation of resources, instigation of conflict 
diplomacy and better.propaganda techniques form the super
structure of Strausz-Hupe1s strategy. If this is the 
superstructure, then what would be the effects of his 
policy recommendations? The next chapter shall answer this 
question.



CHAPTER- 6

PROBABLE EFFECTS OF STRAUSZ-HUPE'S 
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS .

Three problem- areas of current American foreign 
policy shall be considered in this chapter as situations in 
which- the policy recommendations of Robert Strausz-Hupe can 
be applied and evaluated. These three problem areas are:
the United States/Soviet Union confrontation, the Vietnamese

/

conflict, and the actions and reactions to counter Chinese 
Communist initiatives., The effects of Strausz-Hupe1s poli
cies on the United States and her allies shall be mentioned 
also. Since the bulk of Strausz-Hupe1s writing is concerned 
with the Soviet Union threat, the greatest emphasis in this 
chapter shall be on the United States/Soviet Union , 
confrontation.

United States/Soviet Union Confrontation

This section shall develop two ideas: the background 
or reality of the threat; and Strausz-Hupe's policy recom
mendations for ending the threat. Subsumed under these 
categories are many aspects of the confrontation such as 
relationship between Soviet ideology and action, military
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strategy, economic competitionpsychological offensives, 
and the strengthening of the free world alliance.

Background ,:

Three elements form the "background for Robert ' 
Strausz-Hupe1 s' policies and recommendations regarding the 
confrontation with Soviet Communism. The first element is 
his perception of the relationships among theory, ideology, 
and action. He places great stress upon ideology as being 
the motivating force behind Soviet actions in confronting 
the United States. The second element is the- increasingly 
polycentric nature of world Communism. The question that 
arises from this element is whether or not Soviet Communism 
is maintaining its vitality and validity for other Communist
nations and parties. Further, if not, then what adjustments• . -
should be made in American foreign policy? The third ele
ment is the nature of the Cold War. Is containment still an 
operable policy for the 1970's? Is detente possible?

Zbigniew Brzezinski concisely identifies ideology as 
"the link between theory and a c t i o n . H e  further mentions 
that "Ideology thus combines action . . . with a

1. Zbigniew Brzezinski, .Ideology and Power in 
Soviet Politics (New York: P r a e g e r 1907), 135 . "
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consciousness.'both of purpose and of the general thrust of 
2history," Like Robert Strausz-HupeBrzezinski argues;that 

: ' \ 
the Communists have a much clearer concept of history than
do the .exceptionally pragmatic.Western nations.

. Using the above definition as a basis for analysis,
how is ideology related to effective political action?
Specifically, how is Soviet ideology linked to Soviet foreign
policy? Adam B. Ulam cautiously prescribes a middle course
between an absolute.correlation and a zero correlation. He
warns that no direct correlation can be established, yet he
states that one cannot assume "that the rulers of Russia
have remained totally unaffec-ted by the doctrine in which
they have been brought up and which- they have been 

3proclaiming.11 . •
Ulam projects Soviet ideology onto Soviet foreign

policy and concludes that proselytizing is essential for the
maintenance of the Soviet rationale of political action: ■

The program of ideological revival . . . has aimed 
at preventing communism from "withering away," and thus 
at preserving the rationale of Soviet totalitarianism.
An increasingly great part in this revival has been 
played by the renewed missionary character of communism. 
Thus the success of communism as a self-proclaimed

2. Ibid., 5. .
3« Adam B.Ulam, "Soviet Ideology and Soviet 

Foreign Policy," World Politics, 11 (January, 1959), 154.
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world wide liberation and peace movement, and as a 
tenable basis for the association of Communist states, 
becomes increasingly important to the continuance^of the 
present form of the Communist regime in the USSR.

If this hypothesis is correct, then little hope exists for a
less expansive policy by the Soviet Union.

Brzezihshi lends credence.to this hypothesis, After 
a lengthy discussion of the possibility for the erosion of 
ideology in the Soviet Union, he makes the observation that:

In a sense . . . the very act of involvement on a 
massive scale (in conflicts such as Berlin) ... . tends 
to revitalize the ideology and to translate even simple 
issues into broader conflicts. . . .  Beyond that, the 
presence of other Communist states, some possibly more •' 
ideologically radical than the Soviet Union, as well as 
the Soviet interest in maintaining unity in the Commun
ist bloc, is likely to intensify the action commitment ■ of the ideology.2

Ideological decline, is thus an unlikely possibility at the
present time, that is, until someone changes the Soviet
Union's basic assumptions about other societies and the
inevitability of a dichotomy between socialist states and
capitalist states.

It is important to note how ideology relates to the 
goals, and actions of foreign policy in a more direct manner 
than just discussed. Accordingly, it is necessary to

4. Ibid., 171.
5.. Ideology and Power in Soviet Politics, 173.
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distinguish between everyday application of doctrine to 
policy and future oriented belief patterns' toward which Com
munism is working, hike Christianity, Communism is both 
futureand present oriented at the same time. . As Brzezinski 
notes,policy for daily events must be made on a pragmatic 
basis, but this does not prevent the infusion of doctrinal 
phraseology. Even day-to-day policy, however, is geared to 
more than phraseology. It is further geared to a sense of 
historical purpose. "In the Soviet view, occasional equili
briums result in international detentes; they do not, however
halt the fundamental process of change and therefore cannot

6create enduring conditions of stability. International
relations in this view is nothing but a continuing conflict,
which, according to Communist doctrine, must result in an.
eventual Communist universal empire. This is not conducive
to conflict resolution. Vernon Aspaturian thus notes that:

The most imposing challenge of Soviet foreign policy 
in the mid-twentieth century is that it.has established a 
virtual monopoly on revolutionary change, establishing 
its tempo, guiding its direction, and determined to shape 
its ultimate configuration.'

Robert Strausz-Hupe would agree, with the preceding analysis.

6. Ibid., 140.
7. Vernon Aspaturian, .11 The Challenge of. Soviet 

Foreign Policy," in Morton Kaplan (ed.), The Revolution in 
World Politics (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1962), 2U9«
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One of Strausz-Hupe's views is that:
The ideology of the communist/leaders is supported by 

• an integrated doctrine of action. This marriage of
ideology and doctrine of action has borne fruit in a vast 
accummulation of power.°

Robert Strausz-Hupe has designed his political warfare to
(a) change the ideology of the Soviet Union by frustrating
the Communist doctrine of change and progress, and (b) give
the Western world a basis for action by establishing an
ideological foundation, i.e., presumably an ideology such as

9"manifest destiny" or "pax Americana." By seizing the ini-. 
tiative in world politics, Strausz-Hupe believes that the 
United States can end the myth of a winning Communism; thereby 
changing the Soviet view of history. It is hard to see, how
ever, how this can be the case. The views of Russian leaders 
are unlikely to change short of war or traumatic internal 
revolution.

As important as ideology is, the expansion of the 
Soviet Union is also partially attributable to national 
interest. Ideology may have speeded up or retarded certain • 
processes, "But a perusal of Soviet foreign policy suggests 
that ideology alone did not prompt the Soviet Union to join 
or break any alliance that it would not otherwise have joined

8. Forward .Strategy, 42. 
9c Ibid.
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10or broken on the grounds of national•interest."

Whether ideology or national interest provides the 
key to understanding Soviet foreign policy reactions to the 
United States, much can be gleaned from a discussion of 
actual Soviet foreign policy since 1955« Two aspects of 
Soviet policy are analytically separable: relations among
Communist nations and'relations between the Soviet Union and 
Western nations. The former relationship is discussed ,in 
terms of polycentrism, while the latter point is discussed in 
terms of the cold war and detente.

The relations among Communist nations have become 
polycentric since I960. The most change in relations among 
Communist nations came with the Sino-Soviet dispute and the 
eventual split of these two groups, Relations with Eastern 
Europe are also of tremendous importance and will be con
sidered as well.

Three stages of international Communism have existed 
since 1945• The first stage (1945-1953) was monolithic with 
Soviet Russia as the source of much international revolu
tionary activity. The one exception.came when Marshal Tito 
of Yugoslavia withdrew his support from the Soviet Union.

10. John G'. Stoessinger, The Might of Nations (New 
York: Random House,1965), 40.
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Still, few Communist states questioned the Soviet regime
■until the death of Stalin in 1953. The second stage-was the
Communist bipolar stage ..(1953-1960) in which the Soviet Union
increasingly became challenged by Communist China for revol-u*-
tionary leadership. The third stage (i960— :) is polycentric,
with vigorous competition among Communist states.concerning

11ideological correctness and national autonomy. My particu
lar concern shall be with the bipolar and polycentric stages 
of Communism. -

. By the end of stage one, certain principles of Soviet
foreign policy had become established. According to David J.

. ■Dallin, these principles, formulated and applied by Stalin,
12were:.

1. The crisis of international capitalism was 
continuing as was a worldwide transformation .. 
toward socialism. ■. .

2. Movements into areas where there would be no
■ great power interference became a duty of the 
"Soviet socialist state. In. particular this . 
meant that revolutions around the Soviet borders 
would be aided by Soviet troops and military 
supplies where applicable.

3« The satellites were to assume greater responsi
bilities in carrying forward the Communist 
revolution. .. ■

11. Andrew Gyorgy (ed.), Issues of World Communism 
(Princeton: D. Van Nostrand, 1966^,^3-6. -

12. David J. Dallin, Soviet Foreign Policy After 
. Stalin (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippmcott, 1961*), 10-17
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4. No direct confrontation with Western forces. .
5- War is inevitable as long as.capitalism exists. 

These.principles continued into the second stage of Communist 
international policy, but the fifth point was modified to a 
doctrine of peaceful coexistence. Despite this doctrine, 
Khrushchev suggested that local wars atid wars of national 
liberation were desirable. Peaceful coexistence meant, then, 
only ho world war.

When Khruschev acceded to the _ reins of power in the 
Soviet Union in 1955? he soon embarked upon a program of de- 
Stalinization. Emphasizing the fact that Stalin's rule had 
been a period of the cult of personality, Khrushchev firmly 
ensconced himself in power in the Soviet Union, but precipi
tated a crisis of authority in Communist China and in the 
Stalin-like regimes of Eastern Europe."*"^ At least one 
student feels that this denunciation brought on the revolu
tion in Hungary in 1956? to which Khrushchev's response was
the sending of troops. The reason for this response was that 
Khrushchev had to quell the "delusion" that de-Stalinization

15also meant de-Sovietization.

13. "Khrushchev Reviews 8lst Party Communist 
Conference," Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Vol. 13, 
Feb. 15, 1961, 16-19? and Feb. 22, 1961? 8-15.

14. Richard Lowenthal, World-.Communism (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1966), 255.'

15. John S.' Gibson, "The Bipolar Stage of World 
Communism," in Gyorgy (ed.), op. cit., 36.
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The Communist Chinese were particularly offended by 
the actions of Khrushchev at the Twentieth Party Congress.
This was the secret meeting at which he severely criticized 
Stalin's activities. David Floyd, looking at the problem 
from the point of view of the Chinese Communists, points out 
that':
- Just as it appears that the Chinese delegate to the

Twentieth Congress had not been forewarned about the 
impending downgrading of Stalin, so it seems that 
Khrushchev, who had yet to be credited with the author
ship of a single, work on Marxist theory, had not 
bothered, before revising Marx's teachings, to-consult 
Mao Tse-tung, who was already credited with original 
contributions to Marxist thought„ While rejecting 
Stalinism, Khrushchev was behaving as though he and his 
party could still legislate for the whole Communist 
movement. This attitude -undoubtedly contained the seeds 
of conflict with Peking and was later to be the source, of 
bitter complaint by the C h i n e s e . '

This was the prelude to an escalating conflict of interests
between, the Soviet Union and Communist China. The rift
became open by i960.

Politically, by I960, relations among Communist . 
nations were becoming more polycentric. No longer was the 
Soviet Union regarded as the source of truth and certain 
direction. . Three entities should be -mentioned in discussing 
polycentric Communism: China^ Eastern Europe, and Communist
parties in various nations.

16. David Floyd, Mao Against Khrushchev (New York: 
Praeger, 1963), 33.



Given the Red Chinese 1s:antipathy toward Khrushchev,
they must have hoped for better relations with the Kosygin-
Brezhnev team.,. Their independence became more assertive,
especially after the explosion of their first atomic weapon 

17in 1964. They were doomed to disappointment, however, 
because Kosygin demanded moderation in dealing with the ' 
American presence in Vietnam, as well as moderation else
where. To Mao, this meant abandonment of revolutionary aims.

.An example of the vituperative nature of Chinese and 
Russian claims and counterclaims in their ideological dis-' 
pute is offered by reference to the New York Times. Prom 
January to March of 1966, these claims were especially bitter 
The New York Times reported on January 16, 1966, that Russia 
and Mongolia had signed a mutual assistance pact for a twenty 
year period. In doing so, they added that they were com
pletely united in the face of Chinese threats to split the

18world'Communist movement.
On .February 6, 1966, the New York Times reported 

that the Peking leadership accused the Soviet Union of 
collaboration with the United States to encircle Communist

17o Adam B. Ulam, Expansion and Coexistence: The
History of Soviet Foreign Policy (New York: Praeger, I960),
‘696. """"" ' *

18.. New York Times, January 16,. 1966.
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•j QChina.. The next day,, an editorial in the New York Times 

added:
An obsessive quality has come into the exchange of 

charges of sinister international plots by both Russia 
and China.. Thus, Moscow has made no denial of Western 
correspondents' reports that a secret letter read 
recently to all Soviet Communist party members accuses 

' Peking of seeking to provoke a"war between Russia and the 
United States. Peking, for its part, asserts that Moscow ■ 
is cooperating with Washington to encircle and threaten 
China.20 • .

The Chinese have thus not only split with the Russians on
ideological grounds, but have accused the Soviets of trying
to seek detente with the United States.

. China is only one example of the growing polycentrisrn 
in the Communist coagulation-of parties and nations. Eastern 
Europe has also shown tendencies toward polycentrisrn. Ruma
nia has been particularly upsetting to the Soviet Union.'- 
Statements made'in the Spring of 1966 indicate the attitude 
of Ceausescu, Rumania's Communist leader. The New York Times 
reported that:

A communique signed in Bucharest earlier in the day 
by President Tito and Rumanian leaders said: "The Union
of Communists of.Yugoslovia and the Romanian Communist 

■_ Party consider that every party has the. exclusive right 
to decide independently on its political line, forms and 
methods of its activities, in concrete conditions of its

19. New York Times, February.6, 1966,
20. New York Times,- February 7, 1966.
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countries,-.based on application of creative Marxist- 
l e n i n i s m . .

Ceausescu was not through with twisting the bear's tail. As 
' Adam .11 lam notes:

In May 1966 Ceausescu more than hinted at the 
injustice of the Soviet Union's annexation of Rumanian 

• territories in 1940, declared that all military blocs 
should be liquidated, and asserted his regime's deter
mination to trade, and develop friendly relations with all 
•countries, irrespective of.their social systems. It was 
vain.to expect that Rumania's example would not one. day 
be followed by Czechoslovakia or Poland. Communist 
countries, even small ones, loomed as future liabilities 

. rather than assets.22
Rumania indeed was followed by Czechoslovakia. With the 
demise of Anton Novotny and the rise of Alexander Dubcek, 
liberal reforms were instituted'in that country. Fearing the 
spread of liberal reforms, the Soviet Union invaded Czecho
slovakia in August, 1968. Whether Dubcek can still carry • 
through, the reforms he had in mind is unknown at this time.
It seems,however, that the outcry of Communist parties in 
various nations would indicate that this is not the best way 
for the Soviet Union to handle subsequent divergencies.if it 
wishes to enhance the respect it is accorded by Communist 
parties beyond reach of.the Red.Army.

Communist parties of many countries are also

21. New York Times, April 24, 1966.
22. Expansionjsm and Co.existence, 740.
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becoming less attuned.to Soviet pronouncements. Castro in 
particular has -styled himself as the Latin American Lenin,^ 
The Communist papty in India has split into two factions— . 
pro-Chinese vs, pro-Soviets. Similar problems envelop 
struggling Communist parties in .most of Latin America,
Africa, and Asia, Thus it seems that the Soviet Union can 
no longer hold sway over Communist parties in areas not con
tiguous to the Soviet Union.

The polycentric nature of Communism, however, is hot .. 
necessarily a particular asset to the West;, ' As Vernon , -
Aspatur.ian points out:

The ideological corruption of Communist doctrine and 
the erosion of the monolithic character of its power are 
not unmixed blessings for the West, If history is any 
guide, it surely demonstrates that the universaltsm of 
the great religions— -Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism—  
has been accelerated by the corruption and erosion of 
their doctrinal purity because it enabled them to absorb 
marginal adherents, who are always more numerous than the true believers.24 . '

If there is a continuous advance of Communism, the dilution ■
of doctrine may not be the way to ends its advance, nor is
the ending of the myth of a winning Soviet Union likely to
arrest world Communism.

.The two preceding elements of ideology and polycentric

23. 'Ibid., 727.
24.. "The Challenge of.Soviet Foreign Policy," 211.
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Communism have both had their effect on Strausz-Hupe1s added 
element, the cold war system. Ideology, at the very least, 
has given the Soviet Union a view of history that suggests to 
them that theirs is a' "manifest destiny" to rule the world, ■ 
through Communist parties. It means that current policy 
problems, despite their outcomes, contribute in some way to 
the goal of world domination. -Strausz-Hupe1s particular 
policy recommendation is to frustrate their policy, deprive 
them of the initiative, and eventually compel the Soviet 
leaders to abjure their ideology. Polycentric Communism is 
seen as a "mixed blessing." Strausz-Hupe, like Aspaturian, 
suggests that decentralization of Communism poses as many, if 
not more, problems. There is some evidence to indicate that 
the Soviet Union is returning.more to a stance of national 
interest,. which could contribute to a confrontation with the 
United States, also, if indeed it ever abandoned it.

The cold war was both an outgrowth of the breaking • 
apart, of the World War II alliance between the Soviet Union " 
and the United States, and a return to the condition of 
hostility which characterized much of the pre-World War'll 
relationships between the two countries. After the war, only 
the "United States possessed the power and the will to prevent 
Sovietization of all of Europe. No detailed chronological 
examination of the cold war will be made; rather one may
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simply, note its major characteristics; various arms races,• 
economic competition on a limited scale, propaganda and 
psychological offensives, outright war, and assorted forms 
of violence— all within the framework of an essentially loose 
bipolar international system.

. The United States responded to the Soviet challenge 
in. a number . of ways.: ' the Marshall Plan, the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization, the forced withdrawal of Soviet missiles 
from Cuba, an airlift to Berlin, massive amounts of economic 
assistance to underdeveloped countries, and so on.' These, 
generally were conducted in accord with the broad policy of 
containment. In some instances, the United States did hot 
respond, such as the cases of Hungary and Czechoslovakia 
where is did little but watch. There are other instances 
where it is argued that the United States' responses to 
"Communist;" threats were ill-advised. For example, in the 
cases of Cuba and the Dominican Republic, where policy
makers were inadequately informed as to the circumstances 
surrounding those revolutions'.

In part, many of the difficulties of American foreign 
policy with regard to challenging the Communist thrust for 
conquest were based on a simplistic, notion of the nature of 
.the enemy. Too often policy was - couched in moral terms of 
good and bad. Therefore, any Soviet policy must be against



American interests„ Frederick Hartman considers certain
pitfalls of policy to result from this notion. First, if
anti-communism was official policy, then the more virulent
the opposition to Communism, the more patriotic the person
expressing it. The way was- paved for a demagogue such as
Joseph McCarthy. Second, excessive moralism impeded efforts
to distinguish what was good for the United States by
defining good as opposition to the Communists. For example,
if the Soviet Union wanted a great power conference, then the..
United States,had to oppose it. Third, since all Communist .
states were regarded as being equally Communist, all were
regarded as being equally bad. - This led to a more rigid
policy with regard to Yugoslavia, China, and North Vietnam
than should have been the case; therefore, the responses-were
either inadequate or grossly in error. Fourth, the United
States was led to support governments in other countries,
which, while anti-communist, were detrimental to the inter-.
ests of the United States. Fifth, the image of the opponent
was likewise distorted and oversimplified, leading to the
"danger" of regarding nothing in international politics but

25the Communist threat. This can be taken partly as a.

25. Frederick Hartman, The Relations of Nations 
(New York: Macmillan, 1967), 431-433.
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criticism of American foreign policy, and partly as a ' 
criticism of Strausz-Hupe1s preoccupation with the Communist 
threat. This does reflect part of the problem of American 
foreign policy, howeveras it strives to maintain political 
relevance to current needs.

That Robert Strausz-Hupe is preoccupied with the• 
Communist threat— there is no doubt-— but he does recognize 
some of. the - preceding pitfalls. For.example, he would not 
regard all Communist nations as being equally Communist. In 
his theory, only the Soviet Union and Red China are equally - 
Communist (have equal visions of world domination). ■ Other 
countries, such as Yugoslavia, then, may qualify for American 
assistance by demonstrating a basic unwillingness to follow 
the policies of the Soviet Union.

Several authors have.asked the question, "Have we 
moved beyond the cold war?" They suggest that there have 
arisen several areas of mutual interest, both nations have 
much to lose by an atomic exchange, etc. Davis S. McLellan 
is one of these authors who believes that a tacit detente 
exists between the Soviet Union and the United States. In 
noting that the cold war is in some stage of transition due 
to the centrifugal forces operating on the bipolar structure . 
of world politics, he assumes that the United States and the
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26Soviet Union have reached detente.. . Simply because these .
two nations decide not to press activities in particular .
spheres for particular periods of time, it does not mean
that: detente has been reached. Few can doubt that forces
leading to detente have been at work. I do doubt, however,
that detente has been reached. I agree with the suggestion
that the cold war be termed the "cold peace." As this term
is used by John Lukacs, it carries the definition of an
intermittent stage in which both nations have a wide gulf
separating them on key issues and "because the absence of
war . . . did not and does not mean the presence of a

27 'settlement between them."
Robert Strausz-Hupe1s recommendations regarding the 

U.S. response to the Soviet threat are seemingly made with 
'an awareness of the factors just discussed. First, he 
reviews Soviet ideology and,suggests that it must be taken 
literally. This comes from his view that ideology and action 
are inextricably linked in the Soviet Union; therefore, 
policy-makers can predict courses of action from past actions 
and stated goals. Second, he notes that Communism has

26. . David S.Mclellan, The Cold War in Transition 
(New York: Macmillan, 1966), 127-129•

27. John Lukacs, A New History of the Cold War 
Garden City., New York: Doubleday, 1966), 273-275.
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"become polycentric, but that since the goals and methods of. - 
conflict remain the same, United States foreign policy must 
still be designed to limit expansionary Communism. Third,. 
Robert Strausz-Hupe believes that the cold war must be won 
through psycho-political offensives based on economic and 
military strength. His recommendations that follow are 
rooted in these considerations. -

Recommendations and Effects' - .

For Robert Strausz-Hupe, force will continue to be the
28decisive factor in international politics. . The key, then,

to an effective foreign policy, for him, is. "the ability to
respond to any given communist aggression at a high level of

29violence, without automatic resort to nuclear weapons." - . A 
similar concern with "flexible response" options between 
Armageddon and surrender was evident in General Taylor's 
criticisms of the Eisenhower Administration. The "flexible 
response" posture was adopted as official policy by the 
Kennedy and Johnson Administrations. Robert Strausz-Hupe 
would suggest, however, that these forces be utilized for the

28. Forward Strategy, 95«
29. Ibid., 138.
30. Maxwell Taylor, The Uncertain Trumpet (New York: 

Harper and Row, i960). -
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31opening up of Eastern Europe. . The effects of such a
recommendation upon .the Soviet Union can hardly he lost to
the reader. Any attempt to move into a situation such as in
the East Berlin uprising of 1953, the Hungarian rebellion of
1956, . or the Czechoslovakian crisis of 1968, would surely be
met with substantial force by the Soviet Union. By.the:
nature of the Soviet response in these situations, i.e., the
despatchment of troops to quell these uprisings, it is clear
that Eastern Europe is a part of their vital interests.
Therefore, if the United States sent troops, some form of
limited war, if not worse, would be highly likely to break
out. If, on the other hand, Robert Strausz-Hupe would not
send troops, but hopes that their presence will cause the
Soviet Union to back down, then he would be accused of being
naive. With regard to East Berlin, he .suggests, "Had we
mustered the necessary conventional forces-in-being, or had. we
brought our nuclear superiority to bear, East Germany might 

'32be free now." One cannot help but speculate that East . 
Germany, as well as other nations, might have been dead now. 
To maintain high force levels so that the United States need 
not resort automatically to "massive retaliation" if our 
vital interests are attacked is one thing. To use this

31. forward Strategy,. 138. 
32 o Ibid.
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superiority to attempt to interfere with the vital interests, 
of the Soviet Union is quite another.

Strategic superiority takes precedence in the scheme, 
of forward strategy. William Kintner, Strausz-Hupe1s second 
in command at the PPR1, proceeds on the assumption that the 
ability to persuade is a function of strategic superiority.
He also assumes that the Soviet Union is committed to a 
strategy of superiority and that it would utilize its 
superiority to influence American decision-makers. If 
attained, the capability for Soviet expansionism would be 
thus enhanced. For Kintner, as for others in the forward 
strategy school, world stability hangs on the balance of 
terror, provided the balance is favorable to the United
States. Remove this balance or change it, and. no one remains

34 'to check Soviet professed aims,. And as Robert Strausz-Hupe
puts it: ■

The basic way' to prevent, war is to make certain, by 
maintaining strong quantitative superiority, that the 
would be aggressor has no chance of winning. A one-to- 
one ratio of equality cannot deter or prevent war, and 

' could never prevail if put to the test of war. Only a 
comfortable ratio of quantitative superiority can safe
guard freedom. We must reject any strategy which puts 
the security coefficient close to one, or even lower.

33. William Kintner, Peace and the Strategy.Conflict 
(New York: Praeger, 1967), 21.

34o Ibid., xi.
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This is a worse choice than either full surrender:or 
resistance toy nonviolence since it would toe tooth costlyand useless.35

Strausz-Hupe suggests five strategies for war that
will toe valid at least through 1970. These strategies for
war are listed in Table 6, page 216. The ideal strategy for
Strausz-Hupe, is that of "win strike second," in which the
United States makes its bid to win after we have absorbed the
Soviet' Union's .first strike. The United States must toe able
to strike second with counterforce and countervalue weapons
"hold communist bloc, cities as hostage; mobilize, what is left
of our nation; free our allies and satellites; and seize and 
. ' ' - 36occupy the Soviet Union and Red China." Further, as the
missile age comes, as indeed it now has, we must have an

37active defense against ballistic missiles.
An antiballistic missile program is clearly as much a

- v Q

part of strategic superiority as offensive weapons, systems.-3 
Besides anti-ballistic .missilesStrausz-Hupe further 
believes that civil defense procedures and fallout shelters

. 35. Forward Strategy, 161..
36. .Ibid., 120.
37. Ibid. •
38. Robert-Strausz-Hupe, "The U.S. Decision to 

Deploy a 1 Thin1 ABM System," editorial in Orbis, 11 (Pall, 
1967),. 637-640. "
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are important to insure the credibility of our strategic
superiority as well as to counter possible nuclear blackmail '
by the Soviet U n i o n . T h e  passive defensive systems, then,
contribute to overall strategic superiority.

Attainment of strategic superiority, Strausz-Hupe .
suggests, is tantamount to acquisition of tactical superior- •
ity as well. Furthermore, he suggests that conventional and
guerilla forces be developed and utilized to:. (!) demonstrate
U.S. intent to help defend a country however small or remote,
(2) provide a show of mobile force, .(d) engage in police
action.against paramilitary risings, (4) campaign against
hostile - organized military forces, (5.) seize and, hold key
strategic areas and conduct both guerilla and anti-guerilla 

40missions. Note that these forces would be as applicable to
Europe as they would be to Africa or Asia.

His suggestions for the United States apply as well
to NATO. On his terms, NATO must also have in-depth
strength— "enough to contain a Soviet thrust before it
reaches the main defense line, without automatic resort to .

41nuclear weapons."
My comments regarding Soviet, reactions to a forward

39° Forward Strategy, 134-.
40. Ibid., 159-160.
41. Ibid., 151.



strategy have already, partially been made. .Further reactions 
to strategic superiority, however, present additional prob
lems. First, an,arms race would' again be the,likely result, 
although economically Strausz-Hupe suggests that this would 
benefit the Free World more, than the Communist nations.. 
Second, such a policy leads, of course, to risk-taking, and 
the possibility that the building of these forces may lead to 
more aggressive use of them... This raises the possibility for 
a first strike war by the Soviet Union while they.have some 
chance to win. This would especially be the case should they 
determine that the policy of the United States and NATO is to 
do-them-in. Similar evaluations by the military leaders of 
the Soviet Union might obtain if we enthusiastically build 
deep fallout shelters and wholesale anti-ballistic missile 
systems. The response to passive defense system acquisition 
may not be a preventive war. A less costly response, but 
still a. dangerous one,, would be weapons that essentially •
would.neutralize passive defense systems, as Robert S.

42McNamara suggested.
This situation has tied down a considerable number of

42.. Statement.of Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNamara before the Senate Armed ..Services Committee on the 
Fiscal.Year 19^9-73 Defense Program and 1969 Defense Budget 
%WasEin'gtonD.0. : Government Printing Office, 196b) , 65:.
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United States forces in Vietnam while the "police action"
.becomes more and more costly economically as well as.psycho- ' 
logicallyo Such American, responses have.failed to take into 
account the subtle political forces of nationalism and 
colonialism. It is to Strausz-Hupe's credit, however, that 
he believes we must detach ourselves from such wars and 
evaluate them on these grounds.• The problem is that such 
recommendations for guerilla forces may tempt certain policy
makers to utilize them.. While Strausz-Hupe suggests that 
they be used, he also accepts the fact that they must be 
used at the right time and in the proper manner. Economic 
policy, like military policy, must be reassessed if the 
United States is to pursue a forward strategy vis-a-vis.; the. 
Soviet Union. ■ While the economic arm of strategy is not 
regarded as decisive by Robert Strausz-Hupe, it can signifi
cantly contribute to ultimate victory. In his terms, the 
Soviet Union has reaped substantial benefits from the inte
gration of economic, political, and psychological policies.
"There is no valid reason why the free nations, with their

• ' 43superior resources, cannot do the same."
The. arms races with the Soviet Union are regarded as 

being a part of economic corapetition. He suggests:

43• Forward Strategy, 208.
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Contrary to general belief., such a race (arms race) 
need not work against world stability and peace. It 
could serve as the most effective means to bring the 
communist rulers to reasonable terms, for the free 
World can far. better.afford such a competition tnan the 
communist bloc.,44 -■ .

This policy in part is predicated upon the cooperation of all
Western nations.. This raises the question of whether or not
such cooperation can be expected. Even Strauss-Hupe doubts

45 'such cooperation.. . •
Superior technology is also a part of military and

economic strategy by which the free World is. to. break", the
Soviet system, or at least, render its capabilities obsolete.
Soviet technology,..however, has also made, tremendous strides.
Mo longer must they copy Western weapons. The Soviet.
peoples have also shown the ability to sacrifice consumer
goods to obtain arms. If Western peoples, would'make such
sacrifices, would the Soviets then make even more?

A second Strausz-Hupe recommendation on economic
matters is to carefully review all trade policies with the
Soviet Union. The goal is to exact loopholes in the Iron

46Curtain in exchange for non-strategic materials. Again 

_______

44. Ibid., 101.
45. .letter from Strausz-Hupe to the author, October 

12, 1968 (see Appendix B,-'219).
46. forward Strategy, 179«
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the assumption of allied cooperation is made.. How will 
Canada, for example, react to such limitations? They are 
just as prone to send wheat to Russia or China, as they are 
to build battleships for North Korea. If one assumes, how
ever, that trade limitations must be made in the interests 
of the Free World, then the United States would have to fill 
the economic gaps left by embargoes upon trade with Commun
ist nations. Even then, allies, might consider sending 
equipment for cash and benefit from both sides of the Iron 
Curtain. The question here, however, is, What effect will 
such policies have on the Soviet Union? Most likely it will 
simply challenge them to become more self-sufficient, and 
less willing to communicate. Economic trade can in part. - 
enable them to understand Western society. Such advantages 
should not be overlooked.. '

Without stating exactly what ought to be done to 
wean away Eastern Europe from the Soviet sphere of influence, 
Strausz-Hupe suggests that unilateral shipments of aid are a 
poor strategy. For him "The (economic) goal (of a forward 
strategy) should always be to diminish bloc cohesiveness, 
reduce Eastern Europe's dependence upon the U.S.S.R. and
complicate the Kremlin's efforts to maintain'absolute bloc 

47control," The essential feature, then, is the disruption

47. Ibid., 208.
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of Soviet trade practices. For example,, he suggests that 
Western European countries, could contract for Polish ship
ping' when such a program.could cause a bottleneck in
programs of industrial development for China or in programs-

- A8of assistance to underdeveloped countries. . The intended 
effect would be to bloc trade. The actual effect, however, 
would hardly seem .to be that, Rather, if the Soviet Union 
so ordered, Poland could be forced to cancel such contracts.

The United States, it should be noted', has adopted 
some trade initiatives since 1961.. The concept most fre
quently used is that of building bridges to the .East. ^
Thus something of a forward strategy has been developed with 
regard to economic trade with Eastern Europe since that time, 
Robert Strausz-Hupe, however, does not mention the fact that

48. . Ibid., 206-207.
49o This concept was used in the Miller report to 

President Johnson in'which the recommendation was made that 
the United States President should grant most-favored- 
nation status on an individual basis to Eastern European 
countries. See: United States, Report to the President of
the Special Committee on U.S. Trade Relations with East 
European Countries.and the Soviet Union (Washington, P.O.: 
Government Printing Oiffee, AprTr~29, 19.65). This document 
"provided the Johnson Administration with a policy framework 
which it could use as a basis for its previously announced 
policy of 'building bridges,1" according to Samuel Glabaugh 
and Edwin J,.Feulner, Jr., Trading with the Communists 
Washington, P.O.: Georgetown University,- Center for
Strategic Studies, 1968), 3. .
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Eastern Europe is to be .weaned away from the' Soviet Union by 
closer trade alliances. Rather, in testimony before the 

, United States Senate, he .indicates that all Communist states 
are to suffer from collective Western action to deny them - 
goods that may alleviate their economic problems. He 
states: '

The Soviet Union has called for a loosening of ties 
in the Communist bloc•in order to give a new image to 

. the West. . None of the. Communist governments can really .
afford to give freedom to their peoples. . = „ Where 

• they have loosened ties, it serves as a device to 
obtain trade to help with their domestic problems. The 
Western strategy should be to maintain containment, 
forcing all the Communist states to suffer together in 
Communism. Trade merely helps them meet many problems 
at once and impresses the. people with the skill of theirgovernments.50

Eastern Europe is evidently not to be weaned away» Rather 
Strausz-Hupe hopes to make economic problems so pressing and 
to disrupt their internal bloc trade so much that resources 
will be devoted by them to these projects. This would.in 
turn force the Communistic leadership to give up some of 
their attempts to promote consumer products, would bring • 
about economic miseries and possibly cause internal rebel
lions . Instead of promoting bloc disintegration, the effects 
of such a policy might work the opposite effect— promotion of

50. Statement by Robert Strausz-Hupe to Senate 
Committee on Foreign Relations,- Eart•••-II: • 304 pp. 89th 
Congress, 1st Session, February, 1965.
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bloc cohesion,. It would seem that the Soviet Union could 
rise to such an economic challenge anyway, I suggest, at 
this point, that the policy currently followed by the United 
States government in which most-favored-nation status is 
granted to those.Eastern European countries who seek to 
pursue more independent policies, is the best alternative, - 
Such a policy encourages gradual evolution toward indepen
dence as well as providing channels for political and . 
cultural communication,

Strausz-HUpe's recommendations on psychological 
warfare will be taken next. While I have dealt with 
Strausz-Hupe's recommendations as to how to conduct a 
psycho-political offensive, I have not given probable 
effects, On the whole they appear to.be advantageous to 
the United States, For example, if One seeks to institute 
a foreign policy based upon a forward strategy and would, at 
the same time, limit the risks of possible wars on any level 
of violence, I suggest that an intensive utilization of 
propaganda is the best method, 'It would seem to be so 
because psycho-political means can be. used in more subtle 
ways than either military force or economically disruptive 
practices, Strausz-Hupe's recommendation is to disseminatei
the truth about democratic institutions and the economic 
system of the United States, Such a plan is consistent
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with both his forward , strategy and. those who hope for better 
forms of government for other nations«

Robert Strausz-Hupe specifically.notes that most of
the propaganda effort should be aimed at Eastern Europe. .
He argues .the nationalistic tendencies of these countries
can b e 'exploited as well as. their desire to renew their

■ . 51ties with the West. . He further notes that:
One of the more effective ways of influencing 

Soviet domestic evolution leads through the communist- 
ruled European states. .In the past, it was the Slavic 
peoples in Eastern Europe who transmitted Western ideas, 
values' and styles to Russia. The satellite regimes are 
probably even more fearful of meaningful cultural 
exchange programs than their Soviet masters, for it is 

' primarily their traditionally Western-oriented peoples 
who are starved for the resumption of free exchanges 
with the Atlantic world.2-

The intended, effect is to cite the Eastern European peoples 
to revolt against their governments,. Such projections, 
however, are suggestive of many" problems. The basic problem 
is "Then whatJ" If the West is successful in achieving its 
goal, should the United States quickly move into the situa
tion, with, military force, or do we just sit on the sidelines 
and see what happens?

Robert Strausz-Hupe believes that the entire Free 
World must "put pressure on the Soviet Union. To do so

51". Forward Strategy, 28l. 
52. Ibid., 283.



requires a more comprehensive political program of active
coordination, First, the; Atlantic world must openly resolve
that they will compel the retreat of Communism in all por- ,
tipns of the globe, "Once this goal has been clearly
defined . , , the West can determine upon the appropriate.
policies,• prudent yet efficacious, » , , Second, the
image of NATO must be publicized as a part of an overall

• • 54establishment of better national information programs.
Third, the West must back up its political operations with a

' 55 •fundamental philosophy of freedom. "The universal appeal
of Western values, institutions, technology, and economic
achievements is a formidable"weapon.in the West's arsenal.
Strausz-Hupe does warn against presupposing that the West is
the agent of the Children of Light and also warns that the
West must employ only truthful methods compatible with
Western values. Finally, the West should ask why the Soviet
Union does not grant independence to its colonies. ".By
substituting the word 'colony' for 'satellite,' the Western
'voice' can deprive the Soviets of a semantic fig leaf

53= Building the Atlantic World, 272. 
54= Ibid., 272-273. 
55. Ibid., 275=
5.6, . Ibid.
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which;hides the truth and thus deceives many, particularly
57in the so-called nonaligned regions of the globe. .

This is the part ,o"f forward strategy with which I
can most closely agree with Robert Strausz-Hupe„ The West, 
has never-been particularly effective in its propaganda 
messages. The West should develop a more comprehensive - 
program of psycho-political action in which the truth is 
told about their political.institutions and economic sys
tems. The experiences, of the United States fit closely with 
those of the underdeveloped.. Efforts must be made to bridge 
the gaps in understanding between these countries and the 
United States. An example would be to accurately portray 
capitalism or change names for our American economic, system 
so that it may be more readily understandable. However, 
the problem does exist when.psycho-political methods are 
applied to Eastern Europe. Again the question is raised, 
"Then what!" World public opinion of the Soviet Union is 
not .enough to force them to relinquish their "colonies."

Only an integration of the preceding elements can.
produce a forward strategy, according to Robert Strausz-Hupe. 
An analysis of all these effects, taken together, would seem 
to be that the Soviet Union would face increasing

57- Ibid., 276.
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restrictions,, I would argue that it is always dangerous to 
corner a hear 1 For example,, suppose militarily the United 
States had been busy disrupting bloc trade, and the.United 
States had been beaming large quantities of information and 
propaganda to Eastern Europe, Russia could feel that she 
were losing everything she had gained.and could retaliate 
with enough force to wreak unacceptable devastation on the 
United States« Add to the. United States., the. whole Western 
world with Europe the possessor of nuclear weapons, and 
Russia might perceive, the situation to be hopeless and 
either eschew its goals for more peaceful pursuits or ' 
intensify its activity* If one wanted to follow such a 
strategy, one must exercise, due caution, since the effects 
could vary so greatly.

United States/Vietnamese Conflict 
The. morass that is United States policy vis-a-vis 

Vietnam despairs of solution. Without -tracing the course 
of the conflict, and without making value judgments as many 
do with regard to American forces engaged in the conflict,
I briefly want to indicate Strausz-Hupe * s recommendations 
with regard- to this problem area and the likely effects of 
these recommendations should they be implemented.

.As noted in the section of this chapter in which I 
discussed United States/Soviet Union confrontation> Robert
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Strausz-Hupe recommends that a .broad spectrum of weapons 
systems be developed which would enable the United States to 
confront Communist forces- in any area of the world. Modify
ing this recommendation is his belief that one should be 
careful of fighting the Communists in areas and at times of. 
their own choosing.

Robert Strausz-Hupe-,- it should be noted, has said 
little about the Vietnamese conflict in writing. The thrust 
of his arguments are that since the United States has chosen 
to directly oppose the Viet Cong with military personnel, 
then there is no choice but to win so that American prestige 
in Asia is- not completely destroyed. As soon as possible, 
however, the United States should remove itself from the 
conflict (provided there is an honorable settlement) and
concentrate its resources on rebuilding its strategic .

, . •- 58weapons system. /
In the.Fall of 1966, Robert Strausz-Hupe indicated 

that "a sustained military effort will.remain essential if 
South Vietnam is to achieve a satisfactory 'political .solu
tion.'"'^ By the Spring of 1967, he indicated-that:

58. Letter from Robert Strausz-Hupe to the author, . 
Ocotber .10, 1968.(see Appendix B , 219).

59. Robert Strausz-Hupe, "Viet Ham: -French, 
American and Vietnamese Views," editorial in Orbis, 10 
(Pall, 1966), 669-672.
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The United States faces a quandary in Viet .Nam.- It 
can seek an early victory to achieve its objective--an.
• independent South Viet ..Nam— by accelerating the applica
tion of military, economic, political and psychological 
pressures against North Vietnam while simultaneously 
speeding up the liberation of areas in the South from 
Viet Cong control. Or, it can continue its present 
policy, namely, waging'a.lengthy, inconclusive and need
lessly cruel conflict during which it will become 
increasingly more isolated from its European allies, 
additional destruction will be inflicted on the peoples 
of both North and South Vietnam* and anti-war sentiment 
in the United'States will grow.

The indications from this passage are that Robert Strausz-
Hupedespite his own concepts of waging a protracted;
conflict, has come to accept the point that quick and
immediate solutions are possibly the best in some situations.
What he really: seems to be saying is that his strategies
apply to Europe, but that in"the third world, the concen- '
trated power of the United States can become too dispersed.
-Also he seems to believe protracted wars to be too costly
and unproductive in areas such as Vietnam. Since Strausz-
Hupe considers activities in the third world to be somewhat
diversionary from the main task of defending Western Europe
and of attempting to induce political change in Eastern
Europe,, he would suggest that the United States extract
itself as soon as possible from the Vietnamese conflict.

60. Robert- Strausz-Hupe, "Viet Nam: From Tactical 
Victories to Strategic Defeat," editorial' inOrbis, 11 
(Spring, 1967), 18. •. ■
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But he would also say that a negotiated settlement preserving
the political integrity of South Vietnam and the stability of
Southeast Asia is essential.

What effects would his recommendations have if
applied in -this area? This .question is difficult, to answer
for this area of the world. It is not that he is unconcerned

6lwith the policies and activities of the third world..
Bather it is that his recommendations are inconclusive.
While believing that. American firepower is essential to the 
preservation of Southeast Asian nations, he believes that - 
more efficient counter-guerilla teams and the like must be 
developed so that a prompt application may be made and ulti
mate costs may be held down. He would suggest that America 
should utilize its power more effectively to achieve a mili
tary solution, i.e., supression of Communist guerilla 
activity, before a political change can be made. It is 
doubtful in the case of Vietnam as to whether or not his 
recommendations .would make much difference now. If success
ful, his policies would probably help promote stability for

6l. Two of his edited books concern the third 
world. See, Robert Strausz-Hupe and Harry W, Hazard (eds.), 
The.idea of Colonialism (New York:. Praeger, 1958); and 
Robert Strausz-Hupe, Alvin J. Cottrelland James-E. 
Dougherty (eds.), Americanr-Asian. Tensions (New York;
Praeger, 1956).



that area. Unless decision-makers make early as well as ' 
proper judgments in such .situations, the effects, of his 
recommendations could be to embroil the United States in 
almost any war in Southeast Asia in which the influence of 
Communism is. found. .Such a policy would be unwise. Being 
relatively silent on such cases as Vietnam leaves one 
guessing as to more- explicit recommendations. Surprisingly 
he has produced no book on the subject. Perhaps that is an
indication, however, that he regards the problems of Europe

' - . to be more central than those in Southeast Asia.

United States/Chinese Relations

The recommendations of Robert Strausz-Hupe with 
regard to China are more sparse than those relating to the

l • ' -
- Soviet Union. However many of the recommendations that he 
. makes, about the United States/Soviet Union confrontation 
appear to apply equally to Red China.

Mao Tse-tung1s theories of conflict will, briefly be 
mentioned before directly presenting Strausz-Hupe1s recom
mendations for coping with the Chinese threat, and the 
likely consequences of his recommendations.

The principle of Mao Tse-tung1s strategy is that by 
a proper application of political, economic, and military 
methods, inferior revolutionary forces, can slowly defeat
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superior ."imperialistic’' forces< While formulating his 
strategies in response, to the pre-World War II Japanese 
occupation of portions of Chinese territory, Mao wrote the 
tract, On the Erotracted War. Mao argues "in this work that:

Conditions are "being continually modified. , In the 
course of the war, as long as'we. employ correct military 
and political strategy, avoid mistakes in principle' and 

. do our utmost, the factors unfavourable to the enemy and 
. favourable to us will both develop with the. protraction 
of the war and continuously affect the, enemy's strength 
arid our weakness and change the relative position . 
between the two -sides. When a new stage is reached a • 
decisive change will take place in the relative strength 
and position, ending in the enemy's defeat and our 
victory.9^

This type of warfare is. that of attrition. . The purpose of 
this form of war is to exploit the maripower vulnerabilities 
of the superior "Western" forces. ; Such principles can be 
applied, for Mao, on small scale levels of conflict, or to 
win a world. Tang Tsou, for example., states:

By 1937 Mao had developed a strategy.of surrounding 
the cities from the countryside, ■ because the Kuomin- 
t.arig's hold on the cities was firm and incontestable 
while its control over the countryside was weak and vul- 

• nerable. It is a new version of this strategy which Mao 
: proposes to use to defeat the United States. Mao 
realizes that the power of the West in the developed 
areas, cannot be challenged successfully for the time 
being, but he believes, its position in the underdevel
oped areas is weak and vulnerable. His strategy calls 
for the world communist movement to concentrate its. 
energy and resources on the underdeveloped areas of

62. Mao Tse-tung, On the Protracted War ..(Peking: 
Foreign Languages Press, 19'6'0), 391
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Asia, Africa and Latin America in order to promote ' 
national liberation movements and revolutionary civil 
wars. -3

The' effects of such a strategy, if purposefully and success-. 
fully carried out, would be to isolate the United States and 
the European nations in every possible way.-

Politics: and war fit closely together for Mao Tse- 
tung.. He believes that these two terms (politics and war)
can never be mutually exclusive, for he states, "In a word,

- ' 5 4war cannot for a single moment'be separated from politics.,!-
Despite this pronouncement, he notes that war possesses
special characteristics that, cannot be identical - to politics.
When. one politically mobilizes for a war of. resistance., one
must, according to Mao, first tell the army and the people
of the political objective, and then one can produce a clear
and concise program for the accomplishment of the political
objective.

In a protracted war one,must make quick decisions as 
to when to attack or when to strategically retreat in the 
face of opposition. The battles that are fought, however, 
in a protracted war are either those of attrition or

63. Tang Tsou, "Mao Tse-tung and Peaceful Coexis
tence." Orbis, 8 (Spring, 1964),.40.

64. On the Protracted. War, 70.
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annihilation. These two alternative types of battles, Mao 
theorizes, must he adopted to suit the flexible situation.
Mao thus states:.

What should be" demanded of our armed forces is that 
they should wage battles of annihilation whenever possi
ble . We should never let slip a.favourable occasion to 
concentrate a superior force and employ the tactics of 
encirclement and. outflanking, in order to encircle a 
part of the enemy force if not the whole, to capture.a 
■part of the encircled force if not the whole, and to 
inflict heavy casualties upon the part encircled if not 
to capture it. In circumstances which are unfavourable 
to battles of annihilation we should carry out battles 
of attrition. In the former, the principle should be 
the concentration of forces, and in the latter disper
sion. As to the relationship of commands in a campaign, 
the principle of centralized command applies in the 
former, and the principle of decentralized command 
applies in the latter.

A final point made by Mao must be emphasized by 
asking a question. Does he believe that wars are inevitable? 
To this question one may answer, yes, in part at least. As 
Tang Tsou concludes:

The- Chinese strongly .emphasize that national ■'libera
tion-wars and revolutionary civil wars' are just wars. 
These wars are unavoidable, It is the duty of communist 
. parties to give them all necessary support. Mao there
fore upholds the doctrine of the inevitability of wargg 
insofar as this is applied to these two kinds of war.

There may or may not be more "responsible" rulers- in the
China of tomorrow. For today, however, it seems clear that

65. Ibid., 112-113. '
66. "Mao Tse-tung and Peaceful Coexistence," 43-
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the . actions of Communist China' are rooted in Communist' 
expansion and national interest. .

Robert Strausz-Hupe1s recommendations:for a U.S. 
policy toward a China following Mao's dogma as described
herein relate closely to those recommendations made on the
United States/Soviet Union confrontation. The effects, how-
'ever, seem to differ. .His military, economic, and psycho- .
political recommendations will be taken separately as 
elements for consideration on the United. States/Communist 
Chinese policy.

Robert Strausz—Hupe in making his recommendations 
for a national security policy to meet Communist China,
.notes first that the Chinese attach a much greater import
ance to the role of manpower in the nuclear age. than do 
Western societies. Strausz-Hupe suggests that these, con
cepts will be altered over.time, .however, as the Chinese 
develop more sophisticated weapons, systems. In other words, 
maturity will come with sophistication*. In the meantime it 
behooves the United States to maintain strategic superior— 
ity» For Strausz-Hupe, the solution is•to continue such
a policy of strategic superiority,, while maintaining a

68strong military presence in Southeast Asia. I suppose .

67. Forward Strategy, 154.
68. Ibid.
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the United States has followed this policy with regard to ; 
Vietnam, but Strausz-Hupe would argue for a more vigorous 
.prosecution of the war. At any rate, he believes that "the 
backbone of Asian defense- remains what it has been for the . 
past fifteen years: American military power, Further
more , "Should the Chinese communists, in the near future, 
detect.signs of American indecision when it comes to defend
ing their weak neighbors to the South and East, they might

70be emboldened to launch another round of overt a g r e s s i o n . "

The United States * then, is clearly to come to the- aid of ' 
any country in Southeast Asia, but it is to fight with more - 
purpose and unleash more firepower than thus far used.
. Added onto the maintenance of strategic superiority

and direct military aid to allies of the United States in". 
Southeast Asia, is Strausz-Hupe1 s. recommendation for a com-." 
prehensive defense system to include Anti-Ballistic Missiles. 
Such a defensive system must preclude the Chinese from
possibly holding a segment of the United States population

, , 7 1as hostages.
It would seem to be much, easier to construct an ABM 

defense against Communist China than against the Soviet

69. I b i d . ,  1 5 5 .

70. I b i d , , 1 5 4 .

7 1 .  I b i d , , 1 2 3 .
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Union. The: problem with Strausz-Hupe1s recommendations is - 
that they commit the United States to supply direct military • 
assistance in many situations which could be ambiguous in. 
Southeast Asia. .

Robert •Straus.z-Hupe makes few recommendations un 
economic policy with regard to Communist China." Instead of 
recommendations, he-, discusses the position of Communist 
China in the trading bloc with Russia.and East Europe. - He 
notes that "the.communist management and exploitation of the 
Chinese economy will probably strengthen the bloc's power.
base for the waging of world conflict . . . .11 despite her

72internal problems in this realm. . '
Only select materials can be traded with the Communist 

bloc. Again■ coordination with the allies of the United States 
is essential for Free World stability and a forward strategy.

Communist Chinese pose few questions for Robert 
Strausz-Hupe with regard to psycho-political recommendations'. 
Diplomatically,., the United States, is never to give in to 
Communist bargainers and psycho-politically, the United 
States is to launch a campaign to eliminate the appeals of 
Communism and is to properly portray the. image of the United 
States in terms that will be understood by the underdeveloped.

72V ..Ibid., 170.
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nations. .The effects of such recommendations would be to 
limit Chinese Communist influence as much as possible.

The effect of maintaining weapons superiority vis-a- 
vis Communist China is that it will continue to limit 
Chinese aggression in Southeast Asia and the world to the 
support of proxies. I believe Chinese leadership has 
already begun to understand the possible uses of atomic 
weaponry to destroy a manpower advantage such as they ■

• f -

possess. This effect would be beneficial. The effect of 
having ready guerilla troops in Southeast Asia, however, 
could spell trouble unless the situation in which they are 
to be used has thoroughly been evaluated. Once these 
forces are deployed, it again makes sense, to follow Strausz- 
Hupe's recommendation (and others) to use them quickly, 
efficiently, and effectively. Escalation at a slow rate 
only allows for enemy adjustment.

.The effects of his recommendations on economic 
matters would mean the limitation of any trading of goods.
He believes that anything traded with the Communist bloc 
(yes, he still speaks in terms' of a bloc) can only help the 
Communist elites in terms of hurting Western markets and in 
enabling them to utilize their resources where they are 
•essential. The effects of Strausz-Hupe1s trade policy means 
more than limitation. It means lack of coramunication. This
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is where I disagree with Strausz-Hupe1s economic policy the
most.. Trade is a "two-way street" in terms of the goods

. . 
traded and also in terms of communications. Economic policy
can be used to begin the process of understanding that is so 
gravely heeded in the modern world.

Diplomatically, the United States.would exercise- a 
non-compromising attitude. Only if something is to help.the 
West and disrupt the Communist system, is diplomacy to be 
used. The actual effects would be to further alienate 
Communist states because diplomacy like trade requires 
bargaining. The psycho-political offensive seems to be 
aimed more at the underdeveloped nations in an attempt to 
limit Communist Chinese influence than directly at the - . 
Communist Chinese.

A.summary of my evaluations of the effects of . 
Robert Strausz-Hupe1s recommendations is found in Table 2.
I have taken the three problem areas just discussed.— United 
States policy with regard to Russia, China, and Vietnam,
Then I have added the three dimensions of analysis— mili
tary, economic, and psycho-political. The allies have been 
added to.this list, although they.will be mentioned after 
the chart only briefly and will be studied more closely in 
the next chapter. Many elements were taken into considera
tion before giving-an evaluative grade of plus, minus, or
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Table 2
'My Evaluation of Strausz-Hupe

Eecommendations Effects of Recommendations.
Dimension; Russia - China Vietnam Aliie!

Military; +' +■: 4-
A. Strategic Superiority + . + " + -K
B. Mixed Forces o 0 + 4-
C. ABM . o + 0 . 4-
D. Nuclear Sharing (w/Allies ) - + 0 -
Economic: — 0 —-
A. Pressure (on) — — na —
Bo Trade (with) — . -7*
C. ; Aid . ( to underdeveloped) + + 0
Do Disruption (of trade of) — — —
Psycho-political; + 0 + 4'
A. Propaganda (toward) 0 , 4- 4- .
B« Redefine Terms > + 4" ■4-
Co Extend Freedom (to) — — . o na
Do Diplomatic Initiatives + + + ' -4-

(toward)

legend:
'( + ) means if Strausz—Hupe 1 s; policy were applied, I believe 
the results would be beneficial from the standpoint of the 
United States«
(~); means a negative effect would occur.
(o) means the effect is indeterminate. Either I cannot 
assay the effect at this time or the event is neutral with 
regard to that particular problem.
(na) means not applicable.

indeterminate. For examplesome of Strausz-Hupe's trade 
policies could have produced a plus or an indeterminate
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grade, but since .communications channels would become so 
restricted, I gave a grade of a minus. Note that the chart 
shows only, the'direction of.my evaluation and not its 
intensity® For example,:'the two minuses on the chart con- 
cerning nuclear sharing are very strong negatives while 
some of the pluses on the military dimension are very weak. 
The same applies to the other dimensions.

Policy-makers would be wise to use an eclectic 
approach to foreign policy. Some good features and some 
unfortunate results obtain from most schemes. '

Before directly discussing Robert Strausz-rlupe ’ s 
plans for world order and Atlantic integration, it might be 
well to mention the effect that Strausz-Hupe1s recommenda
tions would possibly have on the allies of the United. States. 
First,;it would seem that rather than the promotion of 
harmony among the allies, his policy procedures and premises 
would cause more dissension than already exists. Not every' 
ally agrees that a multilateral nuclear force should exist 
in Europe. Many problems would arise as to how to use the 
weapons and who should have who'se. finger on the nuclear 
trigger. Second, enormous costs are involved in maintaining 
weapons superiority. To many of the European countries, 
such costs might be politically unacceptable. Third, 
suppose that there were complete Atlantic cooperation on
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the integration of. military forces and weapons systems. 
Problems still'arise on the policy-making level as to how ■ 
to employ these- forces and weapons. Fourth, there is the 
added thought that many of the 'European nations are not 
going to always remain as close friends as they are now.

These few thoughts are to be kept in mind as I turn 
to the. next chapter and explore Strausz-Hupe1s recommenda
tions for world order. ■



CHAPTER 7

POLICY GOALS

World'order is a goal often pursued by the peace 
movement. Members are generally committed to the policy of 
inducing change in the international system by either 
expanding and strengthening the functions of the United" 
Nations or of developing a new system of global political 
authority.

If the foregoing statement is a description of the 
many in the peace movement, then Robert Strausz-Hupe is in 
some sense a member of this group. Along with Arnitai 
Etziohi, Grenville Clark, Lewis Sohn, Richard 'Falk, Saul 
Mendlovitz, et. al., he opts for the rule of law and world 
order. . . .

The difference, of course, lies in the strategy for 
achieving world order and not in the goal itself. While 
Robert Strausz-Hupe would warn decision-makers of the 
Communist challenge, the peace movement worries less about 
this problem and more about the possibilities of nuclear 
annihilation.. '

His concern regarding the Communist challenge 
provides the basis for Robert Strausz-Hupe's motivations in

159
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seeking Atlantic integration. In his view, if the Atlantic 
Community can hand together as a unit,then it can shape- the 
-world.in the tradition of the classical liberation position. 
Specifically, he would.seek to bind all nations together in. 
a federated system. Before this can occur, however, the 
Communist totalitarian system of government must be funda
mentally altered so that it is nO longer a threat, to world 
peace, and so that it can participate in the federal World 
Government.

In this argument there- seems to be a basic 
contradiction. The new. order is to be a federated system 
allowing for national diversity up to the point of internal 
totalitarian control or -external aggression..

It is to his goals— their efficacy, their intelle.c- - 
tual proponents, and their critics— to which I now turn.

The Atlantic Integration

Atlantic integration is a means for the achievement 
of two aims: (l) meeting the Communist challenge, and (2) a
stepping-stone toward world order. Discussion shall be con
centrated around: (1) the challenge to cultural unity, (2)
the meaning of the Atlantic Community, (3) the need to 
maintain a strong, military defense, (4) the economic base of 
integration, (5) the possibilities of nuclear partnership,
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(6) the "grand design," and (7) the feasibility of
regionalism as a springboard to world order.

According to Robert Strausz-Hupe, the challenge to 
integration of the Atlantic World flows in part from a Soviet
policy that is determined to keep the Atlantic Community from
further integration of functions. The Soviet Union, for 
Strausz-Hupe, is following a policy of divide and conquer 
since:

The thrust of communist propaganda points to 
communist strategic objectives: The repeated Soviet
threats to Berlin and the exploitation of unrest in the 
underdeveloped areas are designed to divide the United 
States and its European allies and, ultimately, break up 

' NATO. Upon the dissolution.of the Atlantic Alliance, 
the United States would stand alone against the combined 
resources and manpower of Communist Eurasia.

The Atlantic Community is viewed by Robert Strausz-Hupe as
an effort to prevent an external enemy from breaking the .
allies apart piece by piece.

The value of the North Atlantic area is pointed out
to be immense. It is the "world's greatest reservoir of
skilled manpower, the greatest industrially productive area
in the world, and dwarfs the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

2in terms of population." It is thus capable of neutralizing

1. Robert Strausz-Hupe, ejfc al., Building the 
Atlantic World, New York: . Harper and Row, 1963, p. 3°

2. Ibid., 3.
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the Communist challenge. Union is thus a positive good in 
Robert Strausz-Hupe's scheme of values and must be promoted 
by the United •States. ' For him:

The preservation of the Western. Community and hence .■ 
the defense of Europe have precedence over all other 

. commitments of the United States in world politics.
.. ... .' That the struggle for Europe is being fought out
in many places . . .  does not belie the fact that its 
stakes are Europe. ->

How he must quiver at the tremendous resources being wasted
in Vietnam.

To Robert' StrausS-Hupe the Atlantic World is com-.-, 
posed in large part of those nations of Europe sharing 
commonalities of culture and .past civilization. He mentions 
the. fact that: •

.. . . beyond the need to pool resources to meet • 
common dangers are the more enduring bonds of common 
civilization— of shared values,, compatible political 
institutions, and a network of communications and 
exchanges of scientific, social, political, economic 
and artistic ideas— which have enriched the lives of 
peoples on both sides of the Atlantic. . . .4

Furthermore, the Atlantic World defined in terms of contact
spans centuries that included the transplantation of ideas
and concepts to the New World environment. All this,
Robert Strausz-Hupe believes, Communism would destroy. To

3. Robert Strausz-Hupe, The Zone of Indifference, 
New fork:.. G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1952, 3«

4« Building the Atlantic World, 4.
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him the Soviet Union would like to aid in the devolution of
this common heritage and promote strains in relations -
Unity is thus essential for:

■ The last page of history is blank; the West must' 
seek to write its own decision. If it does not, other 

. hands will certainly relieve it of the trouble and ^
close the book upon the chapter of Western estrangement.

It seems that his call for an organization to stop the spread 
of Communism and designed to promote unity on the basis of 
Western values negates his cry for world order, assuming 
Eastern values would then be pitted against Western ones 
thus increasing bipolarity and making the system both more. 
rigid and more conducive to conflict. How does Robert 
Strausz-flupe postulate Atlantic integration as a stepping 
stone to federal world government?

Robert Strausz-Hupe emphasizes three cultural 
characteristics of the contemporary Atlantic community.
First, education is similar in terms of subject matter. . 
Second, diversity is an essential virtue. Third, political 
stability is prevalent. This latter point, however, is 
questionable since he includes France and Latin America 
in the current Atlantic cultural community.

• 5o Zone of Indifference, 305.
6, Building- the Atlantic World, 14.
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. The three.forces which molded the North Atlantic 

civilization, for Strausz-Hupe, and which tend to set it 
apart from other civilizations include: (l) the new spirit
of scientific inquiry, (2) the insistence upon rule of law,.
and (3) respect for individual freedom and tolerance of ah

7 'opposition. He adds:
• These three developments— the spirit of rational 
science and its permeating influence throughout all 
spheres of life; the spirit of .individual liberty and 
its realization in a body of laws safeguarding the 
individual against oppression by government or privi- .■ 
lege; the spirit of consideration for every fellow man—  
form the basis of North Atlantic civilization. The 
three constitute a whole. . ...”

The Atlantic World for Strausz-Hupe-thus means a deepseated
affinity among certain peoples which must be preserved at
all costs,.

To be sure there have been differences of opinion 
that have tended to persist. For example, he states,
" . . there remains the residue of an American psycholo
gical alienation from Europe, from a caste-ridden society

9that reserved its opportunities- to the privileged few."
In addition, some of the NATO allies have detected hypocrisy 
in the American attitude toward colonialism. One example

7. Ibid., 11-12.
8.. Ibid., 13.
9o Ibid., 17-18.
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was' the stand taken by the United States in the Anglo-French
intervention in Egypt in 1956. "The stand of the United •
States was said to have been- prompted by concern with the
American stake in the oil resources of the Middle 

1 0East. . .
Suspicions are harbored'on both sides of the- 

Atlantic. Strausz-Hupe, however, continues his analysis by 
noting that never before have the United States and Western 
•Europe resembled each other in so many ways. While dif
ferences do exist, they are not seen as debilitating.
Since World War II, Europe has come to enjoy the products 
of an expanding economy and has encountered some of the 
same problems of mass consumption as the United States has 
had to face. Thus, "It would be tragic if Americans and 
Europeans allowed the distorted and unattractive images of
one another to prevent them from understanding their

11similarities. . . . "
The Western part of Europe was largely organized 

after World War II into the defensive alliance known as the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). European 
security was' guaranteed by American nuclear and conven
tional capabilities. For Strausz-Hupe, a fully revitalized

.10. - Ibid., 21.
11. - Ibid., 23.
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■Western Europe has the potential of pressuring the Soviet 
Union to set free the rest of Europe. .At any rate, "European 
economic-.growth and political, integration contradict vigor
ously the Communist ideological belief that Communism is in -

12alliance with.. . . history."
Robert Strausz-Hupe argued for a system of weapons

mix at about the time that such a system was being intro-
11•duced by Secretary of Defense McNamara. Strausz-Hupe 

argues, both for a weapons mix within the U.S. arsenal and a - 
mix between the U.S. system and those of the NATO allies..
He advocates the tactical deployment of nuclear forces, the 
building of an anti-ballistic missile system, and the dis
persal of an adequate number of fallout Shelters.

Deterrence is regarded as a useful concept as long
as it is an announced policy. He notes that:

Deterrence is a declaratory policy addressed to the 
psychology and rationality of the opponent. The oppo
nent must be aware of the fact that he is confronted by 
a comprehensive spectrum of available weapons. '

Military hardware is not enough, then, for Robert Strausz-
Hupe. The will to deter and credibility are also important.

12. Ibid., 23 '
13. Robert S. McNamara, "The Spectrum of Defense," 

in Henry A. Kissinger (ed.), Problems of National Strategy ... 
(New York: Praeger), 1965-, 108-119.

14« Building the Atlantic World, 102.
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Plans -for General and Complete Disarmament are
regarded as useless by Strausz-Hupe. While deterrence is
regarded as a'more stable policy, GOD is regarded as danger-

15pus and destabilizing. ' NATO arms policy is very important 
as a part of an integrated Atlantic Community. For Strausz- 
H u p e i t  means the difference between weak nations 
individually standing against Communists of all brands, and 
a strong unit with an announced policy designed to prevent 
Soviet encroachment on Western territory, ideas, or values.
He believes that the announced policy of NATO should be, ," '
" . . , the enhancement of strategic flexibility, the promo
tion of safety and the strengthening of the total deterrent
_L. ..16to war."

Western defense measures are.supposed to be designed 
to deter Communist thrusts. In deterring these thrusts,

15. It is regarded as dangerous because he believes 
that we. are confronted by a nihilistic enemy who must be 
aware of our capability and will to utilize force if neces
sary to meet his thrusts. He states: "A nihilistic enemy .
equipped with large numbers of.missiles armed with thermo
nuclear warheads can destroy either Europe or the United 
States. By the appropriate design of our military posture 
we can place restraints on potential enemies which will . 
induce them to act reasonably rather than nihilistically.
We should not overlook the fact that military strength in 
optimum configurations can influence and restrain the psycho
path." Ibid., 117-119.

16. Ibid., 120.
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Strausz-Piupe conceives of the day when the rest of the world 
and the Communist nations in particular will become con
vinced that.their ways are no longer the.ways of history or 
the futureo Strausz-Hupe• states with conviction:

The Soviet Union is an errant child of the West. '
The West, while protecting itself from the totalitarian
ism which has dominated communism ever since henin made 
it operational, must look.forward to the day when com- 

■ munism will pass from the forestage of history, and a 
free community of nations, governed by the consent of 
the governed, comes into, being.17 1

The goal is one of regional integration, but beyond that
goal Strausz-Hupe believes lies the peaceful cooperation of
8.11 nations in the establishment of a more just and adequate
world order. Deterrence will allow such an event to come
about on his terms. -

Nuclear partnership has engendered more problems
than any other issue among the members of the Atlantic 

• ]_8Community. The Suez Canal, incident (1956) suggested to

17o Ibid., 135- . . .
18. While arguing for a closer system of consulta

tion between the United States and her Atlantic partners, 
Henry Ei-ssinger considers that: "If the United States ■
insists, on retaining a dominant position and complete free
dom of action . . . we will probably find that the political 
will of Europe will eventually be broken. Before a govern
ment makes a major effort, to acquire the competence 
necessary for developing a serious point of view, it must 
be convinced that its views matter not only by the grace of 
a senior ally but also because of structural necessities." 
Kissinger believes it is necessary for the United States to
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the Europeans that perhaps the United States.could not: always
be counted upon as a protector of their vital interests. To
them it became logical to assume that when certain.interests
of the United'States came•in conflict with their own, then ..
the Americans could again act in a selfish fashion.

■ It would seem that Britain has held a special place
in the.plans made in Washington. Strausz-Hupe scores this
point when he notes that although amendments to the Atomic
Energy Act have placed some nuclear information in. the-•hands
of the Allies, " . . . the United States has always been
careful to. withhold information on weapons design from all

19 ■■Allies except Britain.11 He points to this factor as well
as others in showing why the government of Guy Mollet began
the French nuclear armament program and why de Gaulle has

20passed forward with these plans. '
The problem of France requires some special 

'attention.. Charles de Gaulle has consistently refused;
Great Britain admission to the Common Market and forced the 
withdrawal of NATO headquarters from Paris.- Part of the

end its period of tutelage, and treat European nations as 
equals.. Henry A. Kissinger, The Troubled Partnership 
(Garden City: Double day and Co.’, IgbET), ZJZZ

19» Building, the Atlantic World, 194.
20. Ibid., 194.
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problem lies with the United States and her refusal to even
■allow the finger of a friend to touch the trigger to atomic.
weapons / although she advanced at one point the concept .'of a
nuclear armed multilateral force.

• In attempting- to sort out.various impressions of
de Gaulle, Straus'z-Hupe concludes that the French President
does not desire to be a moderator between the United States
and Russia or to embrace the.policies of these two entities.
Rather, Strausz-Hupe believes that de Gaulle in his critic
cism of the United.States, for example, has demoristrated the
point that he is an 11 ardent proponent of Western values.11
Furthermore,

o o . it is at least conceivable that what he 
(de Gaulle) seeks for Europe is not so much the role of 
umpire between East and West as the role of a Western, 
player more active than the United States has been. ,11 
anyone turns out to be the umpire or moderator, it may 
well be the United States. . . . .

Whatever.else de Gaulle may be, he is for France. He is an . 
ally who must be both tolerated and worked with.

Robert Strausz-Hupe sees the Western European Union 
(WEU) as the vehicle for marrying Britain to the continent. 
This organization would be fostered by NATO and would commend 
itself for several reasons: (1) It is a vehicle for

21. .Ibid. , 210.
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transfer of national nuclear forces to joint control. The 
United States could encourage such an operation 'because it 
would be cutting down the actual number of nuclear powers, 
since one organization would be in command, I personally . 
believe, however, that the Soviet Union would regard such an 
eventuality as proliferation to which some response would 
have to be made, (2) Military integration may lead to 
increased integration in other spheres of activity, • (3) It. 
would afford increased protection of the .political community 
of Western Europe. ' (4) The problem of nuclear sharing would 
be reduced to more manageable proportions. (5), Control of a 
WEU deterrent would be more stable than control of purely 
national deterrents. (6) The WEU exists on paper so that 
such a plan can be implemented. (7) The wording of the 
treaty is stronger than the one for NATO and could be put 
into force for a longer period of time (fifty years). (8) A 
WEU deterrent increases the "geostrategic space" a.foreign 
power would be forced to hit in a nuclear attack, thereby 
complicating its strategic problems. (9) It would possess a 
tremendous comparative advantage in technology. (10) It 
would, enable Europe to achieve its political objective of
independence from United States dominance of atomic
. . . . .  22 decisions.... «

22. Ibid., 220-225.
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Robert Strausz-Hupe believes that the United States 
should begin encouragement of. WEU by announcing publicly its 
support of a Western European deterrent, continuing its 
deterrent umbrella over Europe, and insisting that in the 
long run this deterrent will be integrated with NATO defenses 
He states:

o , - when'Western Europe possesses its own credible 
deterrent, the United States and the Western European - 
Union will come together and bargain, as equals for'the 
purpose of creating a single, joint NATO deterrent.23

There are obviously several problems attached to this pro
nouncement. How can he be so sure that if Western Europe 
does band together they will then integrate their power with 
that of the United .States? The answer is that there can be 
no such assurance, particularly in regard to France and West 
Germany. Nevertheless, he fearlessly persists that,

Nuclear sharing could be the key to opening up cross- 
Atlantic technological cooperation, spurring.the economic 
prosperity and political harmony of the West while frus
trating indefinitely Soviet political exploitation ofmilitary power.24-

While military defense of Europe and nuclear 
partnership are to proceed, Strausz-Hupe calls for economic 
cooperation.on.a broader scale. There are and have been 
several institutions of economic cooperation in the Atlantic

23. Ibid., 229-230.
24. Ibid., 135.
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World-since World War II. Not the least of these are the. 
European Common Market and the General Agreement on Trades 
and Tariffs. Within the framework of such institutions, 
then, he considers: (l) resources, (2) institutions,
(3) international payments, (4) burden sharing, (5) rela
tions with the uncommitted nations, and (6) relations with 
the Communist bloc;. .

. As far as resources are concerned, he believes that 
given a more broadly based common.market, the resources of 
the Atlantic Community can be put to much more efficient use 
. than they currently -have been. The institutions' would be 
developed from Article II of the North Atlantic Treaty that 
provides for the elimination of conflict in .the international 
economic policies of NATO members.^  • .

Such institutions as the.International.Monetary Fund, 
he considers to be a proper start.in the direction of 
soundly integrated fiscal policies. ■ In 'addition, he Would
like to see the development, of a Payments Union that would

26act as a clearing house. Also the creation of a common 
currency for Europe is seen as highly desirable. He con
cludes, " . :. the very existence of the United States
balance-of-payments problem attests to the success of our

2-5. Ibid., 164,
26. Ibid., 171.
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policies of the last decade and a half in making possible the
27re-establishment of strong Western Europe economies.11 •

Robert Strausz-Hupe believes that not only can the
Atlantic Community take over many of the aid programs now
handled by the United States in relation to the under- •
developed nations, but that it can also fend for itself. In
making this adjustment he believes that closer cooperation
will be the result of such a program as the Community must
formulate a collective effort.. As a federated form of
supranational government, the Atlantic Community would avoid
duplication of aid programs. The result would be a greater
degree of efficiency.

He feels that more than aid or loans are needed to
sustain the growth of underdeveloped countries. Trade is the
essential factor. He notes, "Trade is and has been the
principal and traditional source of capital for underde-

28veloped countries." Many of the Underdeveloped nations are 
uncommitted in the struggle with Communism. Trade is seen as 
a method of tying these nations closer to the Western World.

In its relations with the Communist bloc, Strausz- 
Hupe believes that the Atlantic.Community should first form a 
cohesive policy by constructing goals and means to achieve

27. Ibid., 173.
28. Ibid,, 181.



those goals. He is not averse to giving aid and technical
assistance-to those' countries who appear ready -to leave the
Soviet orbit 6f control.

The theme of economic integration must be cooperation
according to Strausz-Hupe. In his view America has come to
envy the success of the Common Market and has withheld the
needed cooperation. Thus the advantages attendant on
- partnership are unrealized. He adds, "There is grave danger
that the United: States will repeat Britain's error, namely,.

2q ' ■waiting too long."
The "grand design" envisaged by Strausz-Hupe is more 

than a military alliance as the foregoing discussion indi
cates. For example, he states that, "If there is one feature 
all military alliances throughout history have held in common
it is a far. shorter life expectancy than that of any, even

30the most short-lived, political organism!' Economic 
accommodation and political integration are thus also a part 
of his basic proposal. Political integration is based on the 
federation principle, as shown in the next section.. The 
institutionalization of measures to promote integration may 
take time, but the effort is worth it.

He points his finger to many "enemies" of the grand

29. Ibid., 190.
30. Ibid., 344-345.



design.;. ' (1) Communism as a threat to the Western way of 
life has been portrayed as the constant foe. He states,

■"The intensity of the- political warfare campaign against 
NATO remains one of the constants of Soviet. policy.
(2) Africans and Asians sometimes- are foes of Western inte
gration, partly because of a fear of neocolonialism and 
partly because of a fear of trade discrimination. Strausz- 
Hupe, however, does not begrudge them their feelings. He 
makes .allowance ..for the fact'that internal needs or external 
pressures prevent them from always being sympathetic.
(3) Many Europeans, such as Bertrand Russell and Charles 
de Gaulle, seem opposed to complete Western integration.
One is motivated by fear.of nuclear destruction, while the 
other is seeking to place his country above other European 
nations. There are also the Communist parties of the Euro
pean nations that are openly.hostile to Western integration.
(4) There are two extreme positions among American critics,
according to Robert Strausz-Hupe. He points to one proposal
made by H. Stuart Hughes writing in The Liberal Papers, who
suggests, the paring down of NATO to include only the United

33States, Canada, and Great Britain. Strausz-Hupe believes;

31. Ibid., 237. ■■
32. Ibid., 250-251. 
33= Ibid,, 260.
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Implicit in such proposals is the underlying 
assumption, shared by the British unilateralists, that - 
security through alliances and deterrents is illusory in 
the nuclear age, or, as the advocates of "disengagement" 
argue, that demilitarized neutrals are preferable to 
armed, committed allies« In short, according to. these... ■ 
dismaying views,' the United States must be willing to 
whittle away its own security and that of its allies in 
the name of a peace which never quite comes withinreach.34

The other form, at the other extreme advocates the end of the 
Alliance because of their desire for isolation. These neo- . 
isolationists,, for Strausz-Hupe, are as mistaken as the 
unilateral disarmers. (5) There are also people in Canada -
and Latin America who seem somewhat opposed to the Atlantic 
Alliance. Those in Canada seem mostly motivated by similar 
attitudes of the British and-Americans, while Latin American 
critics fear the loss of trade because of trade barriers.
These fears, however, are to be alleviated, according to 
Strausz-Hupe, because these countries will receive preferen
tial treatment through the United States.

Strausz-Hupe"believes that if the Soviet Union 
threatens force, then Atlantic integration will proceed 
faster. . If the threat seems imminent,. then the basis for 
concerted action will be much more likely. Thus Strausz- 
Hupe adds :

34. Ibid., 261.
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In..sum, the key to Western unity-lies in the 
attainment within the Atlantic Community of a consensus 
on the nature of the communist threat. Salvation lies in 
what the West- does. It does hot reside in a never-ending 
dehate over the basic intent of every Soviet move abroad - 
and the meaning of every shift, in the tortuous course of 
internal communist p o l i t i c s . 35 '-

Although he considers that the Communist "threat can weld the
Atlantic partners together much more rapidly, he also
believes that integration can be the function of a deeper
felt need for unity and collaboration. He contends:

o o let us assume that communism has disappeared 
altogether. Such a happy event, unlikely as it is, 
would not by one wit diminish the need for a strong,

. truly united Atlantic Community, for the Atlantic Com
munity is not and has never been a mere community - of 
fear. . . .  The American and European civilizations, as 
widely as they may differ, spring from the same sources 
and live by the same Values. Both are confronted with 
the same global challenge: to build a new, decent and
safe world for all men.3°

Integration, then, can be the result of a common civilization
confronted with common problems in the last half of the
twentieth century. Threats can only hasten this process.

The Federative -Principle

Robert Strausz-Hupe is convinced that the great 
contribution of American political thought to the world 
today is the federative principle. The federative principle

35o Ibid., 281.
36. Ibid.., 345.
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is designed as a method of -governing vast and diversive tracts' 
of land and peoples. This, principle is to be made operable 
both in the formation of the Atlantic Community and of the new. 
world order.

The extension of any principle is tenuous until proven', 
applicable or adjustableWith this note of caution, one may 
explore, briefly the meaning of federalism as a system of 
governing.

Although the American nation-builders were not 
cognizant of the creation of a completely different system of 
governing, they did on occasion mention that the American form

inwas a mixture of unitary and confederal systems. The Ameri
can system offers the best and most cogent example of.a federal 
system. The definition offered.by K. C. Wheare is based on the 
American experience because " . . .  the federal principle has
come to mean what it does because the United States has come to

38 . . .be what it is."' His definition of federalism is that it is
" o o . the method of dividing powers so that the general and
regional governments are each, within a sphere, coordinate and 

39independent."

37. The .Federalist Papers. (New York: New American
library, 1961), Number 39, 2T0-24-O.

38. K. C. Wheare, Federal Government (New York:.
Oxford University Press, 1953)» 12l

39. Ibid., 11.
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Tlie federative principle does- not ■imply complete 
unity, but allows for diversity within a somewhat unified 
framework, , At least this has been the American case, where 
territorial diversity is accommodated in institutions that at 
the same time preserve the essential unity of the system.
Any abstraction from American experience,., however, must be 
carefully evaluated-before, it can be applied on a broader 
basis. It may- be normatively desirable, but empirically 
impossible.. to justify the banding together of such diverse 
elements as are found on the world scene, and to assume that 
they can work out their problems in a federal system-. On the 
other hand, imagination in the creation of political institu
tions can sometimes overcome empirical impossibilities.

Critics of federalism indicate that this method of
organizing territory cannot last. Edward McWhinney notes
that Lard Bryce believed "federalism is merely a transient
governmental form oh the way to u n i t a r y . S e v e r a l  points
come to mind in testing Bryce's statement. First, Bryce
was writing at a time when few federal forms existed.
Empires resembled federalism, but were not based, on the same

41principals, i.e.., some equality of subordinate units,

40. Edward -McWhinney, Comparative Federalism 
(Toronto: Toronto University Press, 4. ' " r

41. William H. Piker, Federalism: Origin,
Operation, Significance (Boston: Little, Brown, 1964), 5«
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Second, given the New Deal and programs in the United States • 
since the 19301s involving national action, one may hypothe
size that the American federal system, is becoming more 
unitary. Yet, we have not become a unitary system and . 
prospects are that our system shall remain federal.
Finally, one may view Bryce's statement not as an indictment 
but as a compliment on the usefulness of federalism, i.e., 
it allows greater flexibility as well as an opportunity to 
compromise when the final unitary, form may not be politically 
acceptable.

Federalism implies some type of minimum and maximum
arrangements of subordinate parts as they relate to the
centralized part. As a minimum, the ruler(s) of a federation
must be able to make decisions in at least one - category that
are regarded as binding on the other parts. As.a maximum,
the ruler(s) can make authoritative decisions in all but one

42limited'sphere of action. ■
The point, at times, has been made that federalism is 

not the only path to eventual integration, nor may it neces
sarily be. the best one. Henry Kissinger argues, that:

. ." . we must. . . . inquire whether it is wise . .. . 
to insist that there, is only one reliable method of

42. Ibid.,■56.
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bringing about- that unity (Atlantic); that of federal,supranational institutions.4-3.
In his investigations of .the. potential of the federative 
principle, he comes to the conclusion that:

There may be various roads to European unity.. The 
one traced by the Fouchet Plan-— calling'for institution
alized meetings of foreign ministers and subcabinet 
officials-ris not the least plausible, and indeed it is 
the one most consistent with -British participation. It 
has the advantage' that it would produce some immediate ..

. progress without foreclosing the future. . . . It would 
also permit a more flexible.arrangement of Atlantic 
relations than the "twin pillar" concept now in vogue.

The "twin pillar concept is that of a united Europe which 
would bargain with a united North America to produce common 
policies. The attainable would thereby be instituted while 
the desirable would be left -waiting for a more propitious 
opportunity. These considerations.must be taken into 
account, of course, by American foreign policy decision
makers . For Strausz-Hupe, however, the federative principle 
operating ideally would still hold the.greatest promise of 
future advantage for the Atlantic World.

Whatever Strausz-Hupe wants,, he emphatically does 
not seek a monolithic unity. As he puts it:

The-North Atlantic peoples should not and cannot 
aspire to that monolithic unity which mocks the federa
tive pretensions of the communist state system. The '

43° Troubled Partnership, 235.
44- Ibid., 242.
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idea of leviathan negates the Western idea of diversity
w i t h i n  u n i t y .

The exact prescription for an Atlantic Community must come
from statesmen, hut he warns them to be careful of their -
creation should integration arrive at the political stage..

The questions that arise from this discussion center
around the feasibility of regarding the Atlantic Community as
a path on the road to a federated world order,as claimed by
Eob'ert-Strausz-Hupe . Given that the Communist challenge can
help provide the impetus, how desirable is such a method?

Two schools of thought provide two separate answers..
46I shall call the first school the " stepping-stoners.11 The

47second group I term the "stumbling-blockers."
Ronald Yalem represents the "stumbling block" group.

Among his initial assumptions he considers that there exists
a "disequilibrium between regionalism and universalism" in

48favor of regionalism. He believes that the international 
system has broken down after World War II and that regional

45« Building the Atlantic World, 29*
.46. • Amitai Etzioni, Political Unification (New York:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1965")", x-xi.
47. Ronald Yalem, Regionalism and World Order •

(Washington: • Public Affairs Press, 1985)., 3-5-. .
48- Ibid. ,' 41-53.
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functional- capabili ties- have ..replaced the potential that
4-Qcould have been.basic to the structure of the United Nations.

He does not wish to imply the disutility, of regionalism, but • 
he does wish to state thatr

A basic retarding factor toward the attainment of 
(world) political community transcending the nation-state - 
continues to be the narrow scope of numerous regional 
agencies whose single-purpose function may inhibitintegration. 50'

He would consider the Atlantic Community to be a single- 
purpose unit which was designed to oppose Communism as pro
posed by Eobert Strausz-Hupe.. In some ways, then, regionalism 
may be a stumbling block.

Amitai Etzioni is representative of the "stepping- 
stoner" group= Although he is concerned with the political 
sociology of regionalism, he holds to the proposition that:

o ° . the most compelling-appeal of. regionalism is 
that the rise pf regional communities may provide a 
stepping-stone on the way from a world of a hundred-odd 
states to a world of a stable and just peace.51

Etzioni"s approach to regionalism is similar to his overall
. . .  52approach to peace„ The strategy Etzioni would pursue is .

49 o ’ Ibid.,. 142 .
50. Ibid.,.148.

, 51. Etzioni, Political Unification, x.
52. Amitai Etzioni makes a detailed proposal for 

gradualism in his book, The Hard Way to Peace (New York:
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consonant .with his gradualist approach to peace. Gradualism 
differs slightly from functionalism. .The former term may be 
used by the latter as a strategy, but functionalism.heed not 
be gradual. In most cases-, however, the terms at least tend 
to complement each other.

Conditions must be ripe to effectuate given aims..
'From this premise"he emphatically states:

The Treaty of Rome is a master example of a step-by- 
step gradualist strategy. It amplifies close targets and 
underplays more remote ones; it breaks up, into small 
bits, both the adjustments the parties have to make and 
the loss of sovereignty they have to endure; it allows 
"stretch outs"; and it follows a multi-path approach. At 
the same time it also provides, for acceleration, an inte
grative center that is stronger than the one provided in 
the text of the treaty itself.53

Gradual functional integration is the strategy and method
Etzioni believes most capable of creating both a regional
community and world political unification. .

I t is this.latter approach to Atlantic- Integration

Collier Books, 1962), See especially pages 83-110 and 
Chapters 8-12, pages 173^-265. The theme of gradualism also 
is the basis for his work, Winning Without War (Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday and Co . ,  1 9 % ) »  S e e  especially Chapter
VI, "International Relations in the Nuclear Age," pages 205- 
244. Charles Osgood in his book, An Alternative to War..or 
Surrender (Urbana: University of Illinois' Press, 1962%% '
biTers a similar.approach in an effort to - demonstrate how 
world tensions might be reduced by Graduated Reciprocation 
in Tension-reduction (GRIT).

53. Amitai Etzioni, "European Unification: A
Strategy of Change," World Politics, 16 (October, 1963), 38.
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that Robert Strausz-Hupe desires, although not as gradual as •
Etzioni would■like. In their international relations, text-
book, Robert. Strausz-Hupe and Stefan T. Possony call for an
Atlantic Union on a piecemeal basis, i.e., functional inte-

54-gration must- precede political institutions.
Once complete integration has taken place, then the 

. political unit can" bargain for world order. World order, for
him, would follow similar procedures and would arise from ./
some of the same needs as the Atlantic Community. .To his , 
conception of world order and. problems associated with the 
current system, I now turn. .

The Rule of Law ..and World .Order

The penultimate stage of world development is a 
system of world order based upon the rule of law. In this 
section .1 shall consider: (1) social prerequisites to poli
tical integration, (2) the need for world order, (3) the 
■inadequacies of the United Nations with regard to world 
order, and (4) the evolution of world order from regional 
blocs. Robert Strausz-Hupe 1 s. writings on. world order will be

54° Robert Strausz-Hupe and Stefan T. Possony, 
International- Relations in the Age. of Conflict Between 
Democracy and Dictatorship '(New’lork> : McGraw-Hill, 1950), 
90^912 . "
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mingled with, other writers in the field of international 
relations, who feel similar needs for change must be intro
duced into the international system.

A brief excursion into political community is 
essential to a further analysis of Robert Strausz-Hupe's 
commitment to world order. The questions asked here are: 
■What are the essential ingredients of a society?, and, What 
is the meaning of political community?

The functional prerequisites of any social system
55have been listed as follows: •

1. Provision for adequate relationship to the 
environment and- for sexual recruitment.

2. Role differentiation and role assignment.-
3'. Communication.
4o Shared cognitive orientations.
5o A shared, articulated set of goals. .
6. The normative regulation of means.
7. The regulation of affective expression.
8. Socialization.
9. The effective control of disruptive forms of 

- behavior.

55- D. P. Aberle, A. K . Cohen, A. K-. Davis, M. J. 
levy, Jr., and P. X. Sutton, "The Functional Prerequisites o 
a Society," in Roy C. Macridis and Bernard E. Brown (eds.), 
Comparative Politics: Notes and Readings (Homewood, 111.:
The' Dorsey Press , 1964), 82-89 • '



These functional prerequisites fit any social system.
Consequently, these prerequisites, must be narrowed down to
fit the definition of a political community. A political
community, then, may be regarded as a special social system,
in which the authoritative aspect of control and distribution
have been agreed upon. Amitai Etzioni posits three forms of
integration necessary to political community: (1) legitimate
use of violence, (2) a center of decision-making, and.(3) a

55focus for identification. These may be regarded as the .
functional prerequisites for political community. This fits
in well with Ernst Haas' definition of political community. .
For him, " . . political community exists when there is a
likelihood.of internal peaceful change in a setting of con-

57tending groups with mutually antagonistic claims."
To' attain international political community is to

attain world order. To achieve this goal is to fulfill.a
58dream of both the ancients and the moderns. The discussion

56. Amitai Etzioni, "A, Paradigm for the Study of 
Political Unification,11 World Politics, 15 (October, 1962),
45. : - ' ' '

57. Ernst.B. Haas, "International Integration: The 
European and the Universal Process," International Organiza
tion, 15 ( Summer,' 19-61), 366.

58.• Jack 0. Piano 'and Robert""E. Riggs, Forging World 
Order; the Politics of International.Organization (New York:
Macmillan, 1967), 37



now moves to the need for world order, a glimpse of current 
inadequacies of the system, and to a consideration of inter
national organization as an evolutionary process.

John Herz consistently maintains that the nation
state has lost its hard-shell and .has become permeable in the
most.vital realm of state activity— the capacity to provide 

60 'security. Such methods as nuclear warfare, economic 
blockade, and propaganda techniques have broken down this

61
capacity. ■ To a considerable extent, this is the sentiment 
of Robert Strausz-Hupe. It is most interesting to note that 
the writings of a man of the "marginal-right" seriously con
template the notion that the nation-state system cannot long 
endure. In his opinion the nation-state system has failed to

59° Ibid., 7-8. Also see Inis Claude, Swords into 
Plowshares (hew York: Random House, 1964), 4°

60. John Herz is particularly concerned with the 
increased permeability of the nation-state in his book 
International Politics in the Atomic Age (New York: Columbia
University Press, I963JT See especially, Chapter VI, "The 
Decline of the Territorial State," 96-108. Also, see, John 
Herz, "The Rise and Demise of the Territorial State," in 
.James Rdsenau (ed.), International Politics and Foreign 
Policy,-(New York: The Free Press, 1961), 80-86. Kenneth
Bouldfng stresses the same problem, but terms it uncondi
tional vs. conditional viability in "The Prevention of World 
War III," in Richard Falk and Saul•Mendlovitz (eds.), Toward 
a Theory , of War Prevention (New York: World Law Fund, I966)',3-167" ; ~

61. "The Rise and Demise of the Territorial State,"
80-86.'
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keep peace in the world-. The conclusion he draws is that 
nation-states must give up at least some portions of their 
sovereignty. •

The problem of eliminating ..sovereignty is the 
atomizing effect of new nations. S-trausz-Hupe states: '

The newcomers will press home their claims to an 
independent say in world politics. They will Seek to 
acquire the instruments of power needed to enforce these 
claims. Thus the world is confronted with a series of 
problems that will call for ever closer administrative 
and purposive integration and cooperation. Yet the 
essentially divisive nature of the nation-state system 
and the thrust of new nationalisms point toward a : 
dramatic increase of political friction and conflict.

He goes on to say that the United States should ally itself 
with these revolutionary changes by "promoting a new inter
national system which will accommodate technological 
acceleration . . . , increased world population and the 
revolutionary aspirations of mankind.

The nation-state system is described by Robert 
Strausz-Hupe as "a sprawling jungle of national sovereign
ties . The sprawling jungle, in his terms,, must yield to a 
systematic relationship among the component parts of the 
world. His view of the current system is essentially 
Hobbesian in that the sovereignty possessed by each state is

62.. Forward Strategy, 3•
63. Ibid.
64. Ibid., 45.
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analogous to an individual in the state of nature. For him,
International law, formal diplomacy and- the Charter 

of the United Nations pay homage to the concept of 
inviolate national sovereignty.. The public declarations 
of our government abound in eulogies of national self- 
determination and national independence.^5

Again,'one may note that Robert Strauss-Hupe is not alone in
his analysis of the current inadequacies of the international
system. .

Taking the realist View and arguing from empirical 
foundations, Hans Morgenthau stresses the point that under 
the current system, sovereignty is. not inconsistent with 
international law as the latter currently exists; while in a 
strong system,. sovereignty must be given up. He states:

. . . sovereignty, is incompatible only with a strong' 
and effective, centralized, system of international law. 
It is. not at all inconsistent with a decentralized, and 
hence weak and ineffective, international legal order.
.For national sovereignty is the very source of that 
decentralization, weakness, and ineffectiveness. ,

Sovereignty must be replaced by an effective system of world
order before it can be eliminated. This is the same- position
taken by Strausz-Hupe. Gerhard von Glahn further butresses
this point by noting:

The root cause of most of our troubles in the inter
national sphere, and hence in the area of international

65. Building the Atlantic World, 303.
66. Politics Among Rations, 300*
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law „ . is quite obviously the basic legal fiction 
underlying.the current world scene and the current law: 
absolute state s o v e r e i g n t y . .

•If the necessity;for world order is.admitted, then logically 
the method is to eliminate-national sovereignty. The pro
blem, of course, is how to do it.'

For Robert Strausz-Hupe, as for others, the United 
Nations does, not represent the delegation of sovereignty by 
nation—states. Rather it is an effort to live with the 
concept of the political sovereignty of these states, than 
an effort to achieve this transferal.

Strausz-Hupe plainly believes that the United
Nations suffers from the congenital weakness of not having
enough authority to limit crisis situations. However, he
adds, 11 . . . we should work through the United Nations
except when the idiosyncrasies of that organization frustrate

68the quest for order and freedom." These frustrations come 
■about because legally the United Nations has its hands tied. 
Thus:'

The United Nations is not a world government.
Although it has been severely chastised in the past for 
its failure to resolve serious international conflicts—  
such as Hungary and the Soviet seizure of Central

67- Gerhard von Glahn, haw Among Nations (New York: 
Macmillan, 1965), 731*

68. Forward Strategy, .39«
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Europe-— the UN, according'to its Charter, is ill-equipped 
to impose its decisions upon any unwilling member,°9

The new system must have a monopoly of force for Strausz-
Hupe, The current system is thus conceived to be a dangerous .
one." In fact, for him, "The.United Nations . . . may well
prove - the last and most tragic failure to marry the nation-

70state system to a world order under law."•
It now becomes necessary to revisit the principle of .

federalism. Previously, it was considered under the aegis
of regionalism. Now it must be carried over into world
order because Strausz-Hupe sees federalism as the method of
achieving international political community.

It is a part of his view that systems and institu- .
tions evolve from old systems and institutions, thereby •
forming a new synthesis. He notes:

The nation-state has been an essential step along 
the path of mankind's political development. . . . In 
the'West, national and supranational loyalties not only. 
heed hot conflict but should re-enforce one another, for 
supranational integration furnishes the best guarantee 
for the preservation of the best in nationhood.71

Beyond the nation-state, for Strausz-Hupe, lies the. regional
state. Beyond the regional state lies the international

69. Ibid.,248.
70. Building the Atlantic World, 311.
71. Ibid., 304.
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state o He states: - . ;
A world environment in which freedom can flourish 

must one day be embodied in institutions. We cannot 
draw, a priori, their exact outlines. We believe, how
ever, that, the United States has a unique contribution 
to make toward promoting-a consensus of values' on which, 
the structure of a future world order can securely rest.

. We reaffirm our conviction that the great American- 
.contribution to political thought— the federative 
principle--provides the bridge between the anarchy of the 
.moribund nation-state system and a world order based on 
universal values that, over the centuries, have developedin the Atlantic world.72

few have 'such commitment to world order and to.the federative 
principle.

While Robert Strausz-Hupe and others contemplate 
ultimate world community,- perhaps one note of caution about 
its inevitable development should be added. Eugene 
Rabinowitch provides the following limit on optimism:

The'consciousness of the need for a new world system 
is being dulled by time. The dead have been buried, the 
cities rebuilt; for the new generations World War 1-1 is 
history, like the siege of Troy or the defense of Verdun.
A .new wave of prosperity engenders satisfaction with the 
existing world system, and deadens the memories of its 
collapse. The international policy of all nations is 
.sliding back into the old grooves.'3

Psychologically speaking, the world is practicing the concepts
of denial and remoteness.: When faced with overwhelming

72. Forward Strategy, 62.
73- Eugene Rabinowitch, "New Years Thoughts," 

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 23 (January, 1967), 3.
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danger, we tend to disregard its existencej. i.e., practice 
denial. World War II and, possible nuclear war are both 
abstractions to the-current generation and thus somewhat 
unbelievable, i.e., they are remote. These twin concepts of.
remoteness and denial are a part of mankind's Neanderthal -
, . , 74heritage..

• Robert Strauss-Hupe does not fit in such a category. 
World order is the goal and vision of this man who has often 
been accused by those on the "far right" of willingness to 
forego national sovereignty in the. interests of world sove
reignty. Their accusation is correct. Thus he is separated 
from the "real" Neanderthals. As he puts it;

In fact, we (the members of the foreign Policy 
Research Institute) are attacked by the far right 
because of our emphasis on the Atlantic community. I'm 
perfectly willing to give up U.S. rights; sovereignty, • 
to us, is a legal fiction. Our basic concept is a 
merger along the lines of the federal structure of the 
U.S. The willingness to accept the Atlantic Union is 
where I separate the men from the boys in internationalrelations.I5

His testimony to world order speaks for itself. He shares 
the visions and goals of Inis Claude, while maintaining a 
similar belief that the trail (although a different one than 
Claude's)- is a long one fraught.with obstacles, but worthy

74. An Alternative to War or Surrender, 22-23.
75. Herzog, op. cit., 10.
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of the trip, . They could agree that;

, , & international organization, considered as an 
historical process, represents a secular trend toward 
the systematic development of an enterprising quest for 
political means of making the world safe for human 

, habitation. . . . .(I)t .may yet effect a transformation .
of human relationships on this planet which will at some 

. indeterminate point justify the assertion that the world 
has come to be governed— that mankind has.become a. 
community capable of sustaining order, promoting 
justice, and establishing the conditions of that good 
life which Aristotle took to be the supreme aim of 
politics. '

Robert Strausz-Hupe, like Inis Claude, is concerned with the
77management of power and believes that world order is the 

best method to achieve the proper ends.
American foreign policy, according to Robert Strausz- 

.Hupe, must be committed to the visions of Atlantic Community 
and world order. The short-run goal, for him, is the elimi
nation of Communism. That is the essence of Forward

76. Swords into Plowshares, 405.
77" Power, and International Relations.



CHAPTER 8

■ CONCLUSIONS

Jonathan Elliott quotes Alexander Hamilton as saying 
during the American Constitutional Convention:

While danger is distant, its impression is weak; and 
while it affects only our'neighbors, we have few motives- 
to provide against it A  '

.Although Hamilton was speaking on the heed for maintenance
of an American defense establishment to guard against
encroachments of boundaries by European countries, his words
.should be a warning to American foreign policy decision-- ■
makers to prepare.policies to meet current and potential
dangers»

The subject of this thesis: is Robert Strausz-Hupe, 
a. man remarkably consistent'in warning his countrymen of a 
particular danger and in prescribing responses thereto. If 
imperfect perceptions are made of a particular problem, the 
resultant policies designed to meet it may be inadequate or 
excessive. Perceptions in this sense are often related to. 
assumptions, • Although the recommendations made by Robert

1. Jonathan Elliott (ed.), Debates Among the 
Several States . on the Federal CanvenrfIorr~oITT789V Vol. II, 2327"  — —  "  ' —  : “  '
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Strausz-Hupe are logical extensions of his assumptions, the■ 
perceptions upon which they are'based are, in the writer's 
judgment, imperfect. Many.members of the intellectual 
community believe Strausz-Hupe places far too much emphasis 
upon the need to guard against a winning Communist bloc, 
and they would suggest that it is neither winning nor a 
bloc. While a problem does exist regarding.the perception . 
of and response to international Communism, I suggest that 
the response of policy-makers has been adequate— -vacillating 
between under-response and over-response..

In discussing Robert Strausz-Hupe's "forward 
strategy," I have covered many facets of concern. To 
facilitate the final task of evaluation and conclusion, I 
followed an outline consisting of: (1) my premise and
approach to this study, (2) the school of thought to which 
Robert Strausz-Hupe belongs, (3) the environmental back
ground of Strausz-Hupe, (4) the assumptions on history and 
Communism made by Strausz-Hupe, (5) the policy recommenda
tions Of Robert Strausz-Hupe and their likely effects,
(6) the long-range goals of Strausz-Hupe, and (7) my 
concluding remarks... -

1. My basic premise, is that policy-makers should 
carefully weigh the merits- of various, alternative solutions 
to .foreign policy problems. My particular approach is
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designed to aid the. policy-maker at each level or stage of 
the policy-making process. The presentation of Strauss- 
Hupe's environmental background can help policy-makers to 
understand why and how certain alternatives are postulated.- 
The school of thought chapter should aid in the classifica
tion of men and concepts. The assumptions of the person \ 
posing an alternative are useful in an attempt to weigh the 
recommendations on the basis of reality. The discussion of 
the policy effects allow the policy-maker to take into 
account possible problems of application. Finally, the 
long-range goal's of the policy-developer, if made explicit,
show both his values and what the recommendations are

2designed to accomplish.
2. From studying the"schools of thought, I came to 

classify Strausz-Hupe as a forward strategist and marginal 
anti-communist. I learned something else as well. For 
example, before undertaking my study of Robert Strausz-Hupe, 
I had noted his position on Levine1s chart and hypothesized 
that (a) he wanted to destroy Communism (true), and (b) he 
would not be likely to plead for world order (false). . One

2. I did not attempt the rigorous application of a 
detailed- decision-making scheme .such as. the one found in 
Richard Snyder, H. W. Bruck, and Burton Sapin,'Foreign 
Policy Decision Making (New York: Free Press oIHsiencoe,
1963), 3-18ei ~ "
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must be careful^ therefore, in simple reliance on pigeon
holes used to classify individual thought; although it is 
possible that'part of the problem stemmed from the pigeon
holes used. All three schemes of classification (Herzog, 
Levine, and Van Cleave) were somewhat inadequate for general 
analysis, although on a specific question (the weapons 
debate) they were of considerable value. Perhaps more 
studies need to be made on the relation of arms policy and 
foreign policy to each other to enable better systems of 
classifications to be developed. '

3. Despite the limited means at my disposal for 
attempting to establish a relationship between personal 
background and policy perceptions and recommendations, I 
suggest that a direct correlation exists between basic 
variables of Strausz-Hupe1s environmental background and his 
perceptions and recommendations. .

First, Strausz-Hupe adheres to the symbols.of free
dom and equality. These are abstract values which he 
accepts as fundamental. He regards them, as being so funda
mental that the extension of these values to all is 
essential for him. • .

Second, the more concrete figures of Goethe, and 
Napoleon symbolize his adherence to geopolitics and world 
government. Both men wrote on and Napoleon attempted to
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institute a new world order for his time. According to 
Strausz-Hupe, these two men are still his favorite heroes.

Third., Protestantism, according to Strausz-Hupe, 
provided him with a spirit of resistance. It also gave him. 
a particular (and sometimes peculiar) moral quality that is 
evident in his. writing. For example, he continually notes 
that the cause of the West is good, or just, while that of 
the .Soviet Union is had and unjust. '

No attempt was made to present psychological• 
criteria, to establish the foregoing relationships. Neither 
was more empirical data utilized other than that found in 
his own writings. . I merely extracted certain politically 
relevant features of his background and stated apparent 
relationships. To have done more in this area would have' 
detracted from, the central purpose of this, thesis.

4. The assumptions of Robert Strausz-Hupe are 
'separated into three categories in this thesis: (a) histor
ical analysis of revolutions, (b) Communist theory, and 
(c) Communist strategy.

Since Communism, for Strausz-Hupe, is a method of. 
conflict in space over a period of time, it closely 
resembles other agents of historical change. When one sys
tem begins to disintegrate and a challenge is presented to 
the values of the old order, then the present system is
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said, by Robert Strauss-Hupe, to be in a stage of systemic 
revolution. He suggests that the .current.system of Western 
values is in a stage of disintegration and that Communism is 
challenging to become the successor to the present .system.

The West,' according to Strausz-Hupe-, possesses the • 
resources to meet the Communist, challenge by resolving 
political differences. The problem, however, for him, is 
that of will. The will must be found to promote new politi
cal institutions. In :a sense, • then, Strausz-Hupe suggests• 
that the portent of history" can be changed by a counter
revolution in which Western values such as freedom and 
equality can be preserved and.extended. The United States, 
in his view, must lead the way.

Many political scientists seem to agree.that the 
current era is undergoing rapid; change. Some would suggest 
that Communism is not the potential threat, but that there 
will be other challengers to the system such as a racial 
ideology or an ideology of underdevelopment. These will 
pose similar, if not more demanding problems. Strausz-Hupe's 
major assumption, of course, is that Communism is the most 
pressing problem in the world. To. be sure, .this orientation 
is challengeable, by those concerned with the nuclear weapons 
revolution, etc., but few would argue that Communism poses 
no problem. The question, then, is one of degree, not of 
kind. ■ '
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Robert Strausz-Hupe assumes further that a close 
relationship exists between Communist theory and action. In 
part, I criticize Strausz-Hupe for his belief that Communist . 
ideology, is inflexible and. not subject to change until 
either its.goals have been achieved or the West has sue- . 
needed in defeating it. In' other words, little latitude is 
provided in Strausz-Hupe1s analysis for internal ideological 
change by Communist societies,. This , is a. fallacious, 
assumption. . •

Robert Strausz-Hupe makes four assumptions about 
Communist strategy. Borrowing much of his material from Mao 
Tse-tung (especially his tract,. On the Protracted War), he . 
first maintains, that Communists will always avoid decisive 
encounters with Western forces until they have achieved 
superiority. Once superiority is achieved, then the war of 
annihilation will begin.. Although one can state that 
Communist theorists believe that one step backward may be 
required for each two steps forward, one should not assume 
that they will always retreat under unfavorable circum
stances. or wait for superiority. Should they be pressed to 
the wall, as Strausz-Hupe suggests., and should they be 
pressured into assuming that the West will destroy them as 
soon-as possible, then they would be ..highly likely to take 
"unavoidable" risks to preserve, themselves.
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A second assumption on-' strategy is that Communists 
prefer to use proxies to fight their battles. It might be 
noted, however, that the 'United States has also found a 
similar use for indigenous, forces to fight its battles

The third' strategic assumption— that Communists use 
distraction and deception— can be empirically verified to 
only a limited extent. One wonders, for example, that if 
these twin strategies are so fundamental, then why have they 
not been more fully exploited? Some would argue, as does 
Strausz-Hupe, that the Communists have done their utmost in 
the past, but others could argue that the Soviet Union .has.:, 
really, not consciously applied this as a doctrine and that 
distraction and deception are results, not motivating 
factors. I suggest this latter point to be the.case.

The fourth strategic assumption is that Communism 
has had a monopoly on initiatives in world politics, since 
World War II. I cannot accept a monopoly, but would suggest 
something more closely related to a duopoly. The Marshall 
Plan, the Point Four Program,. NATO, and other such creations 
were', and are imaginative innovations in world politics. 
Strauss -Hupe suggests, of course, that initiatives must be 
taken vis-a-vis the Communist nations. One must exercise 
more•caution, however, than Strauss-Hupe • suggcsts. Perhaps 
less caution needed to be exercised in the 1950's, but by .
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1968, one must be more . careful■ "because of the expansion of ... 
weapons technology. One can also .suggest that the lessening, 
of pressures would be as likely to achieve the goal of 
weaning away - Eastern Europe as the increase of American 
pressure upon the Communist bloc.

These assumptions are all challengeable. If, 
however, one accepts the primary assumption of the Communist 
threat, then Strausz—Hupe has provided one kind of plan to 
meet that threat. ' . -

5® Robert' Strausz-Hupe1s.plan for the construction. 
of _a forward strategy is based on five elements6 First, 
technology must be more closely integrated with strategy to 
preclude mismanagement of data. Second, a full spectrum of 
military weapons must be constructed and maintained, espe
cially weapons that would give the United States continued 
strategic superiority. Third, economic weapons, as well as 
the fourth and-fifth elements— diplomatic initiatives and 
psycho-political advances--must all be integrated so that 
pressure can be leveled at the Communists on all fronts.
If one is to pursue a forward strategy, of course, these 
elements should logically be integrated.

.The application of the recommendations is another 
matter. Many of Strausz-Hupe1s recommendations, if applied, 
would seem to produce some undesirable effects. For example
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the reconunendation that the United States integrate a 
policy of forward strategy with her allies is somewhat hard 
to visualize from a pragmatic, standpoint. The United. States . 
would continue to be (or insist that it should be)' the first 
among equals. To freely follow a policy is one thing for a 
nation, to follow a binding foreign policy or to give up 
some sovereignty is quite another. Each European nation 
seems to have a different perception of the threat of the 
Soviet Union. However, recent events in Czechoslovakia did. 
lend support to those who presume the Soviet Union to be 
very active and aggressive.

Strausz-Hupe is particularly concerned about the 
application of his forward strategy with regard to the 
United'States/Soviet Union confrontation. Whep.. he suggests 
that Communism must, be stopped, - he means most of the time 
that the totalitarian methods of the Soviet Union,and. the 
expansionary goals of her leadership must be stopped by the 
West. '

The intended effects of his prescriptions are'to 
destroy the Communist threat. The actual effects could 
vary, however, from elimination of.Communism to elimination 
of that which he. seeks to preserve— Western society and its 
concomitant values through.miscalculation and -war. It is 
this unpredictability of effects that must induce caution
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into the policies of decision-makers. Challenges can be 
' made to the Communist sphere of influence, but emphasis - 
should again, be placed upon caution. Perhaps, in attempting. .- 
to clearly present his case, Strausz-HUpe feels he should 
not stress caution, but should stress instead the "gravity 
of the evil." If that is so, then he, accomplished his. 
purpose. American people, however, are not used to such 
. blatant prescriptions and failure to use more subtle lan- .
. guage may be partially responsible for his "bad.press."

Note that the effects of his recommendations vary 
from, situation to. situation. While his idea of nuclear .. 
sharing would have negative effects on.the Soviet Union, it 
could help provide an ABM system.which would forestall 

- Communist Chinese threats. The .effects of sharing would 
seem to be indeterminate with regard to Vietnam,, and,might 
have negative military, economic, and.cohesive effects if 
the allies1 situation is taken into account.

6 = Robert Strausz-Hupe. presents three basic goals 
for American foreign policy. These, three goals, for.him, 
are the devolution of the Communist system, the construction 
of. an integrated Atlantic Community, and the. establishment. 
of a new world order based on the federative principle.

• The first goal, the devolution of the Communist
system, is to be achieved by a forward strategy as discussed
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alreadyo This medium range goal, however, must be 
accomplished, according to Strausz-Hupe, before the final ' 
goal of a .new world can be attained. In other words, I 
believe he would like to remake the- world in the Western 
image.' Atlantic integration is to .be a continuing process 
which is both a. priori to the devolution of Communism and. is 
to be a basis for organizing world federation.

To wish to remake the world in the.image of the 
United. -States flows from the desire to impart the best poli
tical forms that have.been found useful in limiting tyranny 
and allowing freedom and equality to be developed. The 
problem of remaking it, however, is another thing. Other 
nations in the contemporary order of world politics also 
aspire to rebuild the world in their image as well. .There
fore , while American foreign policy decision-makers should 
attempt to base their policy on democratic ideals, it .must 
be expected that others will seek to exploit their, ideals. . 
Daily decisions, then, must be. the result of constant bar- ' 
gaining. A rational basis for policy-making is the' 
political culture -of which foreign, policy is a product.

Robert Strausz-Hupe suggests that any foreign policy 
should be constructed around long-range goals and that 
American foreign policy decision-makers have failed to take 
such goals into account. If self-preservation and national
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interest.as well as the extension of American political 
institutions are goals (and they are), one can state that 
these,have been taken into account. Perhaps foreign' policy
makers have not produced the best methods for reaching or 
keeping these things, but in the actual policy making world, 
one must sometimes limit one’s activity but bargain for 
.short-term solutions to pressing problems.

7. .There are some final comments which I would like 
to make.. .

First, I have tried to present a balanced view of a 
particular person1s theory and strategy as it relates to 
foreign policy-makers who mu’st deal with some kind of a. 
Communist threat, however vague and.ambiguous it may be. I 
could have subjected each point as I went to either severe 
criticism or high praise. I chose, however, to present a 
study of one who seeks to influence decision-makers in terms 
of applicability. I also chose not to give an intellectual' 
history or to try to measure his influence on contemporary 
policy-makers.

Second, the major effect to Strausz-Hnpe’s policies 
could be to.pressure the Soviet Union to such an extent 
that they would be willing to risk nuclear war as a matter 
of self-preservation. Policy-makers must more closely 
evaluate such risk-taking. '
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Third, Communism is monolithic in neither strategy or 
action. In not addressing himself more to the differences in 
the various Communist states, .and by simply stating that 
their objective is to "bury” the West, his analysis of
methods to meet the various problems posed by them is

3limited,' Actually, it is more of an analysis of methods to 
limit the Soviet Union and to free Eastern - Europe than a 
method of dealing with.Red China or Cuba.

Eourth, suppose Eastern Europe were receptive to a 
forward strategy. Then what? At this point Strausz-Hupe : 
becomes' very vague. Does NATO, for' example, move into an 
Eastern European state such as Rumania at its invitation?
Or is this to be a: gradual weaning away until at some vague 
date:the Communist nations simply evolve democratic institu
tions? Either course is difficult to achieve. One would 
produce major risks which may not be essential, the other 
would seem to be somewhat unlikely. Perhaps the best- course 
of action is to relinquish the pressure, and so promote. 
independent Eastern European nations who may at some future

3<> Part of his analysis is limited because Forward 
Strategy was written in i960 and Building the Atlantic 
World was written in 1962. Thus he has not taken"" the 
opportunity to update his recommendations. The general 
framework, however,, is presumed to be constant until 
written evidence changes it.
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date .seek new friends. Extreme pressure of an economic' and 
psycho-political na t u r e a s  advocated by Strausz-Hupe, may 
simply drive the wedge of European division further.

Fifth, in assuming, that the conflict between Communism 
and the West cannot be won or lost in the third world, and by. 
insisting that the real stakes are Eastern Europe, Strausz- 
Hupe draws attention away from the pressing problems of under
development and population' explosions that are as potentially . 
troublesome as Communism.(from-a systems standpoint anyway).
By solving or attempting to solve problems in this realm, many 
possible avenues, for Communist expansion could be removed. 
Strausz-Hupe notes the problems in the developing world, but 
eschews corrective action in favor of a strategy to destroy 
Communism by weaning away 'Eastern Europe as- a .first step...

Sixth, I once hypothesized that. Robert Strausz-Hupe 
was mellowing in his analysis, of the Communist, challenge.
■After reading some of his more recent material, however, I

4find.him only more sophisticated, not changed.

4. Robert Strausz-Hupe, 11 The Red Strategy of 
Indirect Conflict," Freedom and Union, 23 (September, 1968), 
6-7.. In this article he still speaks.of bloc"threats,' the 
use of.proxies, etc.
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Table 3
Categories of Concern 

National Security (Tabulated)•

Peace Movement Disarmers ' A Deterrence and Defense
!- • -.• —  .. — r

Anti—Communist Armers
. / ' C Extended Deterrers

Radical
Pacifists

Nuclear
Pacifists GRIT

Minimum
Deterrers

I
Conventional
Emphasis

II
Graduated
Deterrers

Til
Tactical
Nuclearists

Forward
Strategists

Massive
Deterrers

Preventive 
Nuclear War

Muste 
Sibley 
Picket 
S. Lens

Fromm
Russell
Snow
Pauling

C. Osgood 
Melman 
Etzioni 
Blackett

Bente
Weisner
Lapp
Morgenthau

M. Hoag 
Gilpatric 
Liddell-Hart 
Jas. King 
Halperin 
V/ohls tetter

Kahn
Schelling 
Nitze 
R. Osgood 
Taylor 
Enthoven

Kissinger 
Brodie 
J. Foster 
Norstad 
Teller 
H. Agnes

Strausz-Hupe
Possony
Niemeyer
Kitner
*Dougherty
*Cottrell

Radford 
Power 
Goldwater 
Dale Smith

Anti-Communist
Crusaders

*Ex. B. Hargus

Le May 
White

CNVA
APSC
WRL

SANE
WSP
*SPA

SANE 
UV/F ’

c5bo

Code of Abbreviations:
1. GRIT: Graduated Reciprocation in Tension2- CNVA: Committee for Non-Violent Action
3. AFSC: American Friends Service Committee
4. WSP: Women Strike for Peace
5. SPA: Student Peace Association6. WRL: War Register League
7. SANE: Committee for Sane Nuclear Policy8. UWF: United World Federation
9. C500: Committee of 500.

Source: Van Cleave, p. 30.
*Added to Van Cleave's Diagram.
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.Table 4 
Strategies for War

1960-1970

Strategy and 
Objectives Offense Defense Other Forces

lc Finite ' 
(No Win)

2.o Balanced 
(Survival)

3 e Counterforce
Pre-emptive
("Crippled"
Win)

4 ® Counterforce
Preventive 
("Central 
War". Win 1st 
Strike)

5> Counterforce 
(Win 2nd 
Strike)

2nd Strike Only* 
Counter Value
Same as #1 
+ Some. Counter
force**

Same as #2 
+' 1st Strike CP

Same as #3 
+ "Splendid" 
1st Strike CP

Same as #4 
+ "Splendid" 
2nd Strike CP

little Defense

Add Defense 
Including. 
Pallout

Same as #2 
Add More 
Defense

Same as #3

Same as. #3 
+ "Splendid" 
Defense

Add Limited 
War Forces
Same as #1, 
but Adds 
limited War 
Forces
Minus Some 
Limited War 
Forces 
From #2
Same as #3r 
Minus 
Virtually 
All Limited ' 
War Forces
Same as #2, 
but Adds 
Forces to 
Exploit Win 
on 2nd
Strike (e.g. 
Occupational 
Forces)

*Counter Value 
**Counterf o.ree'

attack against cities 
attack against strike forces

NOTE?: #l-#4 assume no-win (or survival at best) following SU
first strike. #5 requires a win following SU first strike.

Source: Strauss-Hupe, Forward Strategy, 116.
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
D E P A R T M E N T  O F  G O V E R N M E N T

4 October 1968

Robert Strausz-Hupe
Foreign Policy Research Institute
University of Pennsylvania .
133 South 36th Street, Room 102 
Philadelphia^ Pennsylvania
Dear Robert Strausz-Hupe:

I am in the process of completing a master’s thesis on the subject 
of your anti-communist theories and strategies, A few specific 
questions remain unanswered at this point. If you would be so good 
as to answer them, I can, close the remaining gaps.

1. Do you approve of portions of the Clark and Bohn plan for 
revising the Charter,of the United Nations to achieve a more 
effective system, or would you reject the plan completely in 
favor of your idea of evolution from regional blocks, into a - . 
completely different system? '

2. What do you believe to be the functional prerequisites for 
political unification, of the international society? One seems 
to be the devolution of communi st government s >

3. You have stated that "communism is a method of conflict in 
space over a prolonged period of time." Is it totalitarian

' government which seems to be a generic aggressor to which you 
are referring, or do you include the economic system as well in 
this analysis?

4. Do you feel that Vietnam is a territory that is sapping the 
power of the West while contributing to communist .capabilities 
to challenge, us elsewhere, or is Vietnam a proper exercise in

- the restraint of aggression?

5. Do you consider Hans Morgenthau's analysis of power to be an 
extension of your concept of geopolitics? Do you agree with his 
formulation of the "realist" position? Would you classify 
yourself as a realist, an idealist, or a combination thereof? 
Why?
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I hope that I have not .misrepresented your arguments in any fashion. 
Answers to these questions will help me to better present your 
theories and strategies.

Thank you for your time and consideration of these questions.
Hoping to hear from you I .remain,'

Respectfully yours,

j&f Roy E. Peterson 
Roy E. Peterson



UNIVERSITY 0
F o r e ig n  P o l i c y  R e s e a r c h  I n s t i t u t e  

133 South 36th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 

EVergreEN 2-0685

R obert STRAUsz-HuPE/jDfr^ctor .

■ 10 October 1968

Dear Mr* Peterson:

This is to thank you for your-note of October 4.
. First, the Clark and Sohn plan is not likely to be accepted by the 

great majority of the m e m b e r s  of the United Nations, nor, for that 
matter, by the majority of Americans. Furthermore, the assumptions 
about international behaviour which underlie this plan, . have not been 
made explicit. Thus, we can assess neither its theoretical basis nor 
the chances of its feasibility.

At this point, most Americans and Europeans appear disinterested 
in developing political institutions of Atlantic unity. This is unfortunate, 
but it is also a fact. " x

The internal contradictions of c o m m u n i s m  are becomingly increasingly 
manifesto I do not think that the international order can be. stablized 
before this process, i. e. the devolution of the communist system, has 
been completed. During this period the dangers of war will be increas
ing, for a system that is disintegrating,.is likely to act irrationally and 
aggressively.

At present, Vietnam is sapping our strength, notably our budget for 
strategic weaponry.

I do not consider Morgenthaurs analysis an extension of mine, Rather 
than labeling people as realist or idealist, I would ask as to whether they 
are reasonable and deal with facts rather than hopes Or illusions about ■ 
the future.

Unfortunately, 1 cannot answer your questions at greater length for I 
a m  about to leave for Europe and a m  pressed1-for time. .

Sine e rely-your s,

' . Robert Strausz-Hupe
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